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This senior has an appreciation for the
Clemson linebacl<er tradition, a tradition that
has motivated him for five years. Tim Jones's
contributions have been extensive and what he
has accomplished on the field and in terms of
leadership will help Clemson teams for years
to come.
40 Tiger Wrestling
Clemson Athlete of the Year Sam Henson
will be honored today, but this two-time NCAA
champion has graduated. He was the major
reason Clemson has been ranked in the top
dozen in the nation each of the last two years.
Now Head Coach Gil Sanchez faces new chal-
lenges in a new era.
49 Rich Bisaccia
When the Tigers travel to Virginia and
Maryland Rich Bisaccia has many ticket
demands. The Clemson running backs coach
comes from a large family, a group that has
adopted the Clemson Tigers.
51 Lewis Usher
While Clemson's four starting senior line-
backers have received a lot of attention this
year, a fifth senior linebacker has quietly made
an impact on Clemson's outstanding defensive
statistics. Brent Coleman takes a look at the
career of rapidly improving Lewis Usher.
61 Bruce Warwick
Any football program needs an organized
person to run the behind the scenes activities.
Bruce Warwick is that person and the Clemson
assistant athletic director does an outstanding
job in a myriad of areas.
73 Senior Sponsors
Each year Clemson's senior football play-
ers, managers and trainers honor a lady who
has made a significant contribution to their suc-
cess at Clemson.
76 Spring Sports
Clemson had one of the top spring sports
programs in the nation last year as no less
than four sports ranked in the top 20 in the
nation. We reviewed the Clemson baseball
prospects in an earlier program. Turn to page
6
76 for an outlook for Clemson's track, tennis
and golf teams.
78 Personal Growth Program
There is more to life than just on the field
activities for a Clemson student-athlete. The
Personal Growth Program recognizes this and
helps young student-athletes learn lessons
that will last a lifetime.
79 Senior Spotlight
Head coach Tommy West will be the first
to tell you that this 1994 Clemson football team
has had outstanding senior leadership. Here
is a rundown on some of the less publicized
Tigers who will be performing in their final
game for the Tigers.
112 The Last Word
The late Frank Jervey probably gave
more of his time, effort and advice to Clemson
University than anyone. Clemson's goodwill
ambassador would have been 100-years-old
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Sept. 3 Furman W, 27-6
Sept. 10 N.C. State L. 12-29
Sept. 17 'at Virginia L, 6-9
Oct. 1 "Maryland W, 13-0
Oct. 8 "at Georgia L, 14-40
Oct. 15 'at Duke L, 13-19
Oct. 22 'at Florida State L, 0-17
Oct. 29 Wake Forest W, 24-8
Nov. 5 at North Carolina W, 28-17
Nov 12 'Georgia Tech W, 20-10






Final Game for Seniors
This will be the final home game for 14
Clemson seniors, nine scholarship players and
five walk-ons. This senior class has been
involved in 28 victories (28-16-1), two bowl
games, seven wins over top 25 teams, and an
undefeated ACC Championship. The class
has taken phde in playing in Death Valley as
Clemson has a 20-4-1 record at home during
their era.
The class is small by recent standards, but
they have recorded many landmark accom-
plishments. Tim Jones, a senior linebacker, is
fifth in Clemson history in total tackles with
326. The native of Rock Hill, SC will become
the first player in Clemson history to lead the
Tigers in tackles for three straight seasons.
Placekicker Nelson Welch is Clemson's
career scoring leader with 300 points heading
into today's game, his final as a Tiger Welch
is the ACC's career field goal leader with 72
and he has a chance to become a four-time All-
ACC (first or second-team) player Linebacker
Warden Rouse is among the ACC leaders in
sacks this year, while linebacker Darnell
Stephens is among the ACC leaders in tackles
for loss. tVlike Barber has led the team in tack-
les/play the last two years.
Here is a list of Clemson seniors who will
be playing in their last game when the Tigers
face South Carolina:
Tigers try to close with a four-game winning streak for












































The South Carolina game will mark the final
appearance of 14 Clemson seniors and six of
them are linebackers. Four of the group, Tim
Jones, Darnell Stephens, Wardell Rouse and
Mike Barber are the four starters at the four
linebacker positions and they are the major
reason Clemson ranks 11th in the nation in
scoring defense and 13th in the nation in rush-
ing defense.
Over the last four years Clemson oppo-
nents have averaged just 104 yards a game on
the ground. Nineteen times the opposition has
failed to get over 100 yards rushing and only
three teams have gained over 200 yards on the
ground against the Tigers. Tim Jones leads
the group with 326 career tackles, while
Darnell Stephens has 196, Mike Barber has
185 and Wardell Rouse, a junior college trans-
fer who has played just two seasons, has 138.
Rouse leads the group in terms of tackles for
loss with 22, and in sacks with nine.
Altogether the group has made over 800 tack-
les for the last four seasons.
Clemson on Three-Game Win Streak
Clemson has won its last three games, all
by double figure margins. Clemson has played
well defensively all season, but the major rea-
son for Clemson's improvement has been on
the offensive side of the line of scrimmage.
The Tigers have averaged nearly 350 yards a
game over the last three games, after averag-
ing just 253.7 yards a game for the first seven.
The rushing attack has made the biggest gain,
by over 100 yards a game. Clemson has
gained 261 .3 yards a game on the ground over
the last three games, including 283 in the win
over Georgia Tech last Saturday. Clemson
averaged just 143.9 yards a game on the
ground for the first seven contests.
Here is a rundown of Clemson's improve-



















Tigers #1 in Nation in Turnover Margin
Clemson ranks first in the nation in turnover
1994 Clemson Seniors: Back row (L-R) — Wardell Rouse, Mike Kunz, Tim Scheibel, Stephon Wynn and Ed Glenn. Second Row (L-R) —




margin heading into the season finale with
South Carolina. Clemson has just nine
turnovers on offense, including just one in the
last five games, and has forced 27 on defense.
That computes to a +1.8 turnover margin for
the season. ACC member Duke is actually
second in the country with a +1.7 mark.
The Tigers have never won the national
turnover championship, but Clemson has fin-
ished second twice. The Tigers were second
in 1988 with a +1.82 mark and second in 1989
with the same +1.82 figure. It is interesting to
note that current Clemson head coach Tommy
West was an assistant coach on both of those
Clemson teams.
Clemson can set a school record as far as
fewest turnovers per game in a season if it has
a turnoverless game against South Carolina.
Clemson has gone without a turnover four of
the last five weeks. The 1940 Clemson team
had just eight turnovers in nine games, a 0.88
turnovers per game figure. If Clemson goes
without a turnover Saturday, it would give them
a 0.81 figure and the record.
One of the prime reasons for Clemson's
low turnover total is a lack of fumbles.
Clemson has lost just one fumble all year,
fewest in the nation. Duke is actually second
with just three lost fumbles. The Clemson
record for fewest fumbles over the course of
the season is six, set by the 1938 team. The
one lost fumble is an incredible stat when you
look at Clemson football history. Since 1960
Clemson has had just five seasons when it did
not have at least double figures in terms of lost
fumbles.
One of the reasons for this lack of fumbles
has been the concentration of Clemson's first-
year freshmen. Tiger first year freshmen have
handled the ball on a rush, reception or return
352 times without a lost fumble. Clemson's
only lost fumble of the year took place at
Georgia.
South Carolina Update
South Carolina enters today's game with a
5-5 record, the same as the Tigers. But, unlike
Clemson, a victory will make the Gamecocks
eligible for a postseason bowl. The NCAA
requires six Division I victories and one of
Clemson's wins was against Division l-AA
member Furman. All of South Carolina's
games have been against Division I teams.
South Carolina jumped off to a 4-1 start,
including conference wins over Arkansas,
Kentucky and LSU. The Gamecocks have
played very well on the road, posting a 3-1
record so far. Their only road loss was at top
10 Florida.
The Gamecocks have some outstanding
data on offense. For the season South
Carolina has averaged 24.3 points per game,
gained 343 yards a game in total offense and
thrown for over 217 yards per game. Steve
Taneyhill, who led South Carolina to a 24-13
victory over Clemson in Death Valley in 1992,
has had an outstanding season with 217 com-
pletions in 342 attempts, a 63.5 completion
mark. He has thrown for 2033 yards, and has
an outstanding 3/1 ratio in TDs/interceptions
(18/6).
Brandon Bennett leads the Gamecocks in
receptions and rushing, a rarity in college foot-
ball. We don't know how many South Carolina
backs have done that, but no player in
Clemson history has pulled off that double.
1994 Clemson Statistics
(5-5, 4-4 Atlantic Coast Conference)
Statistically Speaking




Lamont Pegues, TB 76 330 4.3 2 19
Raymond Priester, FB 85 329 3.9 2 23
Louis Solomon, QB 58 292 5.0 1 54
Antwuan Wyatt, TB 74 249 3.4 1 21
Anthony Downs, TB 63 216 3.4 29
Totals 510 1791 3.5 11 54
Opponent Totals 329 1062 3.2 7 48
Passing Cmp Att Int Yds TD Pet
Nealon Greene 47 83 472 1 .566
Patrick Sapp 39 88 3 444 2 .443
Louis Solomon 15 33 5 112 1 .454
Antwuan Wyatt 1 .000
Totals 101 205 8 1028 4 .493
Opponent Totals 196 330 14 2164 8 .594
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD LG
Antwuan Wyatt, WR 29 279 9.6 1 31
Kenya Crooks, WR 19 181 9.5 2 28
Marcus Hinton, WR 17 258 15.2 42
Totals 101 1028 10.1 4 42



























S3 Furman W 27-6
S10 NC State L 12-29
SI 7 at Virginia L6-9
01 Maryland W 13-0
08 at Georgia L 14-40
015 at Duke L 13-19
022 at Florida St. LO-17
029 Wake Forest W 24-8
N5 atN. Carolina W 28-17
N12 Georgia Tech W 20-10
N19 South Carolina12:08 pm
(5-5-0, 4-4 SEC)
Rushina TC Net AVQ Tn
Brandon Bennett 154 578 4.4 o OQ
Stanley Pritchett 116 529 4.6 7
Mike Reddick 12 78 b.o U It
Toby Gates 3 43 14,3 22
Corey Bridaes 2 21 10.5 ortill
Totals 365 1251 3.4 11 29
Opponents 376 1468 3.9 9 78
Passina Cmo Alt Int YQS I U Pel
Steve Taneyhill 217 342 6 10 .DoD
Blake Williamson 1 1 27 3 1 9A 1 A(Y7
Derwin Jeffcoat 1 1 Id U .UUl
Brandon Bennett 1 2 3 1 .50C
Kurt Frederick 1 .UUl
Totals 230 373 9 2177 20 .617
Opponents 156 280 11 2221 20 .557
ncVfCIVIIIU Rec Yds Avq TD LG
Brandon Bennett 40 283 7.1 1 26
Toby Gates 35 504 13.3 6 41
Stanley Pritchett 32 186 5.8 2 17
Darrel Nicklow 22 243 11.0 2 40
Montv Means 21 261 12.4 3 52
Totals 230 2177 9.5 20 52
Opponents 156 2221 14.2 20 77
1991 S. Carolina Schedule
Tackle Leaders Tot Date Opponent Score
Tony Watkins, SS 98 S3 Georgia L21-24
Aubrey Brooks, ILB 79 810 Arkansas W 14-0
Ronnie Smith, ILB 77 S17 Louisiana Tech W31 -6
Terry Cousin, CB 72 S24 at Kentucky W23-9
Hank Campbell, ILB 71 01 at Louisiana St. W 18-17
Chhs Abrams, FS 60 08 East Carolina L42-56
Ben Washington, DT 48 015 Mississippi St. L 36-41














Antwuan Wyatt had a chance until he was
injured. Bennett has 678 yards rushing and a
4.4 average, and has 40 catches for 283 yards.
Additionally, he has 325 yards in kick returns,
giving him a 128.6 average in terms of all-pur-
pose yards per game.
Stanley Pritchett is an outstanding running
back with a 4.6 average and seven rushing
touchdowns. He has also caught two TD pass-
es and is South Carolina's leading scorer with
56 points. Toby Gates is the second leading
receiver with 38 receptions for 504 yards and
six touchdowns. South Carolina has 32 touch-
downs for the year, 11 on the ground, 20 in the
air and one on a return.
Clemson-South Carolina Series
Clemson holds the all-time lead in the
series with South Carolina, 54-33-4. With the
fervor of the fans in this series, one would think
it would be tough to gain a road win, but that
has not been the case of late. Each of the last
three seasons the road team has won this con-
test. That includes last year when Clemson
won in Columbia, 16-13. This is the first time
the road team has won three years in a row
since 1983-84-85.
Clemson has won five of the last six games
in this series and has a 3-0 record against
South Carolina in games played on November
19th over the years. The Tigers have an 11-
5-1 advantage in the series in games played at
Clemson, including an 8-2-1 margin since
1972.
Both Clemson Coach Tommy West and
South Carolina coach Brad Scott are in their
first game as a head coach in this series, but
West is certainly no stranger to the series. He
served as a Clemson assistant between 1982-
89 and a South Carolina assistant between
1991-92. He is 6-3-1 in the series, 5-2-1 as a
Clemson coach and 1-1 as a South Carolina
coach. The last time he coached in the
Clemson-South Carolina series in Death
Valley, he was a defensive assistant with South
Carolina.
Brad Scott will be trying to be the first South
Carolina coach to win his first game in the
Clemson-South Carolina series since 1975
when Jim Carlen downed the Tigers 56-20 in
his first year. The last Clemson coach to win
his first game in the series was Ken Hatfield,
who defeated the Gamecocks in 1990, 24-15.
This is the first time since 1985 that the two
teams have entered the game with 5-5
records, or a battle for a winning season.
Clemson won that game to go to the
Independence Bowl. Clemson has a 6-1
record against South Carolina when the two
teams enter the annual battle with the same
record. The record is 6-0 in games of this
nature since 1903. The last time Clemson and
South Carolina entered the game with the
same record was 1988. Both squads were 8-2
and Clemson came away with a 29-10 victory.
South Carolina has not entered its game
with Clemson with a better record than the
Tigers since 1984 when the Gamecocks were
9-1 and Clemson was 7-3. South Carolina won
that day at Clemson, 22-21.
And, before we leave our last today's
game, a special thanks must be offered to Bob
Fulton, who will be broadcasting his final
Clemson-USC game today. He has been the
voice of the Gamecocks for 43 years and has
made a significant contribution to college ath-








exteriors just can't stack up to a monster
brick wall defense around your new
. home! Recruit brick for your home
defense for just 3-5% more on your total new home cost
than the same home in siding. Call us now for
BRICK VALUE BUILDERS who want to join your team for
quality, beauty, and durability!
Smarter than you think
1-800-768-BRICK
Brick Association of South Carolina Member Manufacturers: Ashe Brick (800 922 2918) • Boren Brick (800-277 5000) • Carolina Ceramics.
Inc (803-788-1916) • Guignard Brick (800-844-2749) • Palmetto Brick Company (800-922-4423) • Richtex Corporation (800-922-5608) •






It is virtually a Sunday ritual for Tim
Jones. Go to Jervey Athletic Center for
meetings around 3:00 PM, participate in
the Sunday afternoon practice, grab
something to eat, return to the room and
wait for former Clemson All-American and
current Minnesota Vikings linebacker Ed
McDaniel to call.
On November 6, Jones was especially
anxious for the phone to ring, because he
couldn't wait to review Clemson's victory
over #12 North Carolina, certainly the
highlight of the Clemson season. "I talk
with Ed McDaniel just about every
Sunday night," said Jones with a smile.
"He wanted to know how we held North
Carolina to 11 yards rushing. We always
talk about how Clemson played, how
everyone is doing. He gives me a hard
time when we lose, but you can tell he
really cares about this program."
These Sunday night phone calls are all
part of the tradition, the tradition of out-
standing linebackers at Clemson. One
foot soldier carries it on to the other. It
really goes back to the 1950s when
Wyndie Wyndham knocked out three
Missouri players on three consecutive
plays. All-American Jeff Davis captained
Clemson to the 1981 National
Championship and made an incredible
175 tackles in the process. Johnny
Rembert followed Davis, leading the
Tiger defense before moving on to an
All-Pro career in the NFL.
The tradition has reached its
zenith in the 1990s as five lineback-
ers (Ashley Sheppard, John
Johnson, Ed McDaniel, Levon
Kirkland and Wayne Simmons) have
gone on to play in the NFL. All were
members of Clemson's number-one
ranked defense of 1990, the year
Jones was a first-year freshman. It
is a tradition that Clemson lineback-
ers feel everyday.
"Those guys motivate us every
day," said Jones, who was a team-
mate at one time or another with all
five former Tigers now in the pro
ranks. "They set a tradition to have
great inside and outside linebackers
at Clemson and now we have to carry
it on. It is something that gets me
going every day in practice.
"I watched those guys play my first
two years and they taught me what
it is all about. Doug Brewster was
a player that took care of me
when I was a first-year fresh-
man. I played behind him and he
took the time to help me. There
is a bond there and it is great to be a
part of it. They set the tone for
us and now we have to set the
Jones has enhanced Clemson's lofty position as
Linebacker U.
tone for future Clemson linebackers."
Brewster was the perfect mentor for
Jones. "When he came to Clemson he
was just about 205 pounds, about the
same weight for me when I first came.
They told him he could not play, he was-
n't big enough. But, he showed me and
everyone else what he could do with hard
work and dedication." Brewster went on
to a successful career in the CFL, and like
McDaniel and the other linebackers,
comes back to Clemson whenever he can
and still follows the program closely.
Jones served his apprenticeship under
Brewster and the other Tigers in 1 990 and
1991, learning the trade and preparing
himself for the 1992 season. The
McDaniels, Kirklands etc were gone to
the pros and it was time for Jones to carry
on the tradition. It did not take long, as he
had a dozen tackles against Ball State in
his first career start, then was the domi-
nating defensive player in the epic battle
with Florida State on September 12.
"I think the Florida State game in 1992
was a big game for me. It was on nation-
al TV (ESPN), it was at night, (first
Clemson night game since 1956) , and
the crowd was awesome (over 84,000). I




moved into fifth place on the career tackle
is 12-tackle performance last week against
ia Tech.
played well as a defense. We lost the
game, but I gained confidence in myself
that I could play well in a big game
against good competition." Jones went
on to pick up a team best 89 tackles for
the season, more than first-round draft
pick Wayne Simmons and current NFL
linebacker Ashley Sheppard.
Jones has been playing well in big
games ever since. He has been playing
well in all games for that matter. Entering
the South Carolina game Jones has 326
career tackles, fifth highest total in
Clemson history and higher than such
Clemson greats as Terry Kinard, William
Perry and Levon Kirkland. With his 106
tackles he is assured of leading the Tigers
for the third straight season, a first in
Clemson history. Not even McDaniel,
Davis or Brewster led the Tigers in tack-
les for three straight seasons.
Additionally, he has shown his ability in
pass coverage over the years, recording
six interceptions and 16 pass deflections,
more than any other active Tiger.
In 1994 tfie senior inside linebacker
has rung up double figures in tackles six
times and has twice been chosen ACC
Defensive Player-of-the-Week, both for
performances that took place in the North
Carolina Triad. The native of Rock
Hill, SC turned in what might have
been his top effort at Duke when he
had 20 tackles, most by a Clemson
player since 1985. Jones had 10 first
hits and 10 assists, the most since
inside linebacker Henry Walls had 21
total tackles against Georgia Tech on
September 28, 1985 at Death Valley.
It was the most tackles by a Tiger in a
road game since 1983 when Walls
had 20 at Boston College.
What was especially impressive
about his 20 tackles against Duke was
that he reached the total by playing
just 57 snaps. That computes to a
tackle every 2.85 plays. He became
just the fifth different player in
Clemson history to record at least 20
tackles in a single game. The players
who have had at least 20 tackles in a
game are Jeff Davis (3 times including
Clemson record 24 against North
Carolina in 1980), Bubba Brown
(twice over 20), Walls (twice) and
Willie Anderson (the first to do it with
21 against South Carolina in 1974).
At North Carolina two weeks
ago Jones was Clemson's leading
tackier with 10. His activity was a
prime reason the Tar Heels gained
just 11 yards on the ground, the fourth
best Clemson rushing defense in an
J 994 Clemson Football
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Clemson Career Tackle Leaders
Bk Name. Pos Years
1. Bubba Brown, LB 1976-79
2. Jeff Davis, LB 1978-81
3. Ed McDaniel, LB 1988-91
4. Randy Scott, LB 1975-78
5. Tim Jones, LB 1991-94
6. Henry Walls, LB 1983-85
7. Jim Stuckey, DT 1 976-79
8. Doug Brewster, LB 1987-90
9. Terry Kinard, FS 1978-82
10. Terence Mack, OLB 1983-86
Clemson Single Game Tackle Bests
Name. Pos Opponent Site Tac
Jeff Davis, LB North Carolina H 24
Jeff Davis, LB Maryland A 22
Bubba Brown, LB Ohio State N1 22
Bubba Brown, LB N.C. State H 22
Henry Walls, LB Georgia Tech H 21
Willie Anderson, MG South Carolina H 21
Jeff Davis, LB Tulane A 21
Henry Walls, LB Boston College A 20
Tim Jones, LB Duke A 20
ACC game in school history. It was an
especially gratifying victory for Jones,
whose leadership has kept the defense
together all year.
"The North Carolina game has been a
highlight this year, no doubt," said Jones.
"They were ranked, it was their senior's
last home game and they were coming off
a good performance, needing a win to go
to a big bowl. But, we played hard and
took a way their ground game. It was a
game in which we (the four senior line-
backers) stood up."
Jones is part of a quartet of lineback-
ers who are Clemson's only senior defen-
sive starters and four of the five total
seniors starting this year. Jones, Mike
Barber, Wardell Rouse and Darnell
Stephens are four of Clemson's top five
tacklers on a defense that ranks in the
top 15 in the nation in rushing defense,
scoring defense and forcing turnovers,
leading to a number-one ranking in
Jones was a preseason Butkus Award candidate
and has been selected to play in the Hula Bowl in
January.
Jones has carried on the tradition of great
linebackers at Clemson.
turnover margin.
"We have come together to be a pretty
good unit this year," said Jones. "We
spend a lot of time together at home and
on the road. We get together and play
SAGA (video football game) every Friday
night. We stretch out before the game
together. We have stressed all year that
it was important for all four of us to play
well. We feel it has been our job to keep
the young guys focussed.
"Last year Wardell was in his first year
and Darnell was in his first year at outside
linebacker. That year together and the
fact that it is our last go-around, has made
a difference."
This leadership quality by Jones might
be more important to the 1994 Clemson
team than his tackle total, because Jones
has the future of Clemson football in his
hands, something he understands. "Tim
Jones is a perfect example of a
Clemson football player," said
Head Coach Tommy West. " He is
a guy who loves to practice and
play the game. That is great to see
S in a player.
"The best example of his love for
the game might have been last
Spring. He suffered a knee injury
in the middle of spring practice.
He came to me the week of the
Spring Game and begged me to
play.. ..in the Spring Game. ..he just
loves to compete."
He has been the consumate
leader. He understands the
Clemson football tradition and
what it stands for. "Tim Jones did
not come to Clemson to be a part
of the tradition, he came to Clemson to
pick it up and carry it along. And, he has
done that," continued West. "Playing for
Clemson means a lot to Tim Jones."
Playing in the NFL also means a lot to
Tim Jones, but it does not seem to be the
only option in his life. Jones will graduate
in May and has the right attitude about his
future in the game. "I was like every other
kid growing up, dreaming of playing in the
NFL. I was a big fan and still am of the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
When I was a kid that
v'C'^ team, with^^M^ ., that Steel Curtain
^^^^^p'^^'^^^L defense."
^^^^ Even when
Jones was a kid he
loved to play the game. His mother,
Lorena, still remembers when her son
was playing midget ball as a fourth grader
and his leg gave out in the middle of a
game. "They took him off the field and he
wouldn't stop crying," she said. "But he
wasn't crying from the pain, he was crying
because he wanted to get back onto the
field."
Football was important to Jones at that
early age and on into high school. That is
natural growing up in Rock Hill, SC a
hotbed of high school football. "High
School football is very big in Rock Hill,"
said Jones. "There are only two schools
and the rivalry is fierce.
Jim Ringer, Jones's high school coach,
says one play stands out in Tim's career.
"Whenever anybody mention's his name
the first image I have is him covering a
kickoff against York. We had just scored
and he came down on the kickoff and hit
the player on the return at about the 26-
yard-line. it was like an explosion. The
ball flew all the way back to the end-zone.
...You could hear that hit all over the sta-
dium."
"There have been some good players
out of Rock Hill of late," said Jones.
"People get after it there." Among Jones's
high school rivals was former Notre Dame
and current Buffalo Bills defensive back
Jeff Burris.
Jones would like to continue his rivalry
with Burris in the NFL, but it would not be
the end of the world if he doesn't. "I
would like a shot at the pros, but I really
haven't thought that much about it this
year. I have plenty of time to worry about
that after the season. I just want to keep
working hard and finishing off this season
with the best possible record we can
have.
"
That is Tim Jones for you. With just
one game left in his Clemson career, he is
seeing it through. He is a player who
wants to give his all for the Clemson tra-
dition, right up until his last play. Ed
McDaniel wouldn't let him do it any other
way.
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Phil Prince
Acting President Phil Prince was a starter on
Clemson's undefeated 1948 team.
A funny thing happened to Phil Prince
last June 9th when he was conning to
Clemson from his home in Mt. Pleasant
for the 45th reunion of the Class of '49,
of which he is the president.
He, traveling with his wife Celeste,
had to stop in Columbia for a meeting of
the Clemson Board of Trustees. Prince
entered the room as a life member of the
board and came out as acting president of
Clemson University.
Prince will serve as university head
until a permanent successor is appointed
to succeed Dr. Max Lennon, who resigned
in February, then accepted the position
as president of Eastern Foods., Inc., of
Atlanta the first week of June.
The 68-year-old Prince, who retired in
1 983 as senior vice president of American
Express, found out that news doesn't
always spread like wild fire.
The day after his appointment
as acting president, he stopped for some
gas at a service station in Clemson. While
he was inside paying for his purchase, a
woman drove up to the tank behind
Prince's car.
Noticing his auto tag which said
"Clemson University Trustee" the lady
asked Prince when he returned to his car:
"You guys appointed anybody yet?"
Prince answered: "You're looking
at him."
Born in Bostic, NC (August 4, 1926),
Prince spent most of his young life in
Enwin, TN, where his father was a railroad
conductor. He first heard of Clemson
from George Fritts, a member of the 1940
Cotton Bowl team, but at that time, a line
coach at Clemson. Prince was also being
recruited by Tennessee and N. C. State.
He first lettered in 1944, and the sec-
ond game of the season was against
Georgia Tech in Atlanta. For the trip.
Prince came dressed in a pair of overalls
and Coach Frank Howard asked about
his attire. Prince replied that was saving
his only pair of slacks to wear after arriv-
ing in Atlanta.
But things would get better, even
before leaving Clemson.
Returning in 1946 after a stint in
service, that season and the next one
were on the losing side (4-5 each time).
But the Tigers hit the jackpot in 1948
when Prince and Bob Martin were co-
captains, undefeated in the regular sea-
son (10-0), Southern Conference champi-
ons (5-0), ranked 11th in the nation and
champions of the Gator Bowl with a 24-23
win over Missouri.
Prince made one of the biggest plays
of his career against South Carolina that
season. Trailing 7-6 with less than two
minutes to play, the story goes that a man
stood up in the stands and waved a $100
bill and said: "I bet Clemson scores on
the next play," and Tigers didn't even have
the ball.
On the next play Prince broke through
and blocked a punt. Oscar "Rabbit"
Thompson scooped up the ball and ran it
in for a score and a 13-7 Clemson win.
That success story was followed by many
more by Prince.
He rose through the ranks of Milliken
and Company over nearly a 30-year
period to become vice president for
personnel and management development
before going with American Express in
1978.
In addition to his past service on the
Board of Trustess since 1989, Prince has
served Clemson as a member of the
Alumni National Council and as a former
president of the Clemson University
Foundation Board of Directors. He
chaired the Campaign for Clemson fund-
raising drive and was a major donor to
that effort. He and his wife established the
Prince Presidential Scholars Endowment
for academic recruiting scholarships.
They have also contributed a life scholar-
ship to the Clemson Athletic Department.
Prince is a recipient of the Alumni
Association's Distinguished Service Award
and the first President's Award, which rec-
ognizes outstanding service to the univer-
sity. He was also presented the Clemson
Medallion, the university's highest honor,
in 1989. During his tenure as acting pres-
ident, Prince plans to return his earnings
to the school as a personal contribution
to the Clemson University Foundation.
Philip Hunter Prince and Celeste Orr
Prince are parents of two sons, Kevin and
Jim. They also have two grandsons—the
reason for moving from Pawleys Island to
Mt. Pleasant. On the night he was named
acting president. Prince called the four-
year-old grandson, Philip Hunter Prince,
II, to say that he was going to move away
(to Clemson) for awhile. "I don't want you
to move, grandpa," Philip said.
In the background. Prince heard his
son, Jim, tell Philip: "Tell grandpapa how
proud you are of him." To which Philip
replied: "I'm not."
Sorry young Philip, but you're greatly
outnumbered.
Phil Prince became Clemson's Acting President last Summer. The former Tiger
gridder won the Clemson Medallion in 1989.==^== = 1 9Q4 Clemson Football^=
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We're bringing on the
Carolina Pride Hot Dogs.
^^Head Coach Tommy West
Three players who were coached by West during his first
season at Clemson were NFL starters last season.
Tommy West, a mainstay of a
Clemson coaching staff that led the
Tigers to a 69-20-4 record and six
Associated Press Top 20 finishes
between 1982-89, was named the Tigers
Head Football Coach on November 29,
1 993. During his first tour of duty with the
Tigers as an outside linebacker coach,
Clemson played in five bowl games (win-
ning four) and claimed four ACC
Championships, including three in a row
from 1986-88.
Clemson had a 44-10-1 record against
ACC competition during his era on the
Tiger staff, an 81 percent winning mark.
Additionally, five of those Clemson teams
ranked in the top 15 in the nation in rush-
ing defense and scoring defense, and
three ranked in the top 12 in the nation in
total defense.
Clemson's 1989 defense ranked fifth
in the nation in total defense, rushing
defense and scoring defense and West's
outside linebackers had a lot to do with
that success. His top four outside line-
backers that year are all currently in the
NFL.
Levon Kirkland (Pittsburgh Steelers),
Wayne Simmons (Green Bay Packers)
and John Johnson (Cincinnati Bengals)
are all currently starters in the NFL, and
Ashley Sheppard (Minnesota Vikings) is
a top reserve. Simmons was a first-round
draft pick, Kirkland and Johnson second-
round selections and Sheppard was a
fourth-round choice. In addition to the
four players listed above, Andy Headen
(New York Giants) and Terence Mack (St.
Louis Cardinals) are former Tigers West
helped guide to an NFL career.
West began his coaching career as a
graduate assistant at Tennessee (his
West's Tigers downed Kentucky 14-13 at
the 1993 Peach Bowl.
alma mater) in 1977. He coached one
year of high school football at White
County High in Sparta, TN in 1978, then
became an assistant at Mississippi in
1979. For the 1980 and 1981 seasons he
served as an assistant coach at
Appalachian State.
After his career at Clemson (1982-89),
West became the running backs coach at
Tennessee. During that 1990 season
Tennessee won the Southeastern
Conference and captured the Sugar Bowl
with a win over Virginia. The Volunteers
scored a school record 442 points that
year and averaged over 400 yards a
game in total offense, 205.7 rushing and
205.4 passing. He served as
Co-Defensive Coordinator at South
Carolina in 1991 and 1992.
In 1993 West began his college head
coaching career, as he took over a UT-
Chattanooga team that had won just two
games in 1992. He doubled that total in
1993 and guided the Mocs to one of the
landmark wins in school history, a 33-31
win over #1 ranked Marshall. He conclud-
ed the regular season with a 45-42 victo-
ry over Furman, ironically, his first regular
season opponent as Clemson coach.
His first game as head coach of the
Tigers was in the Peach Bowl against
Kentucky. West became the fifth coach in
NCAA history to make his debut with a
program in a bowl game. However, he
was just the second coach in history to
make his debut in a bowl game without
previously coaching his new team as an
assistant coach earlier in the season.
The debut was a rousing success as
his Tigers downed the Wildcats 14-13 at
the Georgia Dome. The Tigers drove 83
yards for the winning touchdown on their
last possession. Patrick Sapp hit Terry
Smith from 21 yards out with 20 seconds
left to conclude the closest game of the
1993-94 bowl season. It was the latest
winning touchdown drive by a Clemson
team since 1958.
West earned three letters in his four-
year career at Tennessee (1972-75). The
Vols played in three bowl games and were
ranked in a final Top 20 in three seasons.
He was the co-captain of Tennessee's
1975 football team and played in the Blue-
Gray All-Star game that same year.
He began his college career as a run-
ning back, but saw most of his playing
time as a tight end. He caught 37 passes
for 575 yards in his career with the Vols,
including 16 passes for 233 yards as a
Clemson played in five bowls and won
four ACC titles during West's first tour of
duty with the Tigers.
senior. As a junior he caught an 81 -yard
pass from Condredge Holloway, still the
longest non-scoring play in Tennessee
history. He earned a bachelor's degree
from Tennessee in 1976 and was drafted
by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers that same
year.
West played two years (1974-75) of
baseball at Tennessee and had a career
batting average of .305. He hit .367 in
1975 and was named All-SEC Eastern
Division. Rick Honeycutt, now with the
Oakland As, was a teammate of West on
that 1975 Tennessee team that finished
32-16.
West was a multi-sport standout in
high school. He was an outfielder
in baseball, a guard in basketball
and a running back in football. In 1972 he
was named a High School Ail-American
in football and was a fifth-round draft
choice in baseball by the Chicago Cubs.
Willie Randolph, who went on to an all-
Star career with the New York Yankees,
was one of 77 future Major League play-
ers drafted after West in the regular
phase of the June 1972 draft. But West
turned down the Cubs offers and went to
Tennessee. He played his prep football
at Gainesville High in Gainesville, GAfor
Coach Bobby Gruhn. He was an all-state
back as a junior and was also named to
the All-Southern team.
Born Thomas Cleveland West on
July 31,1 954, he is married to the former
Lindsay Watkins of Forest City, NC. The





Eric attends a Homework Center - a place that helps him when Mom and Dad can't. And when he
works especially hard, he can win wondernil prizes - like tickets to a Clemson home game that he might
otherwise never get to see.
Hundreds of Homework Centers across the nation focus on keeping struggling students
from becoming dropouts. In actuality, they're doing a lot more than that. Many hardworking
students are bringing their grades up from F's to A's, and in one South Carolina elementary
school expulsions dechned from 38 to 4 after the centers opened.
Duke Power is proud to help support such an important and effective program. We ^'
invite you to help too. Simply donate football or basketball season tickets you're unable i
to use or purchase extra tickets to contribute to the Homework Centers for use as prizes.
Send them at least two weeks before game day to: John Geer, Duke Power
Company PO. Box 1745, Clemson, SC 29633. DUKEPOWER
If you do, you'U be helping students like Eric tackle the books today
so that tomorrow they can tackle the world. SmanFbjpleVMiEneigy
Assistant Coaches
Les Herrin
Assistant Head Coach/Defensive Line
The Clemson football program has seen a lot
of success during Les Herrin's tenure as an
assistant coach. In 1981, Herrin arrived at
Clemson as a linebacker coach, and the Tigers
won the National Championship that season. In
his first tour of duty with the Tigers (1981-84)
Clemson had a 37-6-2 record during that span.
After a brief stint away from Clemson at East
Carolina (1985-87) and North Carolina (1988),
Herrin returned to the Tiger program in 1989 as
defensive line coach. In 1989 Clemson ranked
fifth in the nation in scoring, rushing, and total
defense. The team followed that perfromance
with a number-one ranking in total defense in
1990.
Herrin, in his first year as Assistant Head
Coach, has coached several players who have had successful NFL careers. Herrin
coached 1981 ACC MVP Jeff Davis, who went on to be captain of the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and 1989 All-Pro Johnny Rembert (New England Patriots), who was a
linebacker under Herrin's watchful eye in 1981 and 1982. Chester McGlockton, now
one of the top young defensive linemen with the Los Angeles Raiders, and 1993 Ail-
also benefitted from Herhn's teachings.
Les Herrin
The Les Herrin File
At Clemson: In his first season as assistant head coach, sixth
season as defensive line coach, and 10th season overall.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School Assistant at
R/S Central High in Rutherfordton, NO (1972-74); assistant at
Lexington Senior High in Lexington, NC (1975-76); athletic
director and head coach at Central Davidson High School in
Lexington, NC (1975-79); College - Defensive coordinator at
Appalachian State (1980-81); linebacker coach at Clemson
(1981-84); linebacker coach at East Carolina (1985-87); out-
side linebacker coach at the University of North Carolina
(1988); defensive line coach at Clemson (1989-present).
Education: Waycross High School in Waycross, GA (1965);
B.A. degree in Education from Western Carolina (1971);
Master's degree in Health and Physical Education from
Western Carolina the following year.
College Playing Experience: Lettered four years in football at
Western Carolina.
Personal: Born February 18, 1948. ..He and his wife Shirley
have one son, Deke (18).




Now in his second stint at Clemson, Miles
Aldridge will be the Tigers' defensive coordinator
and work with the defensive backs in 1994. He
first came to Clemson in 1985 as an inside line-
backer coach. From 1986 thru 1989 the Tigers
were ranked in the top 20 in all defensive cate-
gories. This included the 1989 season when
Clemson ranked fifth nationally in rushing, scoring
and total defense.
Clemson won three consecutive ACC titles
during Aldridge's first stay at Clemson, 1986-87-
88 and was ranked in the final AP top 25 in 1986-
87-88-89. Clemson has been to a bowl game
every year Aldridge has been affiliated with the
program. And Clemson has been successful in
those bowl appearances, as the Peach Bowl win
over Kentucky gave Aldridge a 5-1 ledger in bowl games as a Clemson coach.
Aldridge has coached several players who have gone on to have successful pro
careers. Three linebackers have gone on to the NFL, Andre Townsend (Mississippi),
Freddie Joe Nunn (Mississippi), and Ed McDaniel (Clemson). Another former Clemson
LB, Doug Brewster, went to the CFL, where he was a member of the Grey Cup
Championship team, the Saskatchewan Roughriders.
The Miles Aldridge File
At Clemson: In his first full season as defensive coordinator,
responsibilities also Include defensive backs. It is his sixth full
season as an assistant coach with the Tigers.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School - Chase High
School (1971); defensive backs at Newberry High School
(1972) ; College - Graduate assistant at East Tennessee State
(1973) ; defensive line coach at East Tennessee State (1974-
77); assistant coach at Wichita State (1978); assistant coach at
Tulsa (1979); assistant coach at Mississippi (1980-82); assis-
tant coach at Duke (1983-84); inside linebacker coach at
Clemson (1985-89); outside linebacker coach at North Carolina
State (1990); defensive coordinator and inside linebacker
coach at South Carolina (1991-93); defensive coordinator at
Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: A.C. Flora High School in Columbia, SC; B.S. in
Physical Education with a minor in Biology from Gardner-Webb
(1971).
College Playing Experience: Lettered three years in football
at Gardner Webb.
Personal Data: Born January 25, 1949. ..he and his wife Cathy




An Ail-American quarterback in junior college,
Clyde Christensen comes to Clemson after two
years at Maryland. He knows the ACC well as he
also played for the University of North Carolina in
1977 and 1978.
At Maryland he coached quarterbacks John
Kaleo and Scott Milanovich. Kaleo ranked second
in the nation in total offense as a senior, while
Milanovich ranked fourth nationally in that category.
Christensen's offense at Maryland was explo-
sive, as the Terps ranked fourth in the country in
1992 with an average of 466 yards per game, and
16th last year when they averaged 440 yards per
game. The Terps also ranked second in the coun-
try in passing offense in 1992 and third in passing
The Clyde Christensen File
At Clemson: In his first season as co-offensive coordinator, he
will also work with the Clemson quarterbacks.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Graduate assistant
at Mississippi (1979); offensive coordinator at East Tennesse
State (1980-82); quarterback and wide receiver coach at
Temple (1983-85); offensive and recruiting coordinator at East
Carolina (1986-88); receivers and tight ends coach at Holy
Cross (1990); running backs coach at South Carolina (1991);
quarterback coach at Maryland (1992-93); co-offensive coordi-
nator at Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: B.S. in Industrial Relations from the University of
North Carolina (1979).
College Playing Experience: All-America quarterback for
Fresno City Junior College; played for the University of North
Carolina in 1977 and 1978.
Personal Data: Born January 28,1958 in Corvina, CA...he and
his wife Debbie have three children, Ruth (3), Rebecca (8), and
Rachel (10).
offense in 1993.
While Christensen is in his first year as a coach at Clemson, he has known Clemson
head coach Tommy West for over 15 years. The two were graduate assistant coach-
es together at Mississippi in 1979. He is only 36-years-old, but already has college
experience at Mississippi, East Tennessee State, Temple, East Carolina, Holy Cross, South Carolina and Maryland.
Christensen was a part of two successful teams at North Carolina, as the Tar Heels played in the 1977 Liberty Bowl and the 1978 Peach Bowl





Rick Stockstill has been around successful pro-
grams and record setting offenses his entire
coaching career. In his first year as quarterback
coach at Clemson (1989), the Tigers set a school
record for completion percentage (60%). The
Tigers led the Atlantic Coast Conference in total
offense for the 1991 season, and Clemson gained
the second most yards in school history in the
process.
Stockstill also tutored productive offenses at
Central Florida and Bethune-Cookman in his early
years as a football coach. As a player, he was the
starting quarterback for Florida State. He guided
the Seminoles to a pair of Orange Bowl appear-
ances, a pair of top 1 rankings, and was the team
captain in 1981.
It is no surprise that Stockstill has moved up the coaching ladder so swiftly because
he is the product of an athletic family. His father was a high school coach for many
years at Fernandina Beach High School in Fernandina Beach, FL. His brother, Jeff, was
on the National Championship team of 1981, and was a contributor to the Clemson prog
Stockstill is in his sixth year with the Clemson program and the Tigers have been to a
Les Herrin and Whitey Jordan as the only full-time assistant coaches in Clemson history
Rick Stockstill
The Rick Stockstill File
At Clemson: In his first season as co-offensive coordinator
and is in his sixth season with the Tigers.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Offensive coordi-
nator and quarterback coach at Bethune-Cookman College
(1983-84); assistant head coach and wide receiver coach at the
University of Central Florida (1985-88); quarterback coach at
Clemson (1989-1993); passing game coordinator at Clemson
(1992-93); co-offensive coordinator and wide receiver coach
(Dec. 1993-present).
Education: Fernandina Beach High School in Fernandina
Beach, FL (1977); B.S. degree In Physical Education from
Florida State (1982),
College Playing Experience: Earned three letters in football
from Florida State.
Personal Data: Born December 23, 1959. ..he and his wife
Sara were married on July 7, 1990, and had their first child.
Brent Forrest, in August, 1994.
a starting wide receiver for the Tigers in 1982, a reserve
ram for four years.
bowl game in four of the five previous seasons. He joins





This Yonkers, NY native was a four-year starter
and team captain at Yankton College. He was a
free agent with the Philadelphia Stars of the USFL
after his college career.
While the 1983 Spring season saw the end of
his football career, the 1 983 fall was the beginning
of his coaching career. He was named the offen-
sive coordinator at Wayne State in Nebraska his
first year out of college and he has been in college
coaching ever since.
Unlike many Division I full-time assistant
coaches, Bisaccia has not made a lot of moves.
He spent five seasons at Wayne State, then six
seasons at South Carolina. He has experience
The Richard Bisaccia File
At Clemson: In his first season as the Tigers' running backs
coach and special teams coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Offensive coordina-
tor at Wayne State (NE) (1983-87); graduate assistant for wide
receivers at South Carolina (1988); volunteer assistant for
defensive ends at South Carolina (1989-90); tight ends coach at
South Carolina (1991); running backs and special teams coach
at South Carolina (1992-93); running backs and special teams
coach at Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: New Fairfield High School In New Fairfield, CT;
Earned a degree In health and physical education from Yankton
College (1983).
College Playing Experience: Four-year starter and team cap-
tain at Yankton College (1980-83). Played one year with the
Philadelphia Stars of the USFL.
Personal Data: Born June 3, 1960. ..he and his wife Jeanne
have four children: daughters, Michele (10), Elizabeth (5), and
Madeline (1) and son Richard Oakley (August 1994).
coaching on defense and offense, but will concen-
trate on the running backs position at Clemson.
The 34-year-old Bisaccia is a coach who enjoys challenges. That is fortunate for
Clemson because he must work with a very young group of running backs in his first year There are no junior or senior backs on the Clemson roster.
Bisaccia probably wears more hats than any other Clemson coach. In addition to his time with the running backs, he is also the special teams
coach and the recruiting coordinator.
In addition to Bisaccia's changes on the gridiron the last year, he has had a family addition. Last August, his wife Jeanne gave birth to their first
son and fourth child, Richard Oakley.
James Earle
Tight Ends
James Earle holds the distinction of being the
only former Clemson player on the 1994 Clemson
Coach staff. There are many former Clemson
players in coaching this year, but he is the only for-
mer Tiger serving his alma mater in a full-time
capacity.
If Earle can make as many contributions as a
coach as he did as a player. Tommy West will be
very proud of his former player. Earle was a start-
ing outside linebacker for the Tigers in 1986 and
1987 and West was his position coach.
As a player, Earle was named the nation's #6
The James Earle File
At Clemson: In his first full season as tight ends coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School - Football, track,
and wrestling coach at Greer High School (1989); football,
basketball, and track coach at Easley High School (1992);
College - Graduate assistant at Clemson (1990-91); linebacker
coach at UT-Chattanooga (1993); tight ends coach at Clemson
(1993-Present).
Education: Earned a Secondary Education degree from
Clemson (1989).
College Playing Experience: Played strong safety and out-
side linebacker for Clemson (1984-87).
Personal Data: Born March 26, 1 966 in Easley, SC.
outside linebacker by the Sporting News in the
preseason of 1987. He led the Tigers in tackles that year with 79, outdistancing Michael Dean Perry for that
James Earle honor. Clemson was fifth in the nation in total defense that year. Earle finished his career with 213 tackles, 15
tackles for loss and 16 pass deflections. He played in 47 straight games and had 27 starts. The versatile ath-
lete lettered as a strong safety in 1984 and 1985 and played in three bowl games. Clemson won the ACC Championship and won a bowl game
his junior and senior seasons.
Earle began his coaching career as a graduate assistant at Clemson in 1990 and 1991, then was hired by West at UT-Chattanooga in 1993.







Reggie Herring is anotlner example of an out-
standing player who has gone on to become an
outstanding coach. A teammate of Rick Stockstill
at Florida State, Herhng left his own mark with the
Seminole program as a player.
Herring was captain of the 1981 FSU Orange
Bowl team and earned AP All-America honors that
year. The Seminoles played in the Orange Bowl
and ranked in the top 10 in the nation his junior
and senior seasons, and he was recently inducted
into the Florida State Hall of Fame. He was a
three-year starter at Florida State and the
The Reggie Herring File
At Clemson: In his first season as inside linebackers coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Linebacker coach
at Oklahoma State (1981-85); linebacker coach at Auburn
(1986-91); defensive coordinator and linebacker coach at
Texas Christian (1992-93); inside linebacker coach at Clemson
(Dec. 1993-present).
Education: B.S. in Criminology from Florida State (1981).
College Playing Experience: Three-year starter at linebacker
for Florida State.
Personal Data: Born on July 3, 1959.. .married the former Lisa
Ward, and they have two children, Caroline and Adam.
Seminoles played in three bowls during his four
year career. Florida State also had three double-figure victory seasons during his career.
Like many of Clemson's assistant coaches in 1994, Herring has a diverse resume. Herring has not made
plans over the Christmas holidays for quite some time. He has been a part of college football as a player and
coach since 1977. In those 17 seasons he has been to 13 bowl games, 10 as a coach and three as a player. He has coached in bowl games for
Oklahoma State, Auburn, and Clemson and of course played in three bowls at Florida State.
Ellis Johnson
Outside Linebackers
Ellis Johnson is another successful Tiger assis-
tant who has ties to the area. Johnson attended
The Citadel, but he grew up a Clemson fan. He
was raised just outside of Columbia, but he had
many relatives who were Clemson alumni. He has
coached in the state at The Citadel as a graduate
assistant, at Gaffney High as an assistant coach
and at Spartanburg High as an assistant coach
and head coach. He went back to the Citadel in
1982.
His most remarkable experience in coaching
so far took place in Alabama. In 1992 Johnson
served as an assistant coach at Alabama. The
Crimson Tide experienced a perfect season and
defeated Miami (FL) in the Sugar Bowl to win the
National Championship. He is one of two Tiger
assistant coaches on this year's staff with a National Championship ring. Les Herrin, a
member of Clemson's 1981 staff, is the other.
Johnson was a part of four outstanding defenses as Alabama. During his tenure
(1990-93), Alabama ranked in the top five in the nation in total defense and pass defense three times. The 1992 Alabama defense led the nation
in total defense and rushing defense, and ranked second nationally in passing defense and scoring defense.
Ellis Johnson
The Ellis Johnson File
At Clemson: In his first season as outside linebackers coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School - Assistant
coach at Gaffney High School (1976-78); assistant coach at
Spartanburg High School (1979); head coach at Spartanburg
High School (1980-81); College - Defensive end coach at The
Citadel (1975); linebacker coach at The Citadel (1982); head
coach at Gardner Webb (1983); defensive coordinator and
inside linebacker coach at Appalachian State (1984); outside
linebacker coach and recruiting coordinator at East Carolina
(1985-87); defensive coordinator at Southern Mississippi
(1988-89); outside linebacker coach at Alabama (1990-93); out-
side linebacker coach at Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: Earned a degree in Secondary Education from The
Citadel (1975).
College Playing Experience: Three-year letterman at The
Citadel.
Personal Data: Born December 23, 1951 ...married to the for-
mer Tonya Taylor this past July.
John Latina
Offensive Line
John Latina has been an offensive coach for a
Division I program every year since 1979. He
might have his greatest challenge this season,
however, as he has just three of the top 10 offen-
sive linemen from last year's 9-3 squad returning.
But, if any coach can handle a situation devoid
of experience it is John Latina. The Virginia Tech
graduate who once played against Clemson as an
offensive guard (1978) has worked at Virginia
Tech, Pittsburgh, Temple and Kansas State. He
has already coached in a bowl game with four
different schools, Virginia Tech, Pittsburgh,
Kansas State and Clemson.
During his career he has worked with Dan Marino, who led the Panthers to a 9-3 ledger and the Cotton
Bowl in 1 982. Paul Palmer, one of the top rushers in NCAA history with Temple, was also a member of Latina's
offense in the 1980s.
Over the last five years Kansas State's program in general and offense in particular, has shown as much improvement as any in the country. In
Latina's second season at Kansas State as offensive line coach and running game coordinator, the Wildcats set a school record for total offense
with 4,231. Kansas State advanced to a bowl game in 1992, just the second bowl appearance in school history.
The John Latina File
At Clemson: In his first season as offensive line coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Assistant coach at
Virginia Tech (1979-81); assistant coach at Pittsburgh (1982);
offensive line coach at Temple (1983-88); running game coor-
dinator at Kansas State (1989-93); offensive line coach at
Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Virginia Tech
(1979).
College Playing Experience: Four-year letter winner at
Virginia Tech as an offensive guard (1975-78).
Personal Data: Born September 18, 1957. ..he and his wife





If service were easy,
anyone could do it.
Eastman Chemical Company
earned the Malcolm Baldrige Award
In part by delivering the kind of
dependability that keeps customers
happy and coming back for more.
In the past four years, we've
maintained 98% shipping reliability,
with some units reaching 100%.
Maybe that's why 70% of our cus-
tomers rate us their # 1 supplier.
The Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award is America's highest
award for quality management.
Eari^ng it was the hardest thing
we've ever done. And, for our












Eastman Chemical Company EASTMAN
Malcolm Baldrige Award Winner
Graduate Assistant Coaches
^^1^ Steve Cheatham
J|Pp^B| Defenses Mississippi State '78
1'^ ^ j CoacWmg Experience: High School
-
Defensive Coordinator at Neshoba Central
High School in Neshoba, MS (1980-82);
Head Junior High Coach, Neshoba
Central (1978-92); Co/tefife - Graduate
Assistant at Clemson (1993-present),
working with defensive backs and special teams.
Playing Experience:
High School - Lettered three years in football and track, four
years in baseball at Neshoba Central. College - Lettered one
year in football and two years in baseball at East Central
Community College.
Education: Graduated from Neshoba Central High School in
1974. Earned a B.A. from East Central Community College
in 1976 and a B.S. in health and physical education from
Mississippi State in 1978.
Personal Data: Born September 25, 1956. He and his wife,
Brenda, have one daughter, Lindsey (10).
Other Highlights: Neshoba Central was North State
Champions and state runner-up in Class 4A in 1989, 1990, and
1992. His 1983 defense finished second in the state in total
defense and recorded seven shutouts.
Collectively, the '94 Clemson coaching staff has






Graduate Assistant at Clemson University
(1993-present) working with offensive line.
Playing Experience:
High School - Four-year letterman at
Woodruff High School in Woodruff, SC.
College - A member of the Clemson squad from 1989-91 , the
Tigers competed in three bowl games during his playing career.
Education: Graduated from Woodruff High School in 1988.
Earned a bachelor's of science from Clemson University in
August of 1992.
Personal Data: Born August 25, 1970, Sloan is single.
Bowl Game Participation: As a player- 1989 Gator Bowl,
1990 Hall of Fame Bowl, 1991 Florida Citrus Bowl.
Sayinjg WESTPOINT without STEVENS
was like sayin;g
CLEMSON without TIGERS.
Here s how we tackled the situation:
rem our history we have
taken two great names and a
symbol — each with a high
recognition factor, rich in history
and tradition — and formed a
new Company name to propel us
into the future. All three of these
te.xtile leaders make up today's
WESTPOINT STEVENS.
Now — for the first time — each
of the three great companies that
have gone into our Company as
we know it today are represented
in one name and trademark.
WestPomt Stevens is now the name behind great names like MARTEX', UTICA", LADY PEPPERELL', STEVENS', VELLUX" and ALAMAC* and hcensed
designer labels including RALPH LAUREN', COLLIER CAMPBELL', LOUIS NICHOLE'. GLORIA VANDERBILT", SANDERSON' , EILEEN WEST",
JOE BOXER', and LIBERTY OF LONDON'.
THE STYLIZED WINGED PEPPERELL GRIFFIN was
established in 1 85 1 by Pepperell Manutacturing Company,
I
founded in 1850 in Biddeford, Maine. With the body oi a lion
and the head and wings of an eagle, the Griffin symbolizes the










P. Stevens & Co.










Tuesday; I couldn't ^MMl/Mim the great I saw on
class! His namecampus. Wednesday; He's in my
is Jack. Wliat a ^^Jolll ... I've gotta get to Uptons. Thursday;
I got atJack smiled at me! I wore that y.V.V and
tomorrow niaktU! Aahh! What'll I wear!?! Back to Uptons!
Uptons. Friday; ^J4e adLed me if3^ wanted to ^et ^
^i
upDons




ability to be a leader.
That's what brought
Sanders Bros., Inc. to
the front. And that's
what will keep us there.
J
Sanders Bros., Inc.




















Sanders Bros., Inc. Post Office Box 188. Gaffney. South Carolina 29342 • 803-489-1 144 • Fax: 803-487-6165
'^&Clemson Coaches
Clemson Sports Notes, 1993-94
*Clemson had nine teams rank among the final top
25 in either the final poll, or NCAA meet/ tournament
events. The highest ranked team was the baseball
team, which finished fourth in the final Baseball
America poll. The Clemson soccer team advanced
to the NCAAs and was fifth in the final poll, the
wrestling team was seventh, the golf team was ninth,
the men's track team was 11th, the Lady Tiger tennis
team was 18th in the final poll, the women's basket-
ball team was 22nd (USA Today poll), the football
team 22nd (USA Today poll), and the men's indoor
track team was 24th,
*The final Sears All-Sports poll ranked the Clemson
all-round sports program 16th in the nation.
Clemson's fine spring of top 11 finishes in baseball,
track and golf had a lot to do with that fine ranking.
"Clemson defeated the number-one team in two
different sports in 1993-94. The Tiger soccer team
defeated number-one Virginia in Charlottesville on
a goal at the buzzer by All-American Jimmy Glenn.
The Clemson baseball team defeated Georgia Tech
(ranked number-one by Baseball America) twice
in Atlanta in May. It was just the second time in
Clemson history that the Tigers had beaten the
number-one team in two different sports in the same
year.
'Nine different sports that compete in dual meet or
match competition had at least one win over a top 25
opponent during the 1993-94 academic year.
*lt was a showcase year for Clemson's facilities. For
the first time in history, Clemson played host to
NCAA Championship events in three different sports.
Clemson played host to the volleyball and soccer
tournaments in the Fall, the women's basketball tour-
nament in the Winter and the baseball tournament in
the Spring.
*Clemson had a solid year in football, basketball
and baseball, the school's oldest and most tradition-
al sports. Clemson went to postseason play in all
three sports and was one of just two schools in the
nation to win at least nine football games, 18 basket-
ball games and 36 baseball games. Florida was the
only other school in the nation to do it. It was just the
eighth time in Clemson history and the first time in
five years that Clemson has been to postseason
play in all three of its oldest sports in the same
academic year.
*AII but two of Clemson's teams had what would be
termed a winning season and five of the teams that
participate in head-to-head competition won at least
70 percent of their games.
"Clemson football player Warren Forney was the
recipient of the Sullivan Award, one of the top honors
bestowed upon a Clemson student. It is presented
for service to others.
*Jaro Zawislan won the ACC's Jim Weaver Award as
one of the top all-around student-athletes in the
ACC.



































Follow all the exciting action of the Clemson Tigers on the
Clemson Sports Radio Network
ABBEVILLE WSCZ-FM 96.7 HAMPTON WBHC-FM 103.1
ANDREWS WWKT-FM 98.3 HILTON HEAD WHHR-FM 106.9
AIKEN WAJY-FM 102.7 KINGSTREE WWKT-FM 98.3
ALLENDALE WBAW-FM 99.1 KINGSTREE WWFN-FM 100.1
ANDERSON WFBC-FM 93.7 LaGRANGE, GA WTRP-AM 620
BAMBURG WBAW-FM 99.1 LAKE CITY WWFN-FM 100.1
BARNWELL W6AW-AM 740 LANCASTER WBZK-FM 99.3
BARNWELL WBAW-FM 99.1 LAURENS WSCZ-FM 96.7
BATESBURG WBLR-AM 1430 LEXINGTON WOMG-FM*V>^IVIX^ f IVI 103.1
BISHOPVILLE WKHT-FM 93.7 LORIS WLSC-AM 1240
BEAUFORT WHHR-FM 106.9 Mccormick WSCZ-FM 96.7
CAMDEN WCAM-AM 1590 MARION WWFN-FM 100.1
CAMDEN WPUB-FM 94.3 MANNING WWKT-FM 98.3
CHARLESTON WXTC-AM 1390 MYRTLE BEACH WDAI-FM 100.9
CHARLOTTE, NC WBZK-AM 980 NEWBERRY WKMG-AM 1520
CHARLOTTE, NC WBZK-FM 99.3 NORTH MYRTLE WDAI-FM 98.5
CHERAW WCRE-AM 1420 ORANGEBURG WIGL-FM 102.9
CHESTER WBZK-FM 99.3 ROCK HILL WBZK-AM 980
COLUMBIA WOMG-FM 103.1 ROCK HILL WBZK-FM 99.3
CONWAY WDAI-FM 98.5 SALUDA WJRQ-FM 92.1
DARLINGTON WWFN-FM 100.1 SENECA WGOG-FM 96.3
EASLEY WFBC-FM 93.7 SPARTANBURG WFBC-FM 93.7
FLORENCE WWFN-FM 100.1 SPARTANBURG WORD-AM 910
GAINESVILLE, GA WLET-FM 106.1 SUMMERVILLE WAZS-AM 980
GAFFNEY WEAC-AM 1500 SUMTER WKHT-FM 93.7
GAFFNEY WBZK-FM 99.3 UNION WFBC-FM 93.7
GEORGETOWN WDAI-FM 98.3 UNION WBZK-FM 99.3
GREENVILLE WFBC-FM 93.7 WALHALLA WGOG-FM 96.3
GREENVILLE WFBC-AM 1330 WALTERBORO WHHR-FM 106.9
GREENWOOD WSCZ-FM 96.7 WINNSBORO WBZK-FM 99.3
HAMPTON WBHC-AM 1270 YORK WBZK-AM 980
Be sure to listen to TIGER TALK with Coach Tommy West
Every Monday night at 8:00PM
CALL 1-800-200-ROAR and record your question for Coach West.
Seven Days A Week - 24 Hours A Day!
If we use your question on the air you will win a free T-shirt!
^ACC Football
*Over the last 13 years the ACC has
captured more college football national
championships than any other confer-
ence. Clemson won the title in 1981,
Georgia Tech in 1990 and Florida State in
1993. The Big Eight is second with
two national championships over the last
13 years, while the Pac-10, the Western
Athletic and Southeastern have one
apiece. Maryland also won the national
championship in 1953, the first year of the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
*Over the last five years the ACC is the
only conference in the nation to have each
of its schools play in a bowl game.
*The nine ACC schools that will take
to the field this fall have produced
296 first or second-team gridiron Ail-
Americans and 47 first-team Academic
Ail-Americans. ACC teams have had
1,253 players selected in the annual NFL
draft, including 78 first-round selections.
*ln 1993 the ACC boasted its first
Heisman Trophy winner, Charlie Ward. He
was one of eight different ACC
players to be selected first or second-
team Ail-American by at least one service.
The list included Clemson guard Stacy
Seegars.
*Clemson and Florida State are two of just
four teams nationally who have won at
least 75 percent of their games in seven of
the last eight years. Clemson and Florida
State are also the only two teams in the
nation to win six bowl games since 1986.
*For the third consecutive year the
ACC drew more than 2.3 million fans.
Over 54 home dates, ACC schools attract-
ed 2,416,728 fans. ACC teams played to
87 percent of their stadium capacities.
Clemson ranked 15th in the nation in aver-
The ACC has sent at least four teams to bowl games each of the
last five years.
age attendance, its 12th straight year in
the top 15 in the nation in attendance.
*lf success in postseason play is a barom-
eter of excellence, the ACC is among the
best leagues in the nation. ACC teams
have a combined 70-65-5 record in bowl
games over the years, a .537 winning per-
centage. That is second only to the Pac-
10's .551 success rate. Three ACC teams
are among the top eight in NCAA history
in terms of bowl winning percentage.
Georgia Tech is second with a 68 percent
mark, Florida State is fourth with a .636
mark and Clemson is eighth at .632.
Top Conference Bowl Records
League Record Pet
Pacific-10 78-63-6 .551
Atlantic Coast 70-60-5 .537
Southeastern 125-124-13 .502
Big 10 69-70-3 .496
Big Eight 60-63-1 .488
Western Athletic 32-35-3 .479
Big East 41-46-1 .472
Southwest 58-70-6 .455
Top School Bowl Records
(Min. 15 Games played)
Team Record Pet
Notre Dame 13-6 .684
Georgia Tech 17-8 .680
Oklahoma 20-10-1 .661
Southern Cal 23-13 .639
Florida State 13-7-2 .636
Penn State 18-10-2 .633
Arizona State 9-5-1 .633
Clemson 12-7 .632
*Four ACC teams are guaranteed appear-
ing in postseason bowls this year. Five
Clemson and Florida State are the only schools in the country with six bowl wins since
1986. The ACC is the only conference in the nation that has seen all of its members
participate in a bowl over the last five years.
21
ACC teams received bowl bids in 1993.
Two ACC teams are committed to the
1994 Football Bowl Coalition. The league
champion is guaranteed a spot
in one of four Tier One Bowls, the
Orange, Sugar, Cotton and Fiesta, and
a second team will be available for the
Tier Two Bowls, the Gator and the John
Hancock. For the third year of a three-
year contract, the ACC is committed to
sending a third team to the Peach Bowl.
The ACC is in the second year of a
two-year contract to have a fourth league
team compete against a Big Ten
team, (also a number-four team) in the
Hall of Fame Bowl.
'The ACC also stands at the forefront
of intercollegiate athletics in terms of aca-
demic achievements of its student-ath-
letes. That accomplishment is certainly
shown in the list of schools
who have won the CFA Academic
Achievement Award, which is presented
to the CFA member institution with
the highest graduation rate of its football
team. Eight times over the past 14 years
an ACC member school has claimed the
award. In 1 994, the ACC had six of the 20
CFA members who reported a graduation
rate of 70 percent or better.
*The ACC excelled in more than just foot-
ball in 1993-94. The conference
captured five national titles and participat-
ed in the national title game in four other
sports. The ACC has won 18 national
team championships over the last four
years. In 1993-94 the ACC claimed the
national champion in football, women's
basketball, women's soccer and field
hockey. The ACC held the runnerup spot
in men's basketball, baseball, men's
lacrosse and women's lacrosse.
*The ACC placed at least one team in the
top 10 nationally in 14 of the 23 sports
sponsored by the league. In 1993-94 a
league record 82 teams competed in
NCAA championships, five teams were in
football bowl games and 29 teams were
ranked in the final top 10 of their respec-
tive sports.
*At one time or another, an all-time high
12 ACC teams in eight different sports,
representing seven of the nine institu-
tions, held a number-one ranking in 1993-
94.
*The ACC Academic Honor Roll record
was broken for the eighth straight year as
1,151 student-athletes were recognized
for their work in the classroom.
*ACC teams made an all-time record
29 national television appearances last
fall and an ACC team participated in the
highest rated game in 10 years.
1994 Clemson Football
Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company
^continues to expand its leadership
role in fiber and yarn technology. We are








Our commitment to Quality and Service
only grows stronger.
Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company
Fibers and Yarns Division
P.O. Box 66, Greenville, SC 29602




SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER VISI-
TORS: Season ticket holders and other visi-
tors to the stadium are requested to enter
Gates 1 , 5, 9, 1 1 , or 13. Persons with top
deck tickets must enter the stadium via the
ramps which are located behind the North and
South stands. Ramp entrances are adjacent
to Gates 1 and 13 on the South side and
Gates 5 and 9 on the North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for the
handicapped.
WILL-CALL: Will-call tickets can be picked
up at the ticket office at Gate 9.
PASS-OUT HAND STAMPS: Pass-out hand
stamps will be available at Gate 1 , 5, 7, 9, 1 1
,
13 and the top decks. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have his or her hands stamped, as well as ad-
mittance stub, to be readmitted to the sta-
dium.
Gates 4, 6 and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes only.
EMERGENCIES:
First Aid stations are located at the following
places: South side—Under Section J; North
Side—Under Section T; North Top Deck
—
Under Section K; South Top Deck—Under
Section E.
Trained nurses are on hand during each
game. Should a doctor be needed, ask any
usher, who knows the seat location of doc-
tors. Ambulances are located at Gates 1, 5,
8, and 13.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are located at
the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13,
top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for spec-
tators' information concerning the game.
Please do not request the use of the public
address system to make social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms
are located between the stands and can be
reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report it to the Gate 1 or Gate
10 information booths.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands
are located beneath all stands and can be
reached from any portal.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are
received in the Security Booth. The emer-
gency number is (803) 656-2999.
PROHIBITED ITEMS: The following items
are prohibited in Memorial Stadium: umbrel-
las, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food and
beverage containers of any type, alcoholic
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is pro-
hibited at an athletic contest in Glemson
Memorial Stadium,
THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ATH-
LETIC DEPARTMENT REQUESTS
"NO SMOKING" IN THE SEATING
AREAS OF MEMORIAL STADIUM.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSID-







Clemson plays six home games in 1994 but plays



















































































Sept. 3 BOWLING GREEN
Sept. 10 @ Clemson
Sept. 17 OPEN
Sept. 24 WESTERN CAROLIK
Oct. 1 GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 8 @ Louisville
Oct. 15 WAKE FOREST
Oct. 22 OPEN
Oct. 29 @ North Carolin^^fe
Nov. 5 @ Maryland ^S^^
Nov. 12 DUKE ^
Nov. 19 FLORIDA STATE




Sept. 17 LOUISIANA TECH
Sept. 24 @ Kentucky
Oct. 1 @ LSU
Oct. 8 EAST CAROLINA
Oct. 15 MISSISSIPPI STATE
Oct. 22 @ Vanderbilt
Oct. 29 TENNESSEE
Nov. 5 OPEN
Nov. 12 @ Florida





















































Sept. 3 @ Duke Sept. 3
Sept. 10 FLORIDA STATE Sept. 10
Sept. 17 @ West Virginia Sept. 17
Sept. 24 WAKE FOREST Sept. 24
Oct. 1 @ Clemson Oct. 1
Oct. 8 OPEN Oct. 8
Oct. 15 @ North Carolina .
GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 15
Oct. 22 Oct. 22
Oct. 29 TULANE .^^^^ Oct. 29
Nov. 5 N-C. STATE Nov. 5
Nov. 12 @ Virginia !™KS Nov. 12















































Sept. 24 @ Florida State
Oct. 1 @ SMU
Oct. 8 GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 15 MARYLAND
Oct. 22 @ Virginia (n ^
N.C. STATE \Oct. 29
Nov. 5 CLEMSON
Nov. 12 @ Wake Forest
Nov. 19 @ Duke
Sept. 3 @ Vanderbilt
Sept. 10 APPALACHIAN ST.
Sept. 17 FLORIDA STATE
Sept. 24 @ Maryland
Oct. 1 ARMY ^
Oct. 8 VIRGINIA ^
Oct. 15 @ N.C. State
Oct. 22 DUKE
Oct. 29 @ Clemson
Nov. 5 OPEN
Nov. 12 NORTH CAROLINA








Kevin Handzel Todd Wright
ALL-PRO CENTER
When you're calling the plays for an important conference, tradeshow, banquet or meeting, you need
a center who understands your signals and is ready to respond. That's why meeting planners all across
the country make their calls to Palmetto Expo Center. With more than 400,000 square feet of meeting
and exhibit space, 8,000 square feet of pre-function and registration area, a 3,500-square-foot outdoor
courtyard, and 2,500 well-lit parking spaces on site. Palmetto Expo Center is set to tackle events of
practically any size and scope. It's a snap to stage and service virtually every aspect of your event
because our lineup includes a fully equipped catering kitchen, banquet seating and service for up to
2,500 people, sophisticated light and sound systems, and a staff that's trained to make the handoff
smoothly with no fumbles or penalties.
Textile Hall Corporation is the proud donor of the
Textile Bowl Trophy, presented each year to the winner
of the Clemson-North Carolina State game in honor of
the textile graduates of these two fine universities.
When you re making your game plan,
put the all-pro center on your team.
PALMETTOEXPO CENTER
Owned and operated by Textile Hall Corporation, Greenville, SO P.O. Box 5823 Greenville, SO 29606 803-233-2562
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Memorial Stadium
In 1991, two very special anniversaries in
the Clemson football tradition were observed.
Not only did the 1991 season mark the 10th
anniversary of Clemson's National
Championship season, but it also marked the
50th birthday of the place where the Tigers won
six games that season: Memorial Stadium.
In the first 52 years of Memorial Stadium,
Clemson has a record of 180-65-7, including a
22-3-1 ledger over the last four seasons.
Clemson had a 16-game unbeaten streak at
home between 1990-92 and has a career win-
ning ratio of 72.8 percent.
The stadium has definitely been good to the
Tigers who call it home, but the stadium was
constructed against the advice of at least one
Clemson coach. Just before head coach Jess
Neely left for Rice University after the 1939
season, he gave Clemson a message. "Don't
ever let them talk you into building a big stadi-
um," he said. "Put about 10,000 seats behind
the Y.M.C.A. That's all you'll ever need."
Instead of following Coach Neely's advice,
however, Clemson officials decided to build the
new stadium in a valley on the western part of
campus. The place would take some clearing-
there were many trees, but luckily there were
no hedges.
The crews went to work: cleahng, cutting,
pouring, and forming. Finally, on September
19, 1942, Clemson Memorial Stadium opened
with the Tiger Football team thrashing
Presbyterian College, 32-13. Those 20,000
seats installed for Opening Day would soon
grow; and grow and grow. This year Clemson
celebrates its 53rd year in this outstanding
facility.
When the original part of the stadium was
built in the early 40's, much of the work was
done by scholarship athletes, including many
football players. The first staking out of the sta-
dium was done by two members of the football
team, A.N. Cameron and Hugh Webb. Webb
returned to Clemson years later to be an archi-
tecture professor, and Cameron went on to
become a civil engineer in Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not proceed
without a few problems. One day during the
clearing of the land, one young football player
proudly announced that he was not allergic to
poison oak. He then commenced to attack the
poison oak with a swing blade, throwing the
plants to and fro. The next day, however, the
Clemson has the ninth largest on campus
stadium in College Football.
boy was swollen twice his size and had to be
put in the hospital.
There are many other stones about the sta-
dium including one stating that Frank Howard
put a chew of tobacco in each corner of the
stadium as the concrete poured.
Howard says that the seeding of the grass
caused a few problems. "About 40 people and
I laid sod on the field," he says. "After three
weeks, on July 15, we had only gotten halfway
through.
"I told them that it had taken us three weeks
to get that far, and I would give them three
more week's pay for however long it took. I
also told them we would have 50 gallons of ice
cream when we got through. After that it took
them three days to do the rest of the field. Then
we sat down in the middle of the field and ate
up that whole 50 gallons."
Howard says that on the first day of the first
game in the stadium, "the gates were hung at
1 :00 and we played at 2:00." But that would be
all of the construction for a while. Then in 1 958,
18,000 sideline seats were added and, in
1960, a total of 5,658 West end zone seats
were added in response to increasing atten-
dance. With the large end zone,"Green Grass"
section, this expansion increased capacity to
about 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each side
of the stadium as crowds swelled-the first one
in 1978 and the second in 1983. This
increased capacity to over 80,000 which
makes it one of the 10 largest on-campus sta-
diums in the country.
The effect spiraling inflation has had in this
century can be dramatically seen in the differ-
ences in stadium construction. The original
part of the stadium was built at a cost of
$125,000 or at $6.25 a seat. The newest upper
deck was finished in 1983 at a cost of $13.5
million, or $866 a seat.
Through the years. Memorial Stadium has
become known as "Death Valley." It was
tagged this by the late Presbyterian coach,
Lonnie McMillan. After bringing his P.C. teams
to Clemson for years and getting whipped,
McMillan said the place was like Death Valley.







Clemson has the most unique and famous
stadium entrance in sports.
On November 16, 1974 the playing surface
was named Frank Howard Field for the leg-
endary coach because of his long service and
dedication to the University.
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson says that
Memorial Stadium has many features which
makes it a top facility. "One thing that makes it
so good is the number of sideline seats," he
says. "We don't think there is a bad seat in the
house.
"We also have outstanding dressing rooms,
press facilities, and ample parking nearby.
Another unique feature of the stadium is the
number of private boxes."
If Memonal Stadium is expanded again and
the capacity is pushed closer to 100,000,there
will be room for construction over the west
stands, enclosing that end like a horseshoe.
Luckily, the stadium wasn't built behind the
Y.
Death Valley will be the home of the Carolina Panthers in 1995. It will be the largest
stadium in the NFL that year.
What the Opponents Say:
"The biggest thing is dealing with the
noise once the game starts. Clemson
fans are among the most enthusiastic In
all of football."
Bobby Ross, Head Coach
San Diego Chargers, 1991
"When they (Clemson) ran down the




"Games at Clemson are unreal. You
can stand next to each other and talk and
can't hear what the other guy is saying.
The offense and defense of the opposing
team better get used to using hand sig-
nals to set formations and get plays off."
Bobby Houston
N.C. State linebacker, 1989
"I came in here knowing it would be
loud and that Clemson would hit me hard,
but to me the noise was the biggest fac-
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(Front Row L-R) Chris Willis, Michael Land, Andy Norris, Chris Lecroy, Andy Jolley, Rob Sheffield.
(Back Row L-R) Robert Boettner, Bryan Clifton, Eric Shell, Julie McGaha, Shannon McGray, Grant Greenwood, Judd
Caudell, Jamie Counterman.
(Front Row L-R) John Kimbrell, Brandon Poole, Robert Revis, Head Mgr. Wesley Porter, John Gallman.
(Back Row L-R) Bryan Ramey, Jamie Fidler, Doug Gregory, Andrew Wertz, David Wertz, Phillip Trussell, Brooks
Tippett, Bobby Ellis.
J 994 Clemson Football
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^Medical Staff
Assistant AD and Head Trainer Fred Hoover tias











































OPEN SUNDAY — THURSDAY





When you are in the Spartanburg area, feel free to stop at our restaurant in the Camelot Center on Reidsviile Road (576-4152).
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
5:00 p.m. 'til 11:00 p.m.
All ABC
Permits
1 994 Clemson Football
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Alabama Georgia South Carolina
Dothan WDAU Albany WFXL Charleston WCIV
Mobile WJTC Atlanta WGNX Columbia WLTX
District of Columbia Columbus W16AF Florence WBTW
Washington. DC WJLA Macon WGXA Greenville WYFF
Florida Savannah WSAV Tennessee
Ft. Myers WEVU/WNPL Maryland Bristol WKPT/W30AP
Gainesville WCJB Baltimore WNUV Virginia
Jacksonville WNFT Hagerstown WHAG Charlottesville WVIR
Miami WBFS Salisbury WBOC Harrisonburg WAZT
Orlando WCPX North Carolina Norfolk WAVY
Panama City WPGX Charlotte WBTV Richmond WWBT












THE ACC TELEVISION NETWORK
When the Tigers aren't home, catch every pass of
ACC Football action on the EXXON ACC Game of
the Week, airing Saturdays at 12:00 noon (ET) on
your ACC Network station.
Jefferson-Pilot Sports A Division of Jefferson-Pilot Communications One Julian Price Place Charlotte. NC 28208 704-374-3669
^Athletic Staff
Clemson and Florida were the only schools in the
nation last year to win at least 9 football games, 18
basketball games and 36 baseball games.
John Ballinger
Video Services
George Bennett Karen Blackman Sam Blackman





























































Joanne West Linda White







Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr., Charleston, SC
William N. Geiger, Jr., Columbia, SC
Paul W. McAlister, Laurens, SC
Paul Quattlebaum, Charleston, SC
James C. Self, Greenwood, SC
D. Leslie Tindal, Pinewood, SC
James M. Waddell, Jr., Columbia, SC
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Philip Prince, Acting President
Charles Jennett, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Nick Lomax, Vice President for Administration and
Secretary of tfie Board of Trustees
David R. Larson, Vice President for Business and Finance
Gary Ransdell, Vice President for Institutional Advancement
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Clemson's spirit was omnipresent in the Peach Bowl last year and it will be every-
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ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS:
To be considered a qualifier at a Division 1 institution and be eligible for financial aid, practice and competition during your first
year, you must:
1 . Graduate from high school
2. Present a minimum combined test score on the SAT verbal and math sections or a minimum composite score on the ACT as

















. Present a minimum grade point average in at least 13 core courses in the following areas:
English — three years Social Science — two years
Mathematics — two years Additional Academic Courses (in any of the above
Natural or Physical Science — two years areas or foreign language, computer science,
Additional course in English, mathematics, philosophy, or non-doctrinal religion courses)
or natural or physical science — two years — two years
Please note that student-athletes entering a Division I institution on or after August 1, 1996, must present four years of English
and the two-year requirement in mathematics must involve one year of algebra and one year of geography.













































































































The 1994-95 season will feature many new
faces in the Tiger lineup as seven of the 10
starters from last year's top 10 team have gradu-
ated.
"We will be a very young team this year, but
we are also very talented," said third-year head
coach Gil Sanchez, who has taken Clemson to its
only top 12 national finishes in the program's his-
tory. "We lost two All-Americans in Sam Hanson
and Tim Morrissey who won a combined 68
matches last season. Also, we will miss four other
wrestlers with NCAA experience. Last year's
group was the most successful class of wrestlers
ever at Clemson, but this year's group has the
tools and we expect big things from them in the
future."
The 1994 recruiting class was ranked 12th by
Amateur Wrestling News, but Sanchez feels that
the ranking was low because of geography.
'This IS definitely one of the most talented
groups to come to Clemson in some time. Our
recruiting class was ranked only 12th because
several of the guys came from lesser known
wrestling states. The talent is definitely there.
Technically they may need work and they must
mature, but physically they are extremely talented
athletes. To work with a group like this is great
because they pick things up quickly and they
develop twice as fast."
Heading the freshman class are high school
All-Americans Clay Cavanaugh from South Car-
olina, Rob Daly from Florida, Scott Kurtz from
Pennsylvania, James Short from North Carolina
and Charlie Higdon from Florida. Cavanaugh,
Daly, and Short were all named their state's
Wrestler-of-the-Year, making this year's class one
of the most recognized groups ever at Clemson.
Kurtz will see action at 150 this year, while the
other newcomers will be red-shirted.
This year's freshman class joins six red-shirt
freshmen from last year, making this year's squad
an inexperienced group at the college level. "Last
year we had a large group of seniors so we could
red-shirt eight wrestlers. That allowed those red-
shirted athletes to train with the older wrestlers,
gain experience and skill. You can tell that last
year has paid off because they have a better work
ethic and an understanding of what it takes to be
successful at the college level."
Outlook by weight class:
118- The Tigers lost the most successful Tiger
Academic All-American Jeff Stephens is a key
1994-95 season.
Clemson wrestling team looks for third straight top 15
finish, but must replace 1994 IPTAY Athlete of the Year
Sam Henson.
1994 Clemson Athlete of the Year
Today Sam Henson will be honored as he is
named the 1994 Clemson Athlete-of-the-Year. The
following is a list of some of Henson's accomplish-
ments at Clemson.
* Two-time National Champion winning in 1993 and
1994 at the 118 pound weight class.
* Completed his two-year career at Clemson with a
71-0 record.
'Captured the 118-pound championship at the ACC
Tournament the last two years.
* Named ACC Wrestler-of-the-Year in 1994.
'Clemson's MVP the last two years.
*Won the 118 pound weight class championship at
the 1992 Navy Classic, the 1993 St. Louis Open, and
the 1993 Great Plains Open.
* Won the 118 weight class at the NCAA National All-
Star meet.
* Holds the ACC top spot in winning percentage dur-
ing a career with a 100% mark.
*ln 1992-93 recorded 11 pins, the most ever by a
Clemson wrestler at the 118 pound weight class.
*A three-time All-American with two seasons at
Clemson and one at Missouri.
true freshman Scott Kurtz at the 150-pound
weight class. "Kurtz is a blue chip recruit with a
ton of potential. Because we are very young at
this weight class he will be asked to step in right
away and learn on the job. It will be a challenge
for him, but we feel he will be ready."
158- Paul Seim, who finished fourth in the
ACC at the 167 weight class, will move to the 158
division this season. "We decided to drop Paul
down a weight class because he is better suited
as a 158 pounder Last year he was young and
inexperienced, which made for a long season for
Paul, but he matured a lot and is still developing
as a wrestler."
167- Derek Strobel is the front runner at the
167 pound weight class. "We are so young from
the 167 weight class on up that we are not sure
what will happen from week to week. At 167
Derek has shown improvement and is a tough
competitor" Backing up Strobel at 167 will be
James Patterson, a true freshman who may also
red-shirt.
177- Scott Engel will be the Tigers' 177
pounder after red-shirting last season. Engel has
seen time as the Tigers' 190 pounder and at
heavyweight (21 matches in 1992-93) during his
career, but has settled into his more natural
weight class of 177 this year "Scott did not have
the size that was really needed at the top weight
classes, but he gave 100 percent for us. Now we
have him at his true weight class and we feel that
he will be successful as a 177 pounder" Chal-
lenging Engel will be Brian Collier who was red-
shirted last year.
190- Aaron Strobel (who was in just two
matches in 1993) will be the Tigers' 190 pounder
this year, as he takes over for ACC Champion and
All-American Tim Morrissey. Strobel is the older
brother of Clemson's 167 pounder Derek Strobel.
"It will be difficult to replace Tim, but Aaron has
worked hard in the off season and has really
improved.
"
HWT- Matt Kim, a red-shirt freshman from
Pennsylvania, will be the Tigers heavyweight.
"Matt is very talented. He knows how to wrestle,
but like most of our team, he is inexperienced.
We feel that he will develop into a very good
heavyweight at Clemson."
wrestler in the team's history with the departure of
two-time national champion Sam Henson at the
118-pound weight class (see box). This year
Clemson will look to Academic All-American Jeff
Stephens (30-25-2 career record) to take over the
weight class as he moves down a division. "We
will look for Jeff Stephens to be the 118 pounder
We feel that the move down from 126, will help
him be nationally competitive. Tim Nininger and
James Jones will also see time at the 118 pound
weight class.
126- With the move of Stephens to 118
pounds, red-shirt freshman Brent Taney will see a
lot of time as a 126 pounder "Brent Taney
showed a lot of improvement thanks to a red-shirt
year last season. He has made great strides
since coming to Clemson and we hope to see that
continue. We will use Jeff Stephens in certain sit-
uations at 126 depending on the matchups."
134-Jason Wheeler, a veteran of 46 matches
the last four years, returns to the 134-pound
weight class after his 1993-94 season was cut
short for personal reasons. He is Clemson's lone
senior starter in the projected lineup. "Jason
Wheeler is probably one of the most athletic indi-
viduals on the team and he is
one of the strongest athletes
at Clemson. He is a front run-
ner and an All-America candi-
date in our eyes."
142- National All-Rookie
team member Brendan Buck-
ley (18-15 last year) will again
hold this weight class. Buck-
ley was outstanding as a
freshman winning more
matches than any freshman in
three seasons. "Brendan
Buckley is an All-America can-
didate. He was successful
last year and we look for him
to build from that this season.
He has shown great leader-
ship and even though he is
only a sophomore he was
to Clemson's elected one of this year's cap-
tains."





















T.C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
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• Joe B Davenport (CC)
- Melvin E Barnette
Jennifer Benson
Joe Burdette
- R, Carol Cook
Fred Cooley
Mark Crammer
- George M. Ducworth
J. Tom Forrester
Dr James P Hentz
• Robert Lee Hill
John D Hopkins, Jr.
Dr James H. Irby
Dan Jones
Dr. C, Patrick Killen
Arthur M. Klugh, III
James F, Little
' Harry Major
• Randall W McClain
Jake Meeks
Dr PS, Mowlajko
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Joseph J Turner, Jr.
K N Vickery
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• Dr Ron Barrett
- R S Campbell, Jr.
- Gary E, Clary
- John M, Hamrick, Jr
- Wylie Hamnck
Roy Malhis
- E, Raymond Parker
-' James R. Sanders, Jr
Greenville County
Earl Sammons (CC)
• Benjamin M, Evatt (VC)
James E. Vissage, Jr (VC)
Bill Barbary







* Miles E. Bruce
Charles A, Bryan, Jr
Jody Bryson
Joel L. Bullard
- Charles W Bussey, Jr
Richard Cassidy
* Donald J Coggins
Jack Coggins
Larry B Copeland
* Walter B Crawford
James M Crawford











Preston T Garrett, Jr
* Clark Gaston, Jr
- Joe D Gibson











* Floyd S Long
Charles Major III
- W,M, Manning, Jr
- Seabrook Marchant
Edward O McCameron









I N Patterson, Jr.
George M, Plyler
- C, Evans Putman
Bobby W Ramsey
* Bruce Reeves
Robert E, Reeves, Jr
Charles F Rhem, Jr
- James Rochester
Bunny Scott
Robert G, Sharpe. Jr.
* John G, Slattery
Tim Strom
- Joseph D Swann
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* Thomas E Davenport (CC)
+ J R. Adair
Ira J Bedenbaugh
* Henry V, Blalock
W, Fred Chapman, Jr
Dr William F Childers
* James A, Coleman
- Henry M. Paris Sr
+" Dr. N. Carl Wessinger
Spartanburg County
* John Easlerling III (CC)
Kendall K Alley
William A Bishop III
* William A Blackwood, Jr.
John L- Brady, Sr
David Cecil II
- John B Cornwell, Jr
Walter Davis. Jr
* John T Duncan, Sr.
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Ted. 8. Wilson
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Columbia, SC 29204
Aiken County
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Anderson L. Baxley
' John R. (Bob) Brooks
Johnny L. Cagle







* Gerald W. Metts
John G. Molony
- Alan M. Tewkesbury III
Harry Odel Weeks, Jr.
Edgefield County
* Watson Rhodes (CC)
Catherine Chnstie
- E, O, Dukes, Jr.
- J W Gilliam, Jr.
-* Lewis F Holmes Jr.




- Warren Craig Jumper (CC)
* J Tom Shell (VC)
George Alley
- Bill Amick
' Alvin N, Berry
Jerry A Brannon
Andy Caldwell
* R. Hugh Caldwell
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* Robert M. Taylor
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* W.T McDaniel III
Ray McBride
* James P. McKeown III
David Mitchum
David Pressley
* Crawford E. Sanders III
* L W. Smith
-* Mrs. Davis O. Smith
Paul G. Thacker, Jr
Dr. John H. Timmerman
E. Ralph Wessinger, Sr.
Saluda County
James R Herlong, Jr, (CC)
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* James A. Derrick
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S. Lynn Campbell, Director
Box 11326
Rock Hill, SC 29730
Chester County
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Andrew F. McLeod
Philip G. Powell
- John R. Thomas
William R. Tillman
Darlington County
Dr. Hubert C. Baker DDS (CC)
- J.W. Carter
Robert Fletcher
Marion D. Hawkins, Jr.
George A. Hutto, Jr.
Warren Jeffords
William P Kennedy
-* Dr Glenn J. Lawhon, Jr.
William B, McCown III
- Harry M McDonald




* John C, Walker
J. Beth Weaver
Fairfield County
James B Frazier IV (CC)
- Louis M Boulware
- J.K. Coleman
- Forest E. Hughes, Jr.
- Harold R Jones
John D Ruff
Dr. Phillip C. Wilkins
- William L. Wylie
Kershaw County
' Joseph C. Jackson (CC)
Dr Kenneth W Carson DDS
Tommie W. James, Jr.




* Steven Epps, Sr (CC)
Jim Adams
- W P Clyburn
Manon D Lever, Jr.
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Green Deschamps II (CC)
- W.G. Deschamps, Jr
Pete Player
Marlboro County
Mark S. Avent (CC)
* C.E, Calhoun
York County
James H Owen, Jr. (CC)




* Jack D. Cox
Fredrick W. Faircloth III
- Harper S. Gault
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* Ben R. Smith, Jr.
Craig Thomas
-* G.G. Thomas, Sr.
* Dr. Roger Troutman











Don A, Nummy (CC)
F. Manon Dwight, Sr,
Joseph M, Off
Berkeley County
* H. Wayne Dewitt (CC)
Robert H. Dangerfield, Jr.
Robert Jeffcoat
* Nolan L Pontiff, Jr.
Calhoun County
Gary B Forth (CC)
Gerald Bozard
* William H Bull
* Tatum Gressette, Jr,
Charleston County
* Jack T Day (CC)















- Robert Cody Lenhardt
-• S. C McMeekin, Jr.
Shane Murden
David M. Murray, Jr.
Carl Poole
John H, Pnce, Jr
- Phil Prince
J. Lynn Pruitt
- Carl S. Pulkinen
- Paul Quattlebaum, Jr,
Glenn Rickborn
Marion Sams
- A.B. Schirmer, Jr.
Fred Schrimpf
- Nicholas C Sottile
Dr. J. R Stout




* James R White, III (CC)
-* Jack W Carter, Sr.
- W. Rudolph Carter
Horace Kinsey
- B. George Price, III





- E. Tom Salisbury
Michael J Snyder
Hampton County
* Dr. Jerry Frank Crews, Jr. (CC)
Harry L. Foy
- David B. Gohagan
Winston A. Lavrton, Jr,
- Winston A. Lawton
Jasper County
Roy Pryor. Jr. (CC)
Sara B Gregone
Orangeburg County
Lawrence L Weathers (CC)
Dr. Julius W. Babb III
William B Bookhart, Jr
Larry W. Dyar
* F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
* W C Higginbotham. Jr,
Roger Home
-' Edgar C McGee
Karen J, O'Cain
* Fletcher M, Riley, Jr,
Dan M Robinson, Jr.
-* J.M. Russell, Jr.
* James M. Russell III




John H, Holcombe, Jr
Director, District VI
DISTRICT VI
John H. Holcombe, Jr Director
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Dillon County
* Carole Arnette (CC)
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- L B. Hardaway, Jr.






' L Chappell Jones (CC)
Thomas D Birchmore
Rufus M Brown
Clyde S. Bryce, Jr.
Marvin Cockfield
* Dr W L. Coleman
- Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
- L B. Finklea, Jr,
' Charlie Grace IV
- Harold B. Haynes





- John G. Rose
* Patnck Z Wiggins
- Allen P Wood, AIA
- Edward L. Young
Georgetown County




' Fred W. Faircloth
' William Green
Bill Heatley
- Samuel M Harper
- A.H. Lachiotte, Jr.
Jesse E. Wright III
Horry County
* R S, Winfield (CC)
* Billy Avant, Jr
* F.L, Bradham
Rick Elliott
* Harvey Graham Jr.
J. Roger Hammond
-' John H. Holcombe, Jr




* Robert (Bob) Wilder, Jr,
Marlon County
* Troy Carroll Atkinson III (CC)
* TC. Atkinson, Jr
Barnwell County
Clinton C Lemon, Jr (CC)
H M. Anderson
Howard G. Dickinson, Jr.










Charles J Bethea, Jr
* John H Holt
- Robert Mace
- Duncan Mclntyre
- Joseph L Powell
Sumter County
James F Kinney (CC)
Ricky Alford
- John J Bntton, Jr.






- W.T. Fori, Jr.
Bob Galiano, Jr.
Williamsburg County
Fred P Guerry, Jr (CC)
Alan Chandler
• Dr. W C. Cottingham
Samuel E, Drucker
Michael Mahoney
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Drive Intensity Those aien'i words acter, selt-confidence and decision-
you're likely to see in many course making skills Again, words olher
requirements Then again, Army ROTC courses seldom use But they're the
IS unlike any other elective. It's credits you need to succeed in life,
hands-on excitement ROTC will frrADE RSHl?! ROTC is open to freshmen and
challenge you mentally and physi- I^^Pg sophomores without obligation and
cally through intense leadership I requires about 4 hours per week,




FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL MAJOR JOHN GALLAGHER AT
656-3107 OR STOP BY ARMY ROTC, JOHNSTONE HALL
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t& Courtesy Vehicle Donors
Vic Bailey, I
Vic Bailey Ford, Inc.
Spartanburg
Vic Bailey


























































































Bobby Wood - Wood Chev. Pont. GEO
John Finger - Champion Mazda
Erwin Williamson - Heritage Lincoln Mercury
Ellis Murphy - Murphy Cadillac




FREE for Clemson Fans!
That's right. Sign up now for Sprint Cellular service
and local airtime is free from 7:00 p.m., Friday
through 7:00 a.m., Monday. All weekend, every






(800) 849-8736 / (803) 234-6000 • 704 Congaree Road • Greenville. SC 29607
*One year contract on $23.95 Weekend Value Plan or higher required. Other restrictions may apply.
A new line of service is required.
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^Official Football Signals—1994
THE • NATIONAL • COLLEGIATE • ATHLETIC • ASSOCIATION
Official Football Signals—1994
Ball ready lor play
'Untlmed down
Time-out
Discretionary or injury time-
out (lollow by tapping
hands on chest) TV/Radio time-out
Touchdown
Field goal






No play, no score
Toss option delayed
Legal touching of forward
pass or scrimmage kick
Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)














illegal sliitt - 2 liands
Illegal motion - 1 liand
22 r












toward toe lor kicking)
32 A
Invalid lair catch signal
INFl






















Clemson has had at least one first, second, or third-team






(Breakdown bv Team of Clemson's All America selections)
Name AP UPl FC FW WC SN FN Other
1928 O.K. Pressley Heisman (3),NEA (3)
1 yoy Banks McFadden 1 3 1 1 Colliers (1), NEA (1)
Joe Blalock 2 Hearst (1)
1 y4
1
Joe Blalock 2 1 1 Central Press (1)
iy4o Ralph Jenkins 3 INS (1)
1 OA Q Bobby Gage INS (1)
•i n c:A Jackie Calvert 2
1 952 Tom Barton 2
1 yjDO Joel Wells 3
1 yby Lou Cordileone 1 1
1 yoD Wayne Mass 2 Dell Sports (1)
1 yb/ Harry Olszewski 2 1 1 1 1 2
1 970 Dave Thompson 2 NEA(1)
1 y /4 Bennie Cunningham 1 1 1
1 Qvc;
I y /D Bennie Cunningham 1 Time (1)
1 QV7 Joe Bostic 3 1 3
1 y /O Joe Bostic 2 2 1
Jerry Butler 1 1 NEA (2)
Steve Fuller 3
1 y / y Jim Stuckey 1 1 1 1
^ noA Obed Ariri NEA (2)
H no -4




Perry Tuttle 1 2
Jeff Bryant 2












i yob Steve Reese 2
1 yoD Terrence Flagler 3 1 3
John Phillips 1 2 2
1987 Michael Dean Perry 2 1 2 2
John Phillips 2 3
David Treadwell 1 1 1 1 1
Uonnell wooltord 3 1 2
1 noo
1 yoo Donnell Woolford 1 1 1 1 2
1 yoy Stacy Long 3 1
Chris Gardocki 3
H nnn
1 yyu Stacy Long 1 1 1 1
Chris Gardocki 2 2 3
Levon Kirkland 2 2 3
1991 Jeb Flesch 1 1 2 1
Levon Kirkland 2 1 1 2 SH(1)
Rob Bodine 2 1 2 CP (2)
Ed McDaniel 3 CP(1)
1992 Stacy Seegars 2 2 3
Nelson Welch 3
1993 Stacy Seegars 1 2 1 1 CP (2)
Note: AP - Associated Press; UP! - United Press International; FC Football
Coaches; FW - Football Writers; WC - Walter Camp; SN - Sporting News; FN -
Football News; NEA - Newspaper Enterprise of America; SH - Scripps-Howard; CP -





Today, it seems like most families are rel-
atively small, one or two kids and that's it.
For monetary reasons, many people in this
day and age can't afford a lot of children, but
it seems that football families tend to be the
exception to that rule; take, for example, the
Bisaccia family. Running backs coach Rich
Bisaccia, comes from a family of six chil-
dren; he and his wife, Jeanne, just had their
fourth child, a boy, on July 21, and Bisac-
cia's father is one of 14.
"I have five younger sisters," says Bisac-
cia, the Yonkers, NY native. "I never got to
use the bathroom in my house when I was
growing up. I always had to go to the high
school to take a shower. There were six of
us going to school together for a nine-year
span, so if I went in and turned on the show-
er, there was a possibility that I could get
electricuted."
From Yonkers, the family moved to New
Fairfield, CT, where Bisaccia went to high
school. He then matriculated to college in
South Dakota. "1 wanted to get as far away
from any city as I could."
The Yankton College graduate is in his
third coaching job with his arrival at Clem-
son. After graduating from Yankton college
in 1983 with a degree in health and physical
education, Bisaccia became the offensive
coordinator at Wayne State, where he
coached from 1983-87. From there he
moved on to the University of South Caroli-
na where he stayed from 1988-December of
1993 and where he met current Tiger coach
Tommy West.
"Coach West and I worked
together at South Carolina. I was
coaching the running backs and he
had just come from Tennessee
where he had coached the running
backs for a year," says Bisaccia.
"He passed a lot of knowledge on to
me. I was still considered young to
be coaching at this level. He was
the guy that I could always talk to
about different things. Miles
(Aldridge) and Clyde (Christensen)
were also there with us."
This prior association has made
the transition easier on Bisaccia and
his family. Bisaccia, who moved to
Clemson on a semi-permanent
basis in April of this year, was joined
by his family in their new home in
August. His son, Richard Oakely,
was born in Columbia, SC, where
his family was stationed until the
move. "It was tough when Jeanne
was pregnant, but I was fortunate to
just be two hours away. A lot of
coaches were really commuting
long distances.
"
When fans watch football coach-
es and players, many of them think,
'what a cool job' and 'I would kill to
do that', but many don't realize the
demand on the coaches, their fami-
lies, and the players. Coaches put
in a lot of man hours, and some-
Clemson running backs coach has a large family of Tiger
fans.
times it is at the expense of spending time
with their wives and children. And with three
daughters, Michele (10), Elizabeth (5),
Madeline (1), and a newborn, Bisaccia com-
ments on how he relates to them.
"I think my kids think its neat and exciting
(to be in coaching). They see their dad on
TV now and then. My children get to go to
the games and I think it's a good place for
them to grow up, on a college campus,
around student-athletes," states Bisaccia.
And as both a dad and a coach, Bisaccia
wants to have some kind of control over how
he is perceived by his children and his play-
ers.
"I believe that it's not so much as what
you say as what you do. I'm really proud of
what I do for a living, I take pride in being a
good assistant, and just being someone
that's a good person. I think I have set a
good example for kids and I think my kids
see that from some of the players that they
get a chance to meet, whether they come to
the house or just talk to my kids," says
Bisaccia.
And having been a player, Bisaccia
knows about the pressures and the time
commitments involved. He has taken what
he learned as a player and transformed it
into what he teaches as a coach. "I would
much rather have been a good player and
would have liked to continue playing for a
long time, but I knew that if I wasn't good
enough to be a player, I wanted to be a
The Bisaccia family: Rich and his wife Jeanne are the proud
parents of four children: Richard, Michele, Elizabeth and
Madeline.
coach. I just coach the way I would like to
have been coached. I take the best parts of
every coach that I have worked for and put
the pieces together. That's how a personal-
ity develops anyway; people take on the
best parts of people around them in order to
make themselves better. That goes for past
and present coaches I've been around."
One of the people he's learned the most
from since he's been at Clemson is Reggie
Herring, the Tigers inside linebacker coach.
"I had never met Reggie Herring before I
came here," said Bisaccia. "He's a phe-
nomenal teacher on the field and he's
always enthusiastic and exciting to be
around. So there's a lot of things about him
that I see and 1 learn from."
Had he not been a coach, there are a
few places that Bisaccia could see himself.
"I wanted to play in the NFL, but when I fig-
ured out that wasn't going to happen, things
changed. My dad was in construction so
during the summers I was around, brick
masonry, building houses. If I didn't do this,
I would have liked to do that, working out-
side and with my hands, and be around
kids. I could also see myself as a teacher. I
like to be around kids."
Perception, on the whole, is very impor-
tant to Bisaccia, whether it's the impression
given to his own children or his players, or
just the outside world. He always wants to
make the proper impression because he is
aware of the impact he can have on young
people and the impact his players
can have on young people. Coach
West and the staff have stressed to
the student-athletes that their
appearance, comments, and 'role
model' status is extremely important
because youngsters are always
looking up to athletes.
"I think the main reason I wanted
to be a player is because of kids.
They always look up to great play-
ers. They listen to what the ath-
letes have to say and some of them
end up being great role models. I
think it's a great power and a great
responsibility to have the attention
of youth."
Bisaccia has had a positive influ-
ence on a lot of players and a lot of
his family members. And, the large
family has had a positive effect on
Bisaccia. "My family is very close
and they are all over. Since my dad
is one of 14, I have a lot of cousins
all over. They rented a Greyhound
for the Virginia game. The least
amount of kids is four in all my dad's
brothers and sisters families, so I
have over 100 first cousins."
And they are all college football
fans, so, no matter where you're sit-
ting in today's game, introduce your-
self to someone around you. He or
she might be a Bisaccia!
1994 Clemson Football
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It's called Dodge Intrepid. And it's like no other car you've ever driven. Its remarkable cab-forward
design gives more room to people and less to machinery. Although the machinery itself is
remarkable. Like a 4-speed automatic that adjusts shift quality based on your driving habits. Plus
other technological wonders too numerous to mention. Dodge Intrepid. This changes everything.




The Dodge Ram Pickup. It's the first full-size pickup with available anti-lock brakes at all four
wheels. And every pickup we sell comes with a standard drivers-side airbag.* While, under the
hood, there's a choice of powerful Magnum engines including an awesome 300 horsepower V- 10.
Ram pickup also changes the rules about the way a truck ought to look. Dodge Ram. The rules
have changed.
Then Say Hi To Neon
Dodge Neon
Don't let its small size fool you. Our Neon is full of big ideas. Like cab-for~ward design. So
there's more room inside than you might think. And more power, too. A generous 132 horses
to be exact. Plus four-wheel independent suspension and available quick-ratio power steering
make it a ball to drive. Say hello to Neon and you could be sajHng hello to your next new car.
The New Dodge
See\bur Nearest Dodge Dealer Today.
*Always wear your seat belt tor a fully effective airbag.
^( Lewis Usher
nt Coleman Clemson's football success In the 1980s brought
Georgia native to Clemson.
By
As a young cniia in uecatur, ueorgia,
Lewis Usher did not grow up cheering for
the home-state Bulldogs of Georgia or
Yellow Jackets of Georgia Tech. Instead
he was a Clemson Tiger fan.
"I remember watching Clemson on TV
with my grandfather as a kid and I've
been a fan ever since. I remember when
Herschel Walker played against Clemson
and how Clemson's defense shut him
down," said Usher. With those childhood
memories of a swarming defense led by
Ail-American linebacker Jeff Davis,
Usher signed with the Tigers in 1990.
Usher was originally recruited by
Danny Ford and Tommy West out of
Southwest DeKalb High School. He was
a co-captain and played linebacker, offen-
sive guard, and fullback for a team that
was ranked as high as number-five in the
nation according to USA Today his senior
season. He was named DeKalb County
Player-of-the-Week three times and was
named All-Atlanta and honorable mention
all-state by the Atlanta Constitution.
Usher is one of a few Tiger players
who can compare the styles of Clemson's
last three head coaches. "Coach Ford
and Coach West are the two guys who
recruited me to come to Clemson and
they are real similar. They are both laid
back and promote a family-type atmos-
phere where Coach Hatfield is more of a
conservative person. All three are fine
coaches and successful in their own
style."
On the playing field. Usher has been
hampered by injuries in his senior year.
He had a hand injury in the preseason
that forced him to miss the first three
games and a stress fracture of his fibula
in the spring. However, In the second half
of '94, he has come on strong to add
depth, experience, and leadership to the
defense from an outside linebacker posi-
tion. He played a dozen plays at North
Carolina and had his first career tackle
for loss in the Tigers 28-17 win over 12th-
ranked North Carolina. It was a key stop
on a third-down play that kept the
momentum on Clemson's side of the
field. He had two more tackles in just 10
plays in the win against Georgia Tech.
After being red-shirted in 1990, Usher
was a leader on special teams for the
1991 team, a 9-2-1 squad that won the
ACC championship. Usher is one of the
few players on the current Clemson team
with an ACC Championship ring.
He played in all 12 games and had
eight tackles. In 1992, Usher had seven
stops including a career-high three in the
win over Duke. Last season. Usher con-
tinued to excel on special teams. He had
12 tackles including 10 on special teams,
which ranked him second on the team.
Two of the tackles took place in the
Peach Bowl victory over Kentucky. That
was a game played at the Georgia Dome,
certainly a special night for the Georgia
native.
Usher entered 1994 as the only senior
who had played in all 35 games the three
previous seasons, but his streak stopped
when he suffered the hand injury, then he
missed another game due to a death in
the family.
In the weight room. Usher has worked
hard to increase his total pounds lifted
(bench press + leg sled + power clean) by
317 pounds since arriving at Clemson.
The 6-1, 235-pounder benches 385
pounds, the best at his position in 1994.
Ellis Johnson, Clemson's outside line-
backer coach, lauds Usher's leadership
and attitude qualities. "Lewis is a fifth-
year guy who has done a good job for us.
He has a great attitude, a lot of experi-
ence and he has been critical to the suc-
cess of our defense. He could start for
some schools."
Usher credits his parents for installing
these qualities in him as a youth. "My
parents have been the biggest influences
in my life. My father is the one who got
me interested in football. My mom want-
ed me to be an artist and really didn't
Lewis Usher has been a reliable leader of
the Clemson special teams for four years.
want me to play football, but my father
would sneak me down to the park to play
ball as a kid." Usher added, "I'm fortunate
to have a father like mine. There are
many young men who don't have their
father there for them and I'm proud to say
mine was there for me and I love him to
death."
In the spring of 1992, Usher hit the
crossroads of his young life. Academic
problems had forced him out of school for
a semester and he had to regroup himself
as a student, a man, and a citizen. Usher
described his ordeal, "I went home and I
had to reevaluate everything about
myself. I had to decide what I wanted to
do with my life. I had friends who tried to
tell me that I didn't need to go back to
school, but they were just trying to pull me
down into the rut they were in."
When Usher decided to return to
Clemson for the second time, he was
more dedicated, focused, and determined
than ever before. Usher's new academic
commitment landed him on the Academic
Honor Roll for three consecutive semes-
ters. He credits his family and his girl-
friend, Kim Love, for staying behind him
and never giving up on him. "Without
their support, I would probably have gone
crazy."
When Usher walks across the stage in
December and receives his industrial
education degree, it will be the biggest
moment of his Clemson career. Usher
then plans to enter graduate school at
Clemson in the spring and someday
obtain his master's degree. After gradu-
ate school, Usher hopes to start a career
as a personnel trainer or a trainer at a
human resources development office.
The calm, confident Usher says the
one thing that people do not know about
him is how he is constantly thinking of
new ways to do things. "My mind is
always spinning and nobody has any idea
what I'm thinking. 1 have my own idea af
how to do everything," said Usher.
Usher does not plan to pursue a pro-
fessional football career. "I've given
Clemson five years of my life and I've
devoted myself to this football team. I
think the time has come for me to hang up
my shoes."
So today will be Lewis Usher's final
football game. If Clemson fans are lucky,
there are more kids across America like
Lewis Usher who are keenly watching
today's game on television and dreaming




by putting South Carolina first
We founded Carolina First beca
well, because we felt we had to
• South Carolina's community
banks were being bought up and
run to serve absentee owners.
• Being South Carolinians, we
didn't care to do without a strong
bank dedicated to our state's well-being
Being bankers, we created this bank. • If we
understand South Carolina's needs, it's because
they're the needs of our own friends and
neighbors. 'We invest in South Carolina
businesses because it's good
business for all concerned. After
all, when our home communities
grow and prosper, we grow and
prosper. And because we treat
our customers as the individuals
they are, their good feelings spark
our own. • "We'd treat any customer from
anywhere this way. But by design - and in
conscious contrast to the multi-state megabanks
- our customers are South Carolinians. So are
we. Is it any wonder we put South Carolina first?
CAROUNA FIRST
The bank that puts South Carohnafirst.
With offices serving the Upstate. Midlands and Coastal Region For the office nearest you, call I -800 95 1 -2699.
Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender ©1994 Carolina First
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EDALTMAN OG 6-3 275 'FR. RS
Waycross, GA; Ware County; Rusty Ganas
BRENT BANASIEWICZ OG 6-3 290 FR. HS
Moticello. FL; Aucilla Christian Academy; Gene Cox
MICHAEL BARBER LB 6-1 240 SR. 3VL
Edgemore, SC; Lewisville; Bennie McMurray
HOWARD BARTLEY OLB 6-1 186 FR. HS
Decatur, GA; Southwest Dekalb; William Godfrey
PAUL BARTON OT 6-7 287 *JR. SO
Sorrento, LA; St. Amanto; Doug Moreau
ELMER BENCH SN 5-9 220 FR. HS
Manning, SC; Manning; Don Clayton
CHRIS BROOKS OL 6-1 250 SO. SO
Clinton, SC; Clinton HS; Keith Richardson
MATTBULLMAN P 5-10 184 SR. SO
Roebuck, SC; Dorman; Dale Evans
DONALD BROOMFIELD OLB 6-3 236 FR. HS
Olustee, FL; Baker County; Danny Greene
JIM BUNDREN OT 6-3 275 *FR. RS
Wilmington, DE; A.I. Dupont; Terry McCormick
MATT BUTLER OG 6-3 260 FR. HS
Belmont, NC; South Point; Phil Tate
ANDRE CARTER FS 5-10 194 *S0. 1VL
Camden, SC; Camden; Billy Ammons
JASON COLLINS TE 6-5 223 *FR.









HSWR 6-2 180 FR.
Seneca; Tom Bass
DE 6-4 250 *JR. 2VL
Hillside; James Lillie





Decatur, GA; Columbia; Ron Sebree
PEREZ DAVIS OT 6-5 330
Port St. Joe, FL; Garden City JC; Jeff Leiker
BRIAN DAWKINS SS 6-0 190
Jacksonville, FL; Raines; Freddie Stephens
TONY DESUE FB 5-10 193
Virginia Beach, VA; Kempsville; Red Stickney
ANTHONY DOWNS TB 6-1 195
Greenville, SC; Berea; Wayne Greene
KELTON DUNNICAN LB 5-11 215
Sumter, SC; NE Oklahoma JC; Mike Loyd










Pemberton, NJ; Pemberton Township; William McDowell
ANDY FORD CB 5-11 180 SO. 1VL
Sumter, SC; Sumter; Tom Lewis
PETER FORD CB 5-11 180 SO. 1VL
Sumter, SC; Sumter; Tom Lewis
WARREN FORNEY DE 6-3 260 *JR. 2VL
Rutherfordton, NC; RS Central; Jack Huss
ED GLENN TE 6-3 250 SR. 1VL
Greenville, SC; Wade Hampton; Roger Hayes
186 FR. HSNEALON GREENE QB 5-11
Yonkers, NY; Lincoln; Anthony Fiorelli
HENRY GUESS WR 6-2 208 'JR. 2VL
Cordova, SC; Edisto; John Weathers
LAMONTHALL TE 6-4 245 'FR. RS
Clover, SC; Clover; Butch Windell
ED HAUSGEN LB 5-8 185 JR. 2VL
Cincinnati, OH; Madeira; Hank Ohmeis
MARCUS HINTON WR 6-0 174 JR. 2VL
Powder Springs, GA; McEachern; Jim Dorsey
TONY HORNE WR 5-10 160 FR. HS
Rockingham, NC; Richmond County; Hal Shuler
ANDRE HUMPHREY CB 5-8 182 JR. 2VL
Wilmington, NC; Laney; Larry Tootoo
ROBERT JACKSON OT 6-6 325 'JR. 1VL
Washington, DC; Woodson; Bob Headen
JAMES JENKINS TB 6-0 205 FR. HS
Hammonton, NJ; Oakcrest; Jack Bottiner
TIM JONES LB 6-1 230 'SR. 3VL
Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill; Jim Ringer
MIKE KUNZ OT 6-4 260 GR. SO
San Antonio, TX; Lee; Bobby Smith
KEVIN LAIRD P 5-10 165 FR. HS
Brandon, MS; Brandon; Wally Bumpas
MARK LANDRY OG/SN 6-4 275 FR. RS

































ZANE LEWIS OG 6-1 290 FR.
Memphis, TN; Raleigh-Egypt; John Troy
TRAVIS MACKLIN FB 6-1 235 FR.
Pittsburgh, PA; Perry High; Gus Cantaness
DEXTER MCCLEON DB 5-11 190 'SO.
Meridian, MS; Meridian; Mac Barnes
ANDYE MCCROREY OLB 5-10 195 'JR.
Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill; Jim Ringer
CHRIS MCINALLY P 6-3 192 JR.
Troy, Ml; Troy
DWAYNE MORGAN OT 6-3 310 JR.
Griffin, GA; NE Oklahoma JC; Mike Loyd
COBY PEELER SS 5-11 194 SR.
Roebuck, SC; Dorman; Dale Evans
LAMONTPEGUES TB 5-9 189 FR.
Thomasville, NC; Thomasville; Allen Brown
TONY PLANTIN DE 6-4 260 FR.
Pendleton, SC; Pendleton; Leon Hope
BRAD POPE DB 5-11 173 SO.
Alpharetta, GA; Milten; Bob Cloy
HOLLAND POSTELL OT 6-6 270 FR.
Summerville, SC; Summerville; John McKissick
RAYMOND PRIESTER FB 6-1 205 FR.
Allendale, SC; Allendale-Fairfax; Mike Doolittle
TREVOR PUTNAM C 6-4 265 'JR.
Canton, NC; Pisgah; Carroll Wright
BERNARD RANDOLPH DE 6-2 259 *SO.
Townville, SC; Pendleton; Dennis Patterson
MATT REEVES FB 5-11 217 JR.
Anderson, SC; T.L. Hanna; Harold Jones
GLENN ROUNTREE OT 6-3 270 *FR.
Suffolk, VA; Nansemond-Suffolk; Ron Killmon
WARDELL ROUSE OLB 6-2 230 SR.
Clewiston, FL; Itawamba CC; Mike Eaton
PATRICK SAPP QB/WR 6-4 230 JR.
Jacksonville, FL; Raines; Freddie Stephens
JEFFSAUVE PK 6-0 194 'JR.
Mechanicsburg, PA; Cumberland Valley; Tim Rimpfel
TIM SCHEIBEL DE 6-6 255 SR.
Trumbull, CT; Trumbull; Jerry McDougald
MILT SHAW TB 5-8 192 'SO.
Tarboro, NC; N. Edgecombe; Raymond Cobb
LAMARICK SIMPSON DE 6-2 270 JR.
Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill; Jim Ringer
EMORY SMITH FB 6-0 238 'SO.
Pensacola, FL; Escambia; Dwight Thomas
LOUIS SOLOMON QB 5-10 168 'JR.
Somerset, NJ; Franklin; Joe Stinson
DARNELL STEPHENS OLB 6-0 240 SR.
San Antonio, TX; Converse-Judson; D.W. Rutledge
BRIAN TILLOTSON OLB 6-1 217 SR.
Greenville, SC; Berea; Wayne Green
JAMIE TRIMBLE C 6-2 247 'SO.
Ormond Beach, FL; Mainland; Doug Stanley
LEWIS USHER LB 6-1 231 'SR.
Decatur, GA; SW DeKalb; Buck Godfrey
SPEEDY WATSON CB 5-7 167 'JR.
Memphis, TN; Hamilton; Daniel Cooperwood
NELSON WELCH PK-P 5-8 182 *GR.
Greer, SC; Greer; Stuart Holcombe
RAYMOND WHITE DE 6-3 260 'FR.
Clinton, MS; Clinton; David Bradberry
BRETT WILLIAMS DE 6-4 245 'SO.
Albany, GA; Dougherty; John Reynolds
UNDRE WILLIAMS WR 5-9 161 FR.
Gray, GA; Jones County; John Williams
MOND WILSON LB 6-3 220 'FR.
Tupelo, MS; Tupelo; James Sloan
CHUCK WINSLOW LB 6-2 235 'JR.
Virginia Beach, VA; Green Run; Elisha Harris
BENJI WOOD FB 6-2 218 *FR.
Atlanta, GA; Marist; Alan Chadwick
ANTWUAN WYATT TB 5-11 190 SO.
Daytona Beach, FL; Mainland; Doug Stanley
STEPHON WYNN TE 6-2 244 'SR.
Winnsboro, SC; Fairfield; Central; Ben Freeman
WILL YOUNG OG 6-3 279 JR.
Clemson, SC; Daniel; Allen Sitterle
DAVID ZEILER WR 5-11 183 SR.














































'World's Largest Supplier of Clemson Gifts & Souvenirs'
Youth - $7.99 (S6/8 - L14/16: 50/50 Blend)
B — Crewneck Sweatshirt 50/50 Cotton/Poly Blend Colors —
Orange, White, Purple, Birch, Navy
Adult - $22.99 SM-XL, $24.99 XXL
Youth - $18.50 (S6/8 - L14/16)
C — Straw Hat w/Logo (One size fits all) $23.99
D — Adult Golf Shirt 1 00% Cotton $44.99 M-XL, $47.99 XXL
E — Crewneck Sweatshirt 50/50 Cotton/Poly Blend Colors —
Orange, White, Purple, Birch, Navy
Adult - $22.99 SM-XL, $24.99 XXL
Youth - $18.50 (S6/8 - LI 4/1 6)
F— Adult Fitted Baseball Cap (Specify size 6 3/4 - 8) $21.99
G — T-Shirt 100% Cotton Colors — Orange, White, Purple, Birch,
Navy
Adult -$11.99 SM-XL, $13.99 XXL,
Youth - $7.99 (S6/8 - LI 4/1 6; 50/50 Blend)
Cotton/Po
XL, $23.99 XXL
ne size fits all) $12.99
J — Adult Golf Shirt 100% Cotton Colors — Orange, Purple
$34.99 M-XL, $37.99 XXL, $39.99 XXXL
K— T-Shirt 100% Cotton
Adult Only - $12.50 M-XL, $14.50 XXL
L — Adult Adjustable Cap (One size fits all) $12.99
M —T-Shirt 100% Cotton (Front and Back shown)
Adult Only - $12.50 M-XL, $14.99 XXL
N — Adult Adjustable Cap (One size fits all) $12.99
O— Mesh Shorts 100% Nylon
Colors — Orange, White, Purple
Adult Only - $20.99 M-XL, $22.99 XXL
P — Khaki Shorts 100% Cotton
Adult Only - $29.99 (Specify size 30-38 waist
Q — Cheerleader Outfit w/White Turtleneck
Colors — Orange, Purple
Toddler (2T-7T) $26.99, Youth (S6/8 - LI 4/1 6) $28.
AME





WE SHIP BY UPS
- YOUR ORDER IS UP TO ADD
30.00 $4.00
30.00 - $50.00 $4.50
50.00 - $100.00 $5.50
BOVE $100.00 $7.50
.O.D. ORDERS ADD $4.50 IN ADDITION TO FREIGHT
VISIT OUR OTHER STORES
McALISTER SQUARE MALL GREENVILLE
WAREHOUSE OUTLET ON MAIN ST CENTRAL
"HOLD THAT TIGER ' AUTOMOTIVE AIR HORN





















S.C. 5% SALES TAX
TOTAL
WE ACCEPT:
M/C VISA n AMEX




When Clemson Has The Ball
CLEMSON OFFENSE
LT JIM BUNDREN 79
LG WILL YOUNG 59
C JAMIE TRIMBLE 55
RG GLENN ROUNTREE 75
RT DWAYNE MORGAN 73
TE ED GLENN 86
SE KENYA CROOKS 88
QB NEALON GREENE 15
FB RAYMOND PRIESTER 27
TB LAMONTPEGUES 7
FLK MARCUS HINTON 6
PK NELSON WELCH 2
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA DEFENSE
DE CHRIS RUMPH 58
DT DAVID TURNIPSEED 91
DT ERIC SULLIVAN 62
DE STACY EVANS 93
ILB AUBREY BROOKS 43
ILB HANK CAMPBELL 45
ILB RONNIE SMITH 50
CB COREY BELL 26
FS BEN WASHINGTON 6
88 TONYWATKINS 24
CB RON NEALY 3
P DERWIN JEFFCOAT 8
CLEMSON TIGERS
# NAME POS 22 Lewis Usher LB 40 BenjI Wood FB 65 Elmer Bench SN 84 David Zeller WR
2 Nelson Welch PK-P 23 Chris Mclnally P 41 Milt Shaw TB 67 Paul Barton OT 85 Wesley Ellis TE
3 Patrick Sapp QB 24 James Jenkins TB 42 Mond Wilson LB 68 Tim Scheibel DE 86 Ed Glenn TE
5 Andye McCrorey OLB 25 Undre Williams WR 43 Andy Ford CB 69 Chris Brooks OL 88 Kenya Crooks WR
6 Marcus Hinton WR 26 Ed Hausgen LB 44 Anthony Downs TB 70 Holland Postell OT 90 Warren Forney DE
7 Lamont Pegues TB 27 Raymond Priester FB 46 Coby Peeler SS 71 Perez Davis OT 91 Marvin Cross DE
8 Speedy Watson CB 28 Andre Carter SS 47 Howard Bartley OLB 72 Robert Jackson OT 92 Brett Williams DE
9 Dexter McCleon DB 29 Peter Ford CB 48 Travis Macklin FB 73 Dwayne Morgan OT 93 Carlos Curry MG
11 Louis Solomon QB 30 Darnell Stephens OLB 49 Jason Collins TE 74 Brent Banasiewicz OG 94 Donald Broomfield LB
12 Michael Barber LB 31 Brad Pope DB 50 Trevor Putnam C 75 Glenn Rountree OT 95 Bernard Randolph DE
13 Warden Rouse QLB 32 Kelton Dunnican LB 55 Jamie Trimble C 77 Matt Butler OG 96 Tony Plantin DE
15 Nealon Greene QB 33 Tony DeSue FB 56 Tim Jones LB 78 Ed Altman OG 97 Raymond White DE
17 Jeff Sauve PK 34 Andre Humphrey CB 57 Brian Tillotson OLB 79 Jim Bundren OG 99 Lamanck Simpson DE
18 Emory Smith FB 35 Matt Bullman P 59 Will Young OG 80 Tony Horne WR
19 Antwuan Wyatt WR 36 Chuck WInslow LB 60 Mike Kunz OT 81 Rudy Currie CB
20 Brian Dawklns SS 37 Bashan Johnson DB 61 Mark Landry OG 82 Lamont Hall TE
21 Henry Guess WR 39 Matt Reeves FB 64 Zane Lewis OG 83 Stephen Wynn TE
When South Carolina Has The Ball
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA OFFENSE
WR TOBY GATES 12
IE BOOMER FOSTER 87
TT RANDY WHEELER 75
TG DELVIN HERRING 76
C VINCENT DINKINS 73
SG LUTHER DIXON 54
ST JAMES DEXTER 68
WR KURT FREDERICK 16
QB STEVE TANEYHILL 18
TB BRANDON BENNETT 33
FB STANLEY PRITCHETT 39
PK REED MORTON 14
CLEMSON DEFENSE
BAN DARNELL STEPHENS 30
DE LAMARICK SIMPSON 99
MG CARLOS CURRY 93
DE MARVIN CROSS 91
RUSH WARDELL ROUSE 13
ILB MIKE BARBER 12
ILB TIM JONES 56
CB ANDRE HUMPHREY 34
SS BRIAN DAWKINS 20
FS ANDRE CARTER 28
CB DEXTER MCCLEON 9
P NELSON WELCH 2
SOUTH CAROLINA GAMECOCKS
# NAME POS 19 Marty Simpson PK/P 39 Stanley Pritchett RB 60 Scott Beebe DS 85 Shah Mays WR
1 Anthony Wright QB 20 Reggie Richardson DB 40 Scott Montz RB 62 Eric Sullivan DT 86 Jason Lawson TE
3 Ron Nealy DB 21 Zola Davis WR 41 Cleon Jones, Jr. RB 63 Ed Hrubiec OL 87 Boomer Foster TE
4 Corey Bridges WR 22 Jeff Kilgore DB 42 J.J. Brown DE 64 Elliot Smith OL 88 Marcus Robinson WR
5 Terry Cousin DB 23 Shawn Sterling DB 43 Aubrey Brooks ILB 65 Vincent Simpson OL 89 Maynard Caldwell DE
6 Ben Washington DB 24 Tony Watkins SS 44 Robert Smith ILB 67 Aaron Ponder OT 90 Henry Taylor DT
7 DeAndre James DB 25 Mike Reddick RB 45 Hank Campbell ILB 68 James Dexter OT 91 David Turnipseed DT
8 Derwin Jeffcoat P 26 Corey Bell DB 47 Maurice Henderson DB 70 Andray Spearman OT 92 Ryan Koop ILB
9 Terrell Harris WR 27 Lee Wiggins DB 48 Jody Caldwell ILB 71 Chuck Henrich OL 93 Stacy Evans DE
10 Blake Williamson QB 28 Chris Abrams DB 49 Benji Young ILB 73 Vincent Dinkins C 94 Mike Washington DT
11 Darrell Nicklow WR 29 Todd Clemens WR 50 Ronnie Smith ILB 75 Randy Wheeler OT 95 Freddie Carter DT
12 Toby Cates WR 30 Reggie Alexander RB 51 Romel Stowers LB 76 Delvin Herring OG 97 Damian Yongue DE
13 Keris Sullivan DB 31 Gerrick Taylor RB 52 Shane Burnham ILB 78 Travis Whitfield OG 98 Max Schnider P
14 Reed Morton PK 32 Ric Robinson DB 53 Paul Beckwith C 80 Monty Means WR 99 Quinn Brodie DE
15 Marc Saylor PK 33 Brandon Bennett RB 54 Luther Dixon OG 81 Oscar Howard WR
16 Kurt Frederick WR 34 Joe Troupe RB 57 Anton Gunn OG 82 Calvin Owens WR
17 Chris Alford WR 35 James Flowers DT 58 Chns Rumph DE 83 James Cummings TE
18 Steve Taneyhill QB 36 Marcus Simmons RB 59 Derek Gregory DS 84 Thomas Pritchard WR
One Phone Call And We'll Be
On Yoixr Doorstep.
As the leader in automated door design, sales and service,
we've made dependability a household word.
Whether you're purchasing an automatic garage door for your home, rolling fire doors
for commercial use, or insulated sectional doors for heavy industrial applications, depend-
ability is your main concern. That's why so many architects, engineers and safety managers
insist on Overhead Door products.
At Overhead Door, we not only offer a complete line of standard and custom door
systems, our professional staff installs and services every product we sell. That's how
we became the leader in the residential, commercial, and industrial door industry - by
providing top quality door products backed by dependable service after the sale.
You can count on Overhead Door to meet your architectural and performance specifica-
tions - today and tomorrow. For more information on Overhead Door's complete line of
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m& South Carolina Alphabetical Roster^
# NAME POS HGT WGT CL EXP # NAME POS HGT WGT CL EXP
28 CHRIS ABRAMS DB 6-0 167 So. 1VL Tallahassee, FL; Lincoln
Waynesboro, GA; Burke 80 MONTY MEANS WR 6-3 200 Jr. 1VL
30 REGGIE ALEXANDER RB 6-0 205 Jr. 1VL Union, SC; Union
Pelham, GA; Georgia Military (CO) 40 SCOTT MORITZ RB 5-11 195 Fr. HS
17 CHRIS ALFORD WR 6-0 183 •Jr. 2VL Jacksonville, FL; Mandarin
McBee, SC; McBee 14 REED MORTON PK 5-7 176 So. 1VL
53 PAUL BECKWITH C 6-4 240 Fr. HS Irmo, SC; Irmo
Palatka, FL; Palatka 3 RON NEALY DB 5-9 177 Jr. 2VL
60 SCOTT BEEBE DS 6-2 200 So. HS Pottstown, PA; Glen Mills
Greer, SC; Riverside 11 DARRELL NICKLOW WR 5-11 170 Jr. JC
26 COREY BELL DB 5-11 175 Sr. SO Arcadia, FL; Itawamba CC
Miami, FL; Edison Senior 82 CALVIN OWENS WR 6-1 175 •Fr. SO
33 BRANDON BENNETT RB 6-0 205 Sr. 3VL North Augusta, SC; North Augusta
Taylors, SC; Riverside 67 AARON PONDER OT 6-3 270 Jr. 1VL
4 COREY BRIDGES WR 5-6 166 So. 1VL Columbia, SC; Keenan
Newnan, GA; Newnan High School 84 THOMAS PRITCHARD WR 6-1 175 •So. SO
99 QUINN BRODIE DE 6-2 233 So. 1VL Hilton Head, SC; Hilton Head
Athens, GA; Cedar Shoals 39 STANLEY PRITCHETT RB 6-1 230 Jr. 2VL
43 AUBREY BROOKS ILB 6-1 216 Jr. 2VL College Park, GA; Frederick Douglass
Sumter, SC; Sumter 25 MIKE REDDICK RB 5-10 180 •Jr. 2VL
42 J.J. BROWN DE 6-3 235 Fr. SO Miami, FL; Christopher Columbus
Chesterfield, SC; Chesterfield 20 REGGIE RICHARDSON DB 5-9 172 Jr. 2VL
52 SHANE BURNHAM ILB
Tallahassee, FL; Lincoln
6-0 200 Fr. HS
88
Florence, SC; South Florence
MARCUS ROBINSON WR 6-4 205 So. 1VL
48 JODY CALDWELL ILB 6-3 225 Fr. HS Fort Valley, GA; Peach County
Hartsville, SC; Hartsville 32 RIC ROBINSON DB 5-11 182 •Jr. 1VL
89 MAYNARD CALDWELL DE 6-0 233 So. 1VL Stone Mountain, GA; Tucker
Rock Hill, SC; Northwestern 58 CHRIS RUMPH DE 6-3 224 •Sr. 3VL
45 HANK CAMPBELL ILB 6-0 230 •Jr. 1VL St. Matthews, SC; Calhoun County
Charleston, SC; James Island 15 MARC SAYLOR PK 5-6 165 Sr. SO
95 FREDDIE CARTER DT 6-2 269 •So. 1VL Barnwell, SC; Barnwell
Bessemer City, NC; Bessemer City 98 MAX SCHNIDER P 5-11 180 Fr. HS
12 TOBY GATES WR 6-1 194 •Sr. 3VL Jacksonville, FL; Bolles
Inman, SC; Chapman 36 MARCUS SIMMONS RB 5-9 186 •Fr. SO
29 TODD CLEMONS WR 5-10 155 So. SO Lake City, SC; Lake City
Washington, PA; Washington 19 MARTY SIMPSON PK/P 6-3 186 •Sr. 3VL
5 TERRY COUSIN DB 5-10 173 So. 1VL Columbia, SC; Spring Valley
Miami, FL; Miami Beach Senior 65 VINCENT SIMPSON OL 6-4 266 Sr. 1VL
83 JAMES CUMMINGS TE 6-3 240 •Jr. 2VL Greenwood, SC; Georgia Military
Decatur, GA; Henderson 64 ELLIOT SMITH OL 6-5 281 •So. 1VL
21 ZOLA DAVIS WR 6-2 195 Fr. HS Estill, SC; Estill
Charleston, SC; Burke 44 ROBERT SMITH ILB 6-4 217 So. 1VL
68 JAMES DEXTER OT 6-6 282 •Jr. 2VL Sumter, SC; Sumter
Springfield, VA; West Springfield 50 RONNIE SMITH ILB 6-0 241 Jr. 2VL
73 VINCENT DINKINS C 6-2 277 •Sr. 3VL Athens, GA; Cedar Shoals
Columbia, SC; Lower Richland 70 ANDRAY SPEARMAN OT 6-4 265 Fr. HS
54 LUTHER DIXON OG 6-5 279 •Jr. 2VL Greenwood, SC; Greenwood
Palmetto, GA; B.E. Mays 23 SHAWN STERLING DB 6-0 203 So. 1VL
93 STACY EVANS DE 6-2 262 Sr. 1VL Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill
Laurens, SC; North Greenville JC 51 ROMEL STOWERS LB 6-0 228 So. 1VL
35 JAMES FLOWERS DT 6-2 250 •Jr. 2VL Liberty, SC; Pendleton
Macon, GA; Southwest 62 ERIC SULLIVAN DT 6-2 269 Jr. 2VL
87 BOOMER FOSTER TE 6-4 240 Sr. 3VL Laurens, SC; Laurens
Jonesboro, GA; Jonesboro 13 KERIS SULLIVAN DB 5-8 170 Fr. HS
16 KURT FREDERICK WR 6-3 196 •Sr. 2VL Woodbine, GA; Camden County
Tucker, GA; Tucker 18 STEVE TANEYHILL OB 6-3 205 Jr. 2VL
59 DEREK GREGORY DS 5-11 239 Jr. 2VL Tucker, GA; Tucker
Spartanburg, SC; Dorman 31 GERRICK TAYLOR RB 5-10 210 •Fr. SO
57 ANTON GUNN OG 6-4 260 •Jr. 1VL Monticello, FL; Aucilla Christian
Virginia Beach, VA; Kempsville 90 HENRY TAYLOR DT 6-4 240 Fr. HS
9 TERRELL HARRIS WR 6-0 164 •Jr. 2VL Barnwell, SC; Barnwell
Miami, FL; Coral Gables 34 JOE TROUPE RB 5-9 177 •So. 1VL
47 MAURICE HENDERSON DB 5-10 175 Fr. HS Tampa, FL; Chamberlain
Belton, SC; Belton-Honea Path 91 DAVID TURNIPSEED DT 6-4 257 •Sr. 3VL
71 CHUCK HENRICH OL 6-3 263 •Fr. SO Spartanburg, SC; Dorman
Clifton Heights, PA; Upper Darby 6 BEN WASHINGTON DB 6-1 190 Fr. HS
76 DELVIN HERRING OG 6-3 320 •Jr. 2VL Tallahassee, FL; Lincoln
Jacksonville, FL; Ribault 94 MIKE WASHINGTON DT 6-1 290 •Jr. 2VL
81 OSCAR HOWARD WR 5-10 168 •Fr. SO Milledgeville, GA; Baldwin
Columbia, SC; Spring Valley 24 TONY WATKINS SS 5-11 200 •Sr. 3VL
63 ED HRUBIEC OL 6-2 269 So. 1VL Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill
New Berlin, CT; Berlin/Milford Academy 75 RANDY WHEELER OT 6-3 279 So. 1VL
7 DEANDRE JAMES DB 5-10 170 So. 1VL Hartsville, SC; Hartsville
Hillcrest, SC; Hillcrest High School 78 TRAVIS WHITFIELD OG 6-4 260 •Fr. SO
8 DERWIN JEFFCOAT P 6-2 212 •Jr. 2VL Honea-Path, SC; Belton-Honea Path
Pamplico, SC; Hanna-Pamplico 27 LEE WIGGINS DB 6-0 188 •Fr. SO
41 CLEON JONES, JR. RB 5-10 200 •Sr. 2VL Hartsville, SC; Hartsville
Mobile, AL; Vigor 10 BLAKE WILLIAMSON QB 6-3 206 •Jr. 2VL
d-d. JEFF KILGORE DB 5-9 1 DO hr. no Anderson, SC; T.L. Hanna
Greenville, SC; J.L. Mann 1 ANTHONY WRIGHT QB 6-2 185 Fr. HS
92 RYAN KOOP ILB 6-1 220 Fr. HS Vanceboro, NC; West Craven
Tallahassee, FL; Leon County 97 DAMIAN YONGUE DE 6-3 235 •Fr. SO
86 JASON LAWSON TE 6-2 210 •So. HS Orangeburg, SC; Orangeburg-Wilkinson
Union, SC; Union 49 BENJI YOUNG ILB 6-0 193 •So. 1VL






That Works Like A Gheck.
It's the First Union CheckCard. And it's going to make your life a lot easier.
It looks like a credit card, but it works like a check. Use it, and the
money comes right out of your checking account. You get no bills. You
pay no interest.
You can use your First Union CheckCard anywhere VISA' is accepted.
Around town and around the world. It's also an ATM card, so there's no
need to carry around a lot of cash. And even places like restaurants that
don't accept checks take the nnn O rO OO/^O
First Union CheckCard L-OUV-ODy'OObZ
You no longer have to spend time writing checks and waiting for them to
be approved everywhere you go. So get the
value - all the value - of the First Union -glC!|
CheckCard today
^(flvHOl^
First Union National Banl(S
'
W h c 11 it CO m e s to service, e v e r y t h i ii ^ matter sf
f'\'»^ First Union Corpurotion Btinking (iffici-. in Florid.i, ( .n>rt;i,i, M.irvl.ind, North Carolina, Siulh t arolina, Tonnissiv, V irpinia and VVa-liiniilon IK Momh'r HUC
'^jt Bruce Warwick
By Jessica Reo
Bruce Warwick comes to Clemson by
way of the University of IVIaryland in tine
position of Assistant Athletic Director for
Football Management. In his first few
months as a Tiger, Warwick has defined his
job duties many times over, a common prac-
tice in the varied, busy and important posi-
tion.
"I'm in charge of the organization and
administration of day-to-day activities of the
football office," said Warwick. I channel
the work flow to the secretaries, whether it
be recruiting mail-outs, making sure they go
out in a timely manner, or information that
needs to be distributed throughout the build-
ing.
"Because of NCAA rules changes,
there's a lot about recruiting that I can't do.
I can still be involved in unofficial visits dur-
ing the games, official visits in December —
making sure that everything is set with the
itineraries." He is also significantly involved
in the planning and administration associat-
ed with the building and move to the McFad-
den Building. He has established a new
computer system in every phase of the
office, something that has made the office
more efficient and more professional.
In general Wanwick has direct contact
with Coach Tommy West to try and make
the general efficiency of the football office
smooth. He also entails serving as the lia-
son with the sports information department,
the compliance office and other depart-
ments in the building.
Warwick is well suited for the position
based on his experience at other schools.
"I grew up in Syracuse and worked for a life
insurance company for a little while, but I
didn't like it. I asked myself what I wanted
to do, what job would really interest me. I
decided that I wanted to hold an adminis-
trative role in a football office at this point in
my life. So I went back to school and
earned my masters degree. I did my
internship with Syracuse." He obviously did
an outstanding job with the Orangemen
because he became an administrative
assistant and assistant recruiting coordina-
tor.
There's change in a position like this,
from staff to student-athletes to cities, but
it's something that Wanwick has handled
rather well in the last few years. "I've
worked for three brand new coaches in four
years and been involved in the construc-
tion of three new buildings in that time,"
says Warwick.
"My first year at Syracuse, Coach Paul
Pasqualoni and the whole staff were new,
we were building a brand new complex and
I had the responsibility to oversee the com-
plex. Then I moved to Maryland. They
hired a brand new staff from Coach Mark
Warwick coordinates administrative duties in Clemson's
football program.
Duffner to the secretaries. Then they built a
new building and I had some responsibility
with that. In 1993, I had my second year at
Maryland and that was a lot easier because
everything wasn't so new.
"Now I'm at Clemson and it's a new staff
and we're building a new building." All this
experience and new beginnings can be
stressful at times with all the change, but it
has enhanced his resume. The position is
an extremely mobile one, but Warwick
states, "Once you get your system in place,
it all works out."
The Syracuse, NY, native had the same
title at Maryland as he has at Clemson, but
he had some different duties. "I had more
true administrative tasks there. I handled all
of the team travel, the budget, all of the
recruiting travel. There's nothing more
stressful than handling travel for all of the
groups that travel with football. I had to do
administrators, cheerleaders, the football
coaches and the football players.
"It was good though, it was like fitting
together the pieces of a puzzle when it all
came together. A lot of things were chan-
neled through me. But I do some of the
same things here that I did at Maryland.
Compliance, for one. If there's ever a ques-
tion, I'm the liaison between the football
office and Steve Nelson (Clemson Compli-
ance Director)." While at Maryland from
1992-93, Warwick was also responsible for
administering all special events, including
clinics and summer camps.
After his second season at Maryland was
finished, and the opportunity to move to
Clemson materialized, the newly married
Warwick decided that he wanted to try
something new. "I had a great job with great
people, but I don't like big cities. I grew up
in a town about the size of Clemson.
"In the 1980s, the years that I really start-
ed watching college football, Clemson was
on top. Clemson was on (TV) every week,
so you didn't have to tell me a whole lot
about this place. It looked like a place that
would be great from a football perspective,
but now being here, the quality of life and
the people that are here make it a great
place to live."
Movement from place-to-place isn't
always easy, but the job opportunities are
hard to come by in collegiate athletics. For
Warwick, the job search is something that is
on hold for a while, but future plans, as with
anyone, are always in the process. "I'd like
to do what I'm doing for at least a couple of
years. I don't have a time deadline. Even-
tually, I'd like to become an athletic director.
I don't ever want to be a coach, that's just
something I've never wanted to be. I like
doing what I'm doing. I like working in the
administrative end of sports. I like going out
to practice because that gets you away from
everything and you get to see the athletes
compete, but for a job, I'd rather remain in
an office setting," observes Wanwick.
Married on June 12, 1993, Bruce and
wife Cynthia made the move to Clemson in
March. She is currently working in the
basketball office at Clemson, with new
coach Rick Barnes, "When Cynthia and I
first moved down here, she missed Mary-
land. She gets more emotionally attached
to places than I do. But it has worked out
well for both of us," states Wanwick.
And his impressions of Clemson and the
rich, football tradition, small-town in the
south? "It's a perfect place to live. For
some reason, if you live in the north, you
want to live in the south. The people in the
south are a lot more loyal to their commu-
nities, their businesses, especially in Clem-
son. People will channel their business
through Clemson graduates.
"
Helping Tiger football players gain
employment and become successful in
business in the community or on the grid-
iron is another area of concern for War-
wick. It is all part of a list of job responsi-
bilities that seems to grow every day.
Bruce and his wife Cynthia are both employed by




It takes more than one player to score a touchdown.
That's a simple fact of the game. The same is true with the
health insurance you trust to get you through this game
called life. (You knew this analogy was coming, didn't you?)
To us, Open Season could be described as a football game.
Instead of four quarters, we have four weeks or so
to make our goal. Convincing you the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan is your ultimate health
insurance choice.
We've put everything in the playbook. Generous and
comprehensive insurance benefits. A statewide preferred
provider organization. And, our own All Conference Team
— our customer service all stars. Forty-seven people who
pay your claims, answer your questions and make sure your
coverage works when you need it.
*
Put our team to work for you and score big for 1995.
Make the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan
your choice this Open Season.
BlueCross BlueShield
of South Carolina *
\n liulependenl Licensee ol'lhe Blue Crxjss and Blue Shield Assodalinn
: can tell you more about it.
Statewide, toll free: 1-800-444-0025





Come discover a place with all the ele-
ments for cultivating a wonderful lifestyle.
Country Walk offers a respectful and
masterful plan to gently transform I 1 8 acres
of meadows, woods, ravine and knoll into a
neighborhood, preserving the rural beauty
while creating a sense of community. A full
third of the land will remain dedicated to
preservation, while a pool, tennis, community
center and 2-mile walking path will provide
neighbors many opportunities to meet.
Situated in the Blue Ridge foothills.






offers all the appeal
of a small town, as





Country Walk brings together the con-
venience of an in-town location, the lasting
friendships that develop in a close-knit neigh-
borhood, and the charm and serenity of a
country home. Sales are open now for the 4
1
homesites of Phase I. We invite you to come
view the plans, learn about the community
concept, and walk the land with us.
Country homesites from $25,500.
Sales Center hours,
Mon-Fri 3-6pm, Weekends I -6pm
LIVING ON THE LAND




Traditions are something that don't hap-
pen overnight, they evolve over a
number of years. One tradition at Clemson
that is going strong and heading into its 61st
year is IPTAY. The IPTAY Scholarship
Foundation, is known throughout the country
for its faithful and generous contributions by
its supporters. A recent USA Today article
called IPTAY the best-known organization of
its kind in the nation. The article noted that at
a time when college athletic costs are rising
IPTAY continues to lead the way in support-
ing athletic scholarships at Clemson. IPTAY
plays a major role in ensuring that all 19 of
the varsity sports at Clemson are given the
maximum amount of scholarships allowed
by the NCAA.
IPTAY completed another record break-
ing year in 1 993-94 when it went over the $6
million mark for the first time. The total num-
ber of members reached over 18,000. The
Tiger Cub Club was also introduced for
the first time, giving Clemson fans from birth
to age 22 a chance to become involved in
Tiger athletics.
Thanks to this support on the field,
Clemson enjoyed another banner year in
1993-94. The program ranked 16th among
all-around programs in the nation according
to the Sears NACDA rankings, and had nine
teams ranked among the top 25 in
the respective final rankings. Clemson
was especially successful in the Spring
when the baseball, golf and track teams
were all ranked among the top 11 in the
nation. Clemson's traditional sports of
football, basketball and baseball were
also successful. Clemson and Florida
were the only teams in the nation to win
at least nine football games, 18 basket-
ball games and 36 baseball games.
It was also a banner year academi-
cally. Soccer goal keeper Jaro Zawislan
was the recipient of the ACC's Jim
Weaver Award as one of the outstand-
ing all-around student-athletes in the
league. In the Spring semester of 1994,
43 student athletes were on the dean's
list and 14 had a perfect 4.0. Tiger foot-
ball player Warren Forney was the recip-
ient of Clemson's Algernon Sydney-
Sullivan Award, which is given to a
Clemson student for outstanding service
to others.
IPTAY is recognized as one of the
oldest, largest and most successful ath-
letic fundraising organizations in
America. IPTAY was the first athletic
fundraising organization in the country
to top the two, three, four, and five-mil-
lion dollar marks in annual donations.
In 1934, Dr. Rupert Fike founded
IPTAY with a very simple purpose in
mind: IPTAY provides funds for athletic
scholarships. Since 1934 IPTAY has
certainly met Pike's goal, providing
scholarships for over 5,000 student-ath-
letes, trainers, and managers.
IPTAY currently provides the funds
for tutorial programs staffed by trained
IPTAY had another record breaking year in 1993-94,
surpassing the $6 million mark for the first time.
academic advisors, assisted by graduate
and undergraduate students. This support is
intended to ensure that all student-athletes
are given the opportunity to earn their
degree while participating in athletics.
IPTAY donors have also played an
intricate role in the "Campaign for Clemson",
a long range fund-raising project of the
University. The University's original goal of
62 million dollars was surpassed with the
next goal of 78 million also being surpassed
in the campaign that ended on June 30,
1992. IPTAY provided three million dollars
with ongoing opportunities for donors to be
part of the Vickery Hall Academic Learning
Center
Vickery Hall, located on East Campus, is
a 27,000 square foot facility that houses the
tutoring and advising programs for
student-athletes. The building contains vari-
ous-sized study and tutoring rooms used for
individual study as well as small group
instruction.
The generous support of loyal donors to
IPTAY has allowed the organization to go
beyond the funding of athletic scholarships
by providing the financial basis
for many of the unparalled athletic facilities
at Clemson.
Since 1978, IPTAY has provided the
funding for $34 million of capital improve-
ments in the area of athletics. These
Tommy West spoke to a record 38 IPTAY meetings
last spring. The organization is the reason Clemson
offers a full complement of scholarships in each
sport.
improvements include the expansion of
the football stadium, the renovated baseball
facility (Tiger Field), the outdoor track with
new stadium facilities, the indoor
tennis facility, the soccer stadium, the weight
room, the new golf practice area,
a new cross country course, and the
IPTAY/Ticket office facility.
The facilities are among the best in the
country, at least that must be the opinion
of the NCAA. Over the last two years
Clemson has played host to NCAA events in
four different sports, including three in 1993-
94.
IPTAY is also proud to provide the
funding for Tiger Band. Each year IPTAY
establishes financial support for travel,
uniforms and equipment for this integral part
of the Clemson athletic program.
While IPTAY is primarily concerned
with athletic fundraising, the mission of
Clemson University has not been over-
looked. The IPTAY Academic Scholarship
Endowment was created to help meet the
need for more academic scholarships for
non-athletes who are highly qualified acade-
mically. This scholarship endowment is
funded by certain company gifts that are
made as a result of employee contributions
to IPTAY. In addition, the athletic department
has made generous contributions to the
endowment from athletic revenues.
The IPTAY Academic Fund is
presently the largest scholarship endow-
ment of its kind at Clemson providing
$1.9 million in funds, currently benefit-
ting more than 50 students. IPTAY's
support extends to all of the student
body.
The tremendous support of IPTAY
is due, in large part, to the organization-
al makeup that allows donors to be as
close to IPTAY as they are to their local
IPTAY leadership. Each of South
Carolina's 46 counties has an IPTAY
County chairman, and every county is
alloted an IPTAY representative for
every 35 donors.
One important way IPTAY keeps
in touch with its membership is the
annual Clemson Club meeting held in
April and May of each year These meet-
ings, which feature different coaches
and administrators, are just one of the
ways of making the local IPTAY mem-
bers feel close to Clemson.
Clemson University will continue to
be recognized and respected on the
national level athletically and academi-
cally with the full support of IPTAY.
IPTAY will continue to be successful
because a loyal commitment to
Clemson University is a way of life in the






The Clemson Tiger Football Camps are non-contact instructional camps. There are two
camps to choose from. The Tiger Cub Camp is for boys in grades 4-8. The Tiger Camp is
for boys in grades 9-12. Coach West and the entire coaching staff are camp instructors
along with select high school coaches. Come be evaluated by the best! For more
information on how you can be a participant in a Clemson Tiger Camp call or write:










All sizes & types
4'
Dependable, top-maintained trucks
• Daily, weekly, monthly, long term leases
• All sizes and type trucks and vans
• Includes tractor - trailer rigs
• Includes NON CDL required trucks
• Nationwide, 24 hour road service
• Ryder Program Maintenance
COMMERCIAL RENTAL AND LEASE INEORMATION:
ANDERSON, SC 225 -4171
GREENVILLE, SC 277 - 7020







• Testing & balancing of HVAC Systems




• Certified by National Environmental
Balancing Bureau
Our testing and balancing will insure tht HVAC
systems meet design, comfort and health
requirements as well as save energy, reduce fuel
and electrical costs and will save time and money in
maintenance.
I
Palmetto Air S Water Balance, inc.













to those who respond to
challenge. Your best response today:
Air Force ROTC.
The word is opportunity. The rewards
are extraordinary. The time is now. Whether
you're about to begin college, or have already begun,
it's time to learn the leadership skills you need to succeed.
You may also be eligible for two- through four-yeair schol-
arships that Ccin pay full college tuition, textbooks and
fees, plus $100 tax-free each academic month.
Contact AFROTC Det 770
300 Tillman Hall
(803) 656-3254




The Clemson University Athletic
Department provides the following for
your safety and emergency medical
needs:
1. Advanced cardiac life-support sta-
tions in four locations (North
stands, Upper North deck, South
stands, Upper South deck). These
units are staffed with skill-care
nurses, physicians, cardiologists,
internists, paramedics, and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and para-
medics are strategically located
throughout the entire stadium.
3. Ambulances with life-support
equipment are available in North
stand and South stand areas and
have prearranged routes for evacu-
ation to local hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel
and facilities.
WHAT TO DO IF EMERGENCIES
ARISE:
Please step back and give the orga-
nized EMS personnel room to work. Well-
intentioned attempts to help by untrained
persons interfere with the efficiency of the
EMS system. If you have basic or
advanced training in specific life-support
methods, make your qualifications known
and offer your help. Untrained personnel
can frequently be more harmful than help-
ful.
Most emergencies occurring at the sta-
dium result from pre-existing medical con-
ditions. Bring your medical identification
card or wear medical identification jewel-
ry. Moderation is the key with dress, food,
beverage intake, and physical exertion.
The two most frequent medical problems
at football games are allergic reactions to
insect stings and heart attacks.
INSECT STINGS:
Common at outdoor events. Treat
immediately with ice and seek medical
advice. If allergic, carry a kit from your
physician with you.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE A HEART
ATTACK:
The symptoms of a heart attack vary,
but the usual warning signs are:
1. Uncomfortable pressure, fullness.
squeezing or pain in the center of
your chest lasting for two minutes or
more.
2. Pain spreading to the shoulders,
neck, jaw, arms, or back.
3. Dizziness, fainting, sweating, nau-
sea, and/or shortness of breath.
EXPECT A DENIAL
Frequently heart attack victims deny
they are having a heart attack. The event
is frightening or they don't want the
embarrassment of a false alarm.
Therefore, they delay getting help by
ignoring their symptoms or rationalizing,
"It's just indigestion."
Find out what's really wrong. Prompt
response can dramatically increase
chances of survival and recovery.
New therapies have been developed
that can minimize heart damage and save
lives if treatment begins within the first few
hours of symptom onset. "Time is mus-
cle." Get help or get to a hospital immedi-
ately.
THE STADIUM EMERGENCY PHONE
NUMBER IS (803) 656-2999


















"The Home Ail) People"











PHONE 803/277-8880 P.O. BOX 7 101 1 MAULDIN RD. MAULDIN, S.C. 29662









All \ear Dates Available
ClemsonA&M Ring Also Available
Order your Clemson University Ring on football
Saturdays at the Clemson University Bookstore.
For a brochure on styles and prices please
contact Clemson University Bookstore,




Clemson is one of just four teams to win 75 percent of its games
seven of the last eigtit years.
Most Associated Press Top 25 Seasons, 1986-93
TAom 1 QfiA16am I^OO 1 Qft7 1 Qnn 1 QftQ 1 QQn 1 QQ1 1 QQ91 99^ 1 QQ11 990
Miami (FL) 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 15 8
INoUl Ctol\Cl o 6 10 11 24 15 1 A O «o
Michigan 8 19 4 7 7 6 5 19 8
Clemson 17 12 9 12 9 18 — 23 7
Texas A&M 13 10 20 15 12 7 8 7
Florida State — 2 3 3 4 4 2 1 7
Notre Dame — 17 1 2 6 13 4 2 7
Oklahoma 3 3 14 17 16 — 14 6
Alabama 9 17 9 5 1 13 6
Tennessee — 14 5 8 14 12 11 6
Most Seasons 75 % Winning Percentage or better, 1986-93
Team 1 986 1987 1988 1 QftQ 1 QQn 1 QQ1 1992 1993 Tot
Miami (FL) .917 1.000 .917 Q1 V .OOO 1 .uuu .917 .750 8
INcUlaoKci .OOO .833 .846 .Ov5o 7c;n. / ou 7QO . / ou Q1 7.y 1 / QO
Clemson .750 .833 .833 AT?.OoO ftT? 7Q1. / 9 1 .455 .750 7
Florida St. .625 .917 .917 .833 .833 .846 Q1 7 . C7£_0 7
Michigan .846 .667 .792 .833 .750 .833 .875 .667 6
Notre Dame .455 .667 1.000 .923 .750 .769 .875 .917 6
Alabama .769 .583 .750 .833 .583 .917 1.000 .731 5
Auburn .833 .792 .833 .OOO 7nQ .500 1.000 5
Fresno St. .818 .545 .833 Q1 7 . 1 1 o .OOO .692 .667 5
Oklahoma .833 .917 .750 .DOD 707 7Rn .545 .750 5
Tennessee .583 .731 .455 .y 1 / 7KQ. / oy . / ou .750 .792 5
Texas A&M .750 .833 .583 797 . / O 1 .OoO .923 .833 5
Most Bowl Appearances 1986-93
Team 1986 1987 1988 1 QftQ 1 Qon 1 QQ11 99 1 1992 1993 Tot
Alabama Hanc. Hall Hanc. ouydi ^ 1 1 n c Sugar Gator 8
BYU Free. All-Am Free Holid. Holid. Holid. MlUi Id Hnlirl ao
Florida St. All-Am Fiesta Sugar Fiesta Sunsh. Cotton Orange Orange 8
Miami Fiesta Orange Orange Sugar Cotton Orange Sugar Fiosta O
Michigan Rose Hall Rose Rose Gator Rose Rose Hall 8
Nebraska Sugar Fiesta Orange Fiesta Citrus Orange Orange Orange 8
Clemson Gator Citrus Citrus Gator Hall Citrus Peach 7
Colorado Blue. Free Orange Orange Sunsh Fiesta Aloha 7
Penn St. Fiesta Citrus Holid. Sunsh Fiesta Sunsh Citrus 7
So. Cal. Citrus Rose Rose Rose Hanc. Free Free 7
Tenn. Liberty Peach Cotton Sugar Fiesta Hall Citrus 7
Not. Dame Cotton Fiesta Orange Orange Sugar Cotton Cotton 7
Most Bowl Victories, 1986-93
Team 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 Tot
Florida St. All-Am Fiesta Sugar Fiesta Sunsh Cotton Orange Orange 8
Clemson Gator Citrus Citrus Gator Hall Peach 6
Alabama Hanc. Hanc. Sunsh. Sugar Gator 5
Miami (FL) Orange Orange Sugar Cotton Orange 5
Michigan Hall Rose Gator Rose Hall 5
Not. Dame Fiesta Orange Sugar Cotton Cotton 5
Syracuse Hall Peach Aloha Hall Fiesta 5
Tenn. Liberty Peach Cotton Sugar Hall 5
UCLA Free Aloha Cotton Hanc Copper 5
69
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58, Tony Sands, Kansas vs. Missouri, 1991
396, Tony Sands, Kansas vs. Missouri, 1991
8, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. S. Illinois, 1990
422, Marshall Faulk, San Diego St. vs. Pacific, 1991
Clemson
36, Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State, 1951
36, Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
260, Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 1982
5, Stumpy Banks vs. Furman, 1917
5, Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930



















Most Punt Ret. Yds:
Most Kickoff Returns:
Most Kickoff Ret. Yds:
Most Interceptions:
Interceptions Ret. Yds:
79, Matt Vogler, TCU vs. Houston, 1990
48, David Klingler, Houston vs. SMU, 1990
716, David Klingler, Houston vs. Arizona State, 1990
11, David Klingler, Houston vs. E. Washington, 1990
403.4, Tim Clifford, Indiana vs. Colorado, 1980
(11-14-345-0-5)
22, Jay Miller, Brigham Young vs. New Mexico, 1973
349, Chuck Hughes, UTEP vs. N. Texas State, 1965
6, Tim Delaney, San Diego St. vs. N. Mexico St., 1969
94, Matt Vogler, TCU vs. Houston, 1990
732, David Klingler, Houston vs. Arizona St., 1990
48, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. Southern Illinois, 1990
7, Dale Klein, Nebraska vs. Missouri, 1985
7, Mike Prindle, Western Michigan vs. Marshall, 1984
8, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. Southern Illinois, 1990
36, Charlie Calhoun, Texas Tech vs. Centenary, 1939
60.4 (5-302), Lee Johnson, BYU vs. Wyoming, 1983
20, Milton Hail, Texas Tech vs. Centenary, 1939
219, Golden Richards, BYU vs. N. Texas St., 1971
11, Trevor Cobb, Rice vs. Houston, 1989
241, Jeff Blitz, Harvard vs. Princeton, 1952
5, by many (Last: Dan Rebsch, Miami (OH) vs.
W. Michigan, 1972)
182, Ashley Lee, Virginia Tech vs. Vanderbilt, 1983
55, Patrick Sapp vs. Maryland, 1992
25, Tommy Kendnck vs. Florida State, 1970
25, Patrick Sapp vs. Maryland, 1992
323, Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
240.4, Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 1966
(12-19-283-0-3)
11, Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1965
163, Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
3, Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1953
64, Patnck Sapp vs. Maryland, 1992
374, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
33, Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1990
5 , Nelson Welch vs. N.C. State, 1991,
Maryland, 1992
5 (same as for rushing touchdowns)
13, Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
52.0 (5-260), Banks McFadden vs. G.
Washington, 1939
10, Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
167, Don Kelley vs. Maryland, 1970
7, John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
174, Dave Thomas vs. Georgia Tech, 1972
3, Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
102, Don Kelley vs. Duke, 1970
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ever seen. From kickoff to tipoff to final out.
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Available exclusively by subscription.
ACCWeek. More stats than the Census Bureau. More features
than a 10-screen theater. And you don't have to pull a hamstring to
catch all the action.
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Clemson seniors honor ladies wlio liave been a big part
of their lives during their Clemson years.
Kristen Welch Shannon Peeler Jackie Gist Kimberly Seaford
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Nelson Welch Coby Peeler Tim Jones Mike Kunz
Iris Tillotson Nora Wynn Lula Kirksey Katherine Fowler Tonya Michaiko
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Brian Tillotson Stephon Wynn Darnell Stephens Ed Glenn Tim Scheibel
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The University of South Carolina
University of South Carolina
Location: Columbia, SC
Nickname: Gamecocks




Colors: Garnet and Black
1st Year of Football: 1892
Head Coach/Alma Mater:
Brad Scott (South Florida 79)
Assistant Coaches/Alma Mater/Pos):
Wally Burnham (Samford/Def. Coor.;
OLB), Rickey Bustle (Clemson/Off. Coor.,
QB), Frank Hickson (Tuskeegee/RB),
Bobby Johns (Alabama/Def. Secondary),
Chuck Kelly (La. Tech/Off. Line), Brad
Lawing (Lenoir-Ryne/Def. Line), Mark
Salva (Florida St./Off. Line), Bob





Offensive Formation: Pro Set
Defensive Formation: 4-3
1994 Honors Candidates: Brandon
Bennett RB, Stacy Evans DE, Tony
Watkins SS, David Turnipseed LB,
Vincent Dinkins C, Toby Gates WR
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By Jessica Reo and Brett Sowell
Men's Track
Speed in sprints and hurdles is one of the
greatest constants of the Clemson men's track
program, but this year, the Tigers are looking to
show excellence in the field events as well.
After one of the top recruiting classes in the
country last season, the men's program is well
stocked with talent and should compete for the
conference and national championship both
indoor and outdoor this year. With the men's
outdoor program predicted to finish in fifth
nationally by December's Track & Field News,
the Tigers are riding on the hopes that this sea-
son will be one of their most successful ever.
"Based on last year's indoor and outdoor
performances, we've got a much more mature
team," said Head Coach Bob Pollock who is a
10-time ACC Coach of the Year. "We've
added some young, talented freshmen who
have been ranked among the top 10 in their
events by Track & Field News. Several of them
have been on the Junior National team, sever-
al have been on the All-America team. We've
added a lot of good quality young people to our
much more mature and balanced group of
upperclassmen. The upperclassmen are used
to our coaching staff. We increased the inten-
sity of our indoor and outdoor practice sched-
ule this season so that we'd see a better qual-
ity of preparation, and with the added depth of
our incoming freshmen, our strength lies in the
sprints and hurdles."
Clemson returns ACC Champions in Eric
Lander (pole vault), Tony Wheeler (200m,
4x1 00m relay), Duane Ross (4x1 00m relay),
and Enayat Oliver (4x1 00m relay). Five All-
Americans in six different events return to the
Tiger team as well. Six Tigers travelled to the
Indoor and Outdoor NCAA Championships last
season, four of whom return to the Clemson
squad for another season.
The 1994 World Junior Champion in the
200m is Tony Wheeler, who returns to
Clemson for his sophomore year. Wheeler is
joined by senior Mitchel Francis, the runner-up
in the 400m dash at the NCAA Indoor
Can Clemson's Spring Sports improve on four top 15 fin-
ishes from the 1993-94 Academic Year?
Championships. Francis, the Jamaican
National Champion in the 400m, will be
depended on for his leadership abilities this
year.
Duane Ross, a senior this year, had a
record breaking performance and a first-place
finish in the IIOmHH this past outdoor season
at the 100th Penn Relays, one of the most his-
torical and difficult track and field competitions
in the country. Eric Lander returns as a senior
leader as well. He was a top performer for the
Tigers in the field events last season and looks
to take the helm of the decathlon once again
this year.
The recruiting class features 11 athletes
who won the state championship in their
respective specialty event. "I think that we
should have an exceptionally fine year in both
indoor and outdoor competition," states
Pollock.
Women's Track
The Lady Tiger track program returns it's
six 1994 ACC Champions this year, making for
a promising outlook to the indoor and outdoor
track season. Coach Wayne Coffman enters
his 14th season at the head of the Lady Tiger
program. Coffman saw improvement at the
end of last year, including a third-place finish at
the indoor ACC Championships. Year in and
year out the ACC is one of the toughest con-
ferences in the country.
Coach Coffman signed 19 newcomers this
season, balancing out the track and field
events for the year. Treshell Mayo, an NCAA
Outdoor Championship participant, returns for
her second season of competition with the
Lady Tigers in the 200m dash. She will be a
featured returnee and one who will be looked
upon to lead the team along with returning Ail-
American Mareike Ressing, who heads up the
distance events for the Clemson women, and
Tina Jensen, a 1993 AII-ACC cross country
performer and another top distance runner for
the Lady Tigers. Nikki Sims, a sophomore on
the women's squad and an ACC Champion in
the shot put, returns for her second season
with the Tigers as well. She will be counted on
for her strength in the throws to lead the Lady
Tigers in that category.
Jumps is the area of most concern for the
Lady Tigers. After the loss of strong jumpers to
graduation last year, the long jump will not
have as much depth and strength that it has
had in past years. Taking control of the event
for Clemson is sophomore Trevi Frazier, who
saw limited but important action last year.
Sharia Cllnkscales is also an important
returnee in the jumps for the Tigers this year.
After breaking school records in the high jump
and triple jump, the sophomore will add lead-
ership and strength to this event.
Says Coffman, "We have depth in the high
jump. I'm not that worried about that event.
We don't have it in the long and triple jumps.
We will have to look to our newcomers for
immediate help."
Not all of the Lady Tiger expertise lies in
their ability on the track. Last year, half of
Coffman's team had a 3.0 GPA or better, and
four women hold GPAs of 4.0 in their major
return this year. "The sole purpose of why stu-
dent-athletes attend Clemson University is
academics," states Coach Coffman. "At
Clemson, everything we do revolves around
academics, how the kids perform in the class-
room shows how they will perform on the
track."
That philosophy has given Wayne
Coffman's athletes a 92% graduation rate over
his 13-year career at Clemson. And, judging
by the 13 honor roll students and Academic
All-American selection for Mareike Ressing in
both cross country and track, the student-ath-
letes feel the same way about their education.
Robinson is a senior leader for Chuck
Kriese's 20th Clemson tennis team.
Jensen and Ressing will be the leaders of
the distance events for the Lady Tiger
Track team.
Francis is a returning ACC Champion for
Bob Pollock's Top 10 Men's Track program.
1994 Clemson Football
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King is a returning Ail-American for the
Lady Tiger tennis team.
Men's Tennis
After a 21-12 finish (5-3 ACC) last year,
Chucl< Kriese's men's team, looks toward
1994-95 with a conference championship on
their mind, and a strong shot at a Top 20
national finish. The Tiger team, which has
competed in 12 NCAAs since 1979, more than
any other ACC school, has strength and depth
returning to its roster this season.
Three seniors, Frank Salazar out of Las
Vegas, NV, Bryan Twente from Malibu, CA, and
Cris Robinson, who hails from Richmond, VA,
return to lead the squad from last year.
Robinson is the top senior returnee. His
strength for the Tigers lies in his doubles play,
where he finished with a 14-5 record in dual
matches and was 19-7 overall last year.
Salazar, who played the number-three singles
spot for Clemson last year, had a record of 12-
12 in dual matches, but was 25-7 overall in
doubles play. Robinson, solely a doubles
player last season, was 3-1 in dual matches, 6-
2 overall, and 0-1 in the ACC.
Strength for the Tigers will come from
underclassmen as well. Mitch Sprengelmeyer,
a sophomore out of Florence, SC, is the only
returning AII-ACC player from last season.
Sprengelmeyer was also the number-four sin-
gles flight champion in the league last season.
He had a 21-12 dual match record in singles,
was 25-12 overall, and was 7-3 in ACC compe-
tition. He was 25-7 in doubles dual match com-
petition and 31-10 overall.
Charly Rasheed, a local sophomore out of
Greer, SC, had an outstanding freshman year
last season after playing in the number-six slot
for the Tigers. He tallied a 1 7-6 dual match sin-
gles record, was 26-10 in singles overall, and
was 5-0 in ACC singles play.
Clemson men's tennis teams have claimed
10 ACC titles in the past, and are striving to
take an 11th home at the end of the year.
Chuck Kriese led his Tigers to nine of those
ACC titles, the second highest number of
championships in the conference for one
coach. The Tigers have also landed 40 singles
champions and 21 doubles champions in past
years.
Kriese enters his 20th season at Clemson,
Couglan, Biershenk and Byce are all pre-
season golf Ail-Americans.
and has posted a 418-224 record overall, one
of the top 1 5 victory totals among active coach-
es in the country. He is 102-28 in conference
play, and looks to add another ACC title to his
list of accolades at the end of the season.
Women's Tennis
The 1994-95 Clemson Lady Tiger tennis
team, coached by veteran Andy Johnston,
strives for the ACC title and stronger national
recognition this year after finishing second in
the ACC regular season standings, and third in
the ACC tournament last season. The team,
which finished ranked in 18th by the ITA
Rankings, returns depth and a contingent of
AII-ACC performers from last year. The Lady
Tigers finished out last season with a 6-2
record in the ACC and a 15-11 mark overall
after participating in the NCAA Championships.
The Lady Tigers had four women named to
the AII-ACC team last year, two of whom return
for action in 1994-95. Emma Peetz, the num-
ber-three singles ACC flight champion, returns
for her third season with the Lady Tigers as a
two-time AII-ACC selection. The junior out of
Sydney, Australia, played in the number-three
spot for the team last year, and ranked 95th in
the nation with a dual match record of 12-11 in
singles play. She was 23-14 overall and 7-3 in
the ACC.
Joining Peetz to lead the Lady Tigers is
junior veteran Jan Barrett out of London,
Canada. Barrett, another AII-ACC performer
for the Lady Tigers, finished out her season
ranked 101st in the nation after a dual match
record of 21-5, 30-9 overall, and 7-3 in the
ACC. The player in the number-four spot for
the Lady Tigers tallied a 9-8 dual doubles
record and a 14-11 doubles record overall.
Another strength of the returning class for
the Lady Tigers is Shannon King. King, a
senior for Clemson this year, played the num-
ber-six slot last season. The Acworth, GA,
native's major contribution to the team was in
her doubles play with teammate Janice
Durden. The pair finished out the season
ranked eighth in the country. They had a match
record of 11-7 overall, and a 2-1 record in ACC
play.
Johnston, who enters his 13th year as the
coach of the Clemson Lady Tiger tennis team,
has garnered an outstanding 219-121 record
in his career at Clemson. He has taken home
four ACC Coach-of-the-Year honors and has
coached his teams to five ACC
Championships, the most of any coach in the
ACC.
Men's Golf
There is a youth movement at Clemson,
and it is coming from Coach Larry Penley's
Clemson golf team. This season the team has
three red-shirt freshmen and four true fresh-
men, to go along with one sophomore, two
juniors, and Steve White of Decatur, GA, the
team's only senior. Even with the loss of Ail-
American Mark Swygert and such a young
team, the Tigers are ranked 15th in the nation
in both the the Golfweek and Golf World
magazine polls. That is quite a testimony to
Clemson's program, which has been to the
NCAA Tournament every year since 1982.
So far this season sophomore Richard
Coughlan has emerged as Clemson's leader.
He has been the Tigers top finisher in all three
of the Fall tournaments. In the Ping/Golfweek
preview Coughlan shot a 69 in the first round of
the tournament and finished the event at +1
and in fourth place. That event had 10 of the
top 1 5 teams in the nation so a number-four fin-
ish among that level of competition is a feather
in the cap of the sophomore Irishman. At the
Jerry Pate Intercollegiate he once again fin-
ished -1-1 and ranked 14th individually.
Coughlan was selected by Golfweek as an
honorable mention preseason all-American.
Coughlan, an Offally, Ireland native was
named to the Walker Cup team as a European
representative in September. He is the second
Tiger to be named to the Walker Cup team, as
Kevin Johnson was on the 1990 team as an
Amehcan representative. The Walker Cup is a
competition between European and American
amateurs.
Two Spartanburg, SC natives are among
the top returnees for the Tigers this season.
Juniors Tommy Biershenk and Mike Byce were
also selected as preseason All-American selec-
tions by Golfweek. Biershenk was named to
the third team, while Byce was named to the
honorable mention team. Byce was an integral
part in Clemson's ninth-place finish at the 1994
NCAA Nationals last season with his two-under
70 in the third round. Biershenk fired a three-
under 69 in the third round of the NCAA East
Regional last season which helped Clemson
win its second straight regional title.
Even though the Clemson roster is filled
with youth, a few of the freshmen have gar-
nered preseason honors. Paul Dickens
(Roanoke Rapids, NC), Elliot Gealy (Salisbury,
NC), and Sean Thornton (Easley, SC) were all
named as freshmen to watch by Golfweek.
Last season Penley became only the sec-
ond Clemson coach to guide a team to 11 con-
secutive NCAA tournaments. Chuck Kriese
guided the Clemson men's tennis program to
11 straight NCAA Tournaments between 1979-
89. Even with the youth of this year's team,
Larry Penley should get his 12th straight invi-





Program teaches Tiger freshmen student-athletes
Important Lessons of Life
by Jessica Reo
With the newness of college life comes
the responsibility of making time for every-
thing. For most incoming freshmen, man-
aging time for classes, study time, and
social life is confusing and demanding as it
is, but tack on the responsibility of practice
time, travel days, and meeting with coach-
es, and it is easy to see that time is some-
thing a lot of student-athletes are short on.
Life, at that point, can make many freshmen
too overloaded to continue with school-
work, with their sport, or with college itself.
That's where Clemson's Vickery Hall and
its Personal Growth program come in.
Vickery Hall itself was the first facility in the
nation to be built solely for the purpose of
responding to the special needs of student-
athletes. The Personal Growth program
was formed at Vickery specifically to help
student-athletes deal with issues of time,
stress, responsibility, and how to deal with
them. Vickery Hall is a place that can help
student-athletes manage their time and
helps them deal with difficult issues. It was
designed with the intention of encouraging
athletes to actively pursue a degree while
working for excellence in a sport. Tutors are
on staff at Vickery Hall full-time, there are
computers, athletic counselors, and a
dependable structure that draws athletes in
and teaches them the hows and whys of the
system.
The personal growth program demands
that every athlete tackle their individual
sporting responsibilities head on, but gives
the student the help needed to adjust to the
sometimes overwhelming circumstances of
balancing student life. After talking to for-
mer athletes, the program was set in motion
with a specific intent.
"Those people who seemed to struggle
academically in the past were people who
weren't connecting in areas of time man-
agement and responsibility," said Bill
D'Andrea, director of student-athlete enrich-
ment at Clemson. "We needed to give
The Personal Growth Program has helped
Tiger gridders like Mike Kunz.= 1994 Clemson Football
them some guidance, direction, and some
coping skills to deal with what they face as
freshmen. How you start out in college is
extremely important. If students get behind,
sometimes they get discouraged and frus-
trated. They think they shouldn't be here
(in college), or perhaps they're not college
material. We wanted to give them the
opportunity to transfer a lot of the athletic
skills to the academic side: perserverence,
determination, goal setting, hard work,
effort."
D'Andrea, currently in his fifth year at
Vickery Hall, is the director of many of the
programs in place at the facility. He spoke
about the personal growth program and its
benefits to student-athletes. "We think that
this is something they (the students) need to
be told. They have to face transition and
change, roommates, peer pressure, being
away from home, those kinds of things.
We're here to help them with that."
The need for this type of program arose
after discussions with former athletes and
incoming athletes who talked about things
that they faced on an everyday basis. "In
evaluating and talking to students who have
been through the Clemson expehence, it
became apparent that we needed to offer
more than just the academic support," con-
tinued D'Andrea. "We needed to give them
the competitive edge, not only for the class-
room, but in the job world as well. And it's
not good enough to just graduate anymore.
You have to have some kind of requisite
skills, some personal skills. Adjusting that
freshman year is crucial to connecting
socially, personally, athletically, and acade-
mically. It's such a blend of different com-
ponents and issues that we felt that it was
important to address them."
Meetings concerning topical issues,
such as study skills, managing time and per-
sonal time, alcohol and drugs, sexually
transmitted diseases, and eligibility rules,
are held three times a week. Says
D'Andrea, "We're trying to address transi-
tional issues and I think it's really important
that they (students) get this kind of extra
help because so much of their time is spo-
ken for."
Maintaining a normal classroom work-
load, along with practice and travel is diffi-
cult, so study hall is an important part of the
Personal Growth Program as well.
Freshmen attend study hall five days a
week and dunng that time are given access
to computers, tutors and a quiet place to
study. The structure of an environment as
that of Vickery Hall is precisely what many
freshmen need in order to succeed in a uni-
versity setting.
And, Clemson is not the only school to
recognize the special assistance that stu-
dent-athletes need. The NCAA is also
aware of the challenges that new athletes
face and the organization is going about try-
ing to make transition a little easier with a
new program called CHAMPS (Challenging
Athletes Minds with Personal Success) that
Ginty Porter supervises Clemson's
Personal Growth Program.
is being instituted in different universities
around the country.
"The NCAA has gotten behind this per-
sonal growth with its CHAMPS program. It
is a program that is endorsed by the NCAA
that has 50 pilot schools around the country.
Clemson is one of the 50. We have followed
their agenda — and we think that is very
important for us."
The personal growth program is the cen-
ter of life for Vickery Hall in the sense that all
of the programs, all of the study time that the
athletes are required to log, all of the stu-
dent advisors, and all of the tutors, are at
Vickery Hall to better the student-athlete.
"We think that Personal Growth is the center
facilitating everything at Vickery Hall," says
D'Andrea. "Every contact that our student-
athletes have with their athletic counselor
shows that they are growing, achieving, and
striving for success." Ginty Porter, a coun-
selor for the student-athletes at Vickery Hall,
has the primary responsibility of making
sure the program runs smoothly and pro-
gresses from year to year.
Bobby Douglas, the development coordi-
nator and one of the original founders of the
program, has this to say about the program
and how it has developed over the past four
years. "Each year the program is evaluated
and we change topics considerably from the
responses of our student-athletes. Right
now, Vickery Hall is at it's peak because
we've had four classes opinions on what the
personal growth program should be about,
so we are improving from year to year
through their input."
Vickery Hall, developed for student-ath-
letes in need of support during high stress
times, is one of the most advanced pro-
grams of its kind on the national front.
Dedication to making the student a success
not only on the playing field, but in the class-
room as well, must be the best investment
the Clemson athletic department has made






a Matt BulmanMatt Bulman had been a backup punter to
Nelson Welch for the first 43 games of his
career, but will finish 1994 as Welch's holder
on placekicking duties. Bulman saw his first
action as a holder at Chapel Hill and helped
Welch break the all-time Clemson career
scoring record in the Tigers 28-17 victory.
Welch finished the day perfect 5-5 on five field
goals and 1-1 on extra points and was a sig-
nificant contributor in Clemson's road win over the #12 team in the
nation.
In 1992, Bulman also saw action against the Tar Heels. He had
a 34-yard punt, the only one of his career, in Clemson's 40-7 win.
Thus, heading into today's game, Bulman has played in just three
games, but two have been against a top 20 North Carolina team.
In high school, Bulman was an all-area, all-region, and second-
team all-state punter for Spartanburg's Dorman Cavaliers. He par-
ticipated in the North-South All-Star Game in Myrtle Beach his
senior year. He also played tight end, placekicked, and threw the
discus in track. In the classroom, Bulman is a dean's list stu-
dent in human resources management. He plans to get a man-
agerial job at a large corporation after he graduates from Clemson.
Mike Kunz
Mike Kunz is one of only two Tigers (class-
mate Darnell Stephens is other) from the state
of Texas. Kunz signed with Clemson in 1990
out of Lee High School in San Antonio. He
has seen action in Clemson victories in each
of the last four seasons and was the only
freshman interior offensive lineman to appear
in a game in 1991, Clemson's last ACC
Championship team. Kunz has increased his
bench press by nearly 100 pounds since arriving at Clemson.
In high school, Kunz was a member of Bill Buchalter's Dandy
Dozen in Texas and was listed among the Texas stars section of
Tom Lemming's recruiting report. He was also rated as the third
best prospect in the San Antonio area. Kunz lettered in football,
basketball, and baseball during his prep career.
Kunz received his management degree in August and is cur-
rently enrolled in graduate courses at Clemson. He and kicker
Nelson Welch are both in graduate school. At the end of the sea-
son, he plans to start a job in law enforcement in the state of South
Carolina.
"I have enjoyed my time at Clemson. Clemson's loyal fans and
my friendship with Nelson Welch stand out in my memories here."
I
Coby Peeler
Coby Peeler is the only non-scholarship
senior to have lettered in 1 993. He saw action
in all 12 games on special teams. Peeler is
one of the strongest Tigers on a pound-for-
V pound basis with a power ratio of 7.52, fourth
^ *~ on the '94 squad. The 190-pound safety
2*^^^! '^^'^^^^^ pounds and leg sleds 830.
I^IiJb^^IH At Spartanburg's Dorman High School,
Peeler was a teammate of Tiger holder/punter
Matt Bulman and lettered in football, track, and wrestling. Peeler
and Bulman have been teammates since sixth-grade. He was an
all-area choice in football his senior year and broke the school
record in the pole vault.
"I appreciate the opportunity Coach Hatfield and Coach West
have given walk-ons," Peeler said. "My years playing for Clemson
will help me tremendously when I pursue my career as a football
coach." Peeler is majoring is secondary education/history.
Tiger seniors have made significant contributions
to tlie Clemson program, especially this season.
Tim Schiebel
Tim Schiebel, a native of Trumbull, CT, is in
his fourth season on the Tigers defensive
front. The 6-6, 265-pounder has had success
in the weightroom at Clemson as he leads all
down linemen in the power clean with a lift of
over 300 pounds.
He saw action in the 54-3 win over
Tennessee-Chattanooga in 1992 and regis-
tered a quarterback sack, certainly a moment
he will cherish through the years.
At Trumbull High School, Scheibel lettered in football, basket-
ball, and track. He was a state finalist in the shotput and javelin his
senior year. The next year, he went to St. Thomas-Moore Prep
School in Oakdale, CT and played all three sports.
Scheibel says," I have earned an awful lot from my Clemson
football experience and my experiences at Clemson University. I
plan to remain in the south after graduation and enter the business
world. There are a lot of opportunities in this area."
^^^^ Brian Tillotson
d^^^Kk Brian Tillotson walked-on at Clemson in
^^^^^ 1991 and has worked hard in practice and the
^s»» -^f weight room to earn playing time in his senior
year. Tillotson has played in every game in
1994 on special teams and had a tackle from
his outside linebacker position against Florida
State.
He is tied for the Clemson all-time record
in flexibility. He can sit flat on the floor and
reach past his toes 13.5 inches. Tillotson power cleans 306
pounds, one of the best marks on the team, and has improved his
bench press by 130 pounds since 1991. He originally walked on
as a wide receiver before switching to defensive back and then to
outside linebacker. He has been Clemson's second-team outside
linebacker behind Wardell Rouse since midseason.
Tillotson was the captain of Greenville's Berea High School his
senior year earning honorable mention all-region and all-county
honors. He earned letters in football, basketball, track, and tennis.
"Playing football at Clemson has prepared me for the real
world and taught me that hard work pays off," Tillotson said. "I
thank the Lord and my girlfriend for keeping me going." Tillotson
plans to pursue his MBA after graduating in December.
David Zeiler
David Zeiler walked-on the Clemson squad
as a wide receiver in 1992 and has worked
extremely hard ever since. The Bethel Park,
PA native has seen action on special teams
and at wide receiver in '94 and had two tack-
les against North Carolina in the 28-17 win
over the Tar Heels. He also forced Tar Heel
punter Mike Thomas to fall on a fumbled snap
that set up a Clemson score in the first half of
Clemson's win in Chapel Hill. He added two more stops against
Georgia Tech.
Zeiler has had success in the classroom while at Clemson. He
has made both the dean's list and the Tiger athletic honor roll in his
mathematics major. In the weight room, Zeiler has one of the best
power ratios on the team.
At Bethel Park High School, Zeiler was named the Red River
Bar-B-Que Conference Player-of-the Year in football and all-con-
ference in wrestling. He played wide receiver and strong safety. A







fi ^/lDC uADni n c Annie laPk^ R r/iii 1 PR Rv
WYOMISSING PA PHILIP & CELESTE PRINCE
MR & MRS STUART PAWLEYS ISLAND SC
PI ARtCQDM in nAvin p Rinf^iw?
DR & MRS LARRY S BOWMAN CHARLOTTE NC
SENECA SC D HARDING STOWE &
DEFENDER INDUSTRIES RICHARD H STOWE
COLUMBIA SC BELMONT NC
TOM & LIB LYNCH WGREG TERRY
CLEMSON SC CONOVER NC
Donors TOM & LIB LYNCH
MR & MRS HAROLD E ADDIS
CLEMSON SC
WYOMISSING PA PEELER'S DAIRY
J W BURNETT III GAFFNEY SC
GREENVILLE SC IN MEMORY OF
D RAY CASH
SIMPSONVILLE SC
JACK R MILLER BY








D HARDING STOWE &
RICHMOND H STOWE
DEFENDER INDUSTRIES BELMONT NC
COLUMBIA SC WGREG TERRY
MH & MRS LENARD J FLYNN CONOVEH NC
ANDERSON SC CHRIS TOLLISON
WILLIAM E HOWILER JR EASLEY SC
FAYETTEVILLE NC MARSHALL E WALKER
THE KENT MANUFACTURING CO ROCK HILL SC
PICKENS SC WHALEY FOODSERVICE
ERNESTS KNIGHTON REPAIRS INC
EDENTON NC WEST COLUMBIA SC
$2000 IPTAY Scholarship
Life Donors COLUMBIA SC
MR & MRS MARKSAVENT JERRY E DEMPSEY
BENNETTSVILLE SC OAK BROOK IL
DORA G& CLYDE BIGBEE DR B R EWING
GREENVILLE SC ANDERSON SC
GEORGE J BISHOP III BILL FOLK JR MEMORIAL
MYRTLE BEACH SC AUSTIN TX
CBC INC JOHN R FULP J R
COLUMBIA SC ANDERSON SC
CRS SIRRINE JIMMY K GERRALD
GREENVILLE SC EL PASO TX
MR & MRS RAY O'BRIAN MR & MRS E G GILSTRAP
CARTER BREVARD NC
CHAPIN SC GRANT'S TEXTILES INC
B K CHREITZBERG JR SPARTANBURG SC
EASLEY SC JACK T HARDIN
MR & MRS C DEAN GREENVILLE SC
COLEMAN JR MR & MRS JOE F HAYES
SIMPSONVILLE SC GREENVILLE SC
MRS RALPH E COOPER GEORGE BARBARAS
COLUMBIA SC CATHY HILL
DAVID T CRAIG WILSON NC
BLACKVILLE SC JOHN R HINES
DR & MRS CHARLES F CREWS ORLANDO FL
THE HOPKINS FAMILY MR & MRS JULIAN H PRICE
Dt 11 Y JUHN JANE & AbNEW PI PlRPMPP CP
MINL/CnOL/IN Ow MR & MRS JAMES W
l/~M_JM P\ LJ/^ni/'IMO l!~>JUHN U HUPKINb JR CATTPRPIPI noAl 1 tnrltLU
WEST UNION SCV V ^W 1 W I I 1 \m/ 1 1 W%^
OUAL/H rHANK HUWAHL) RIPMAQn A C;PU\A/AR7
ATLANTA GA
J L & M L HUOKAdEE K^HQ 1 FMA A CI PAM
1 YMAM 9rl_ T IVlMIN CLEMSON SC
DONNA MERCK JONES MHb UAVIb O SMITH
PI FAR\A/ATPR FI COLUMBIA SCw\_/i—w ivi LJin WW
THOMAS F KICKLIGHTER JR MR & MRS JOHN R SMITH
v_/nr\ni_co 1 WIN 0\j ANDERSON SC
1 k 1 ft J r~ ft 1 (~t\ / ^\ ^
IN MEMORY OF oCOTT STEELE
LILBURN GA
DILLON SC R ALLEN STEVENS
MR J?, MRQ W A 1 AWTHM IIL.I— INVIU.L.L_ WW
ESTILL SC J UHHIb oWII- 1
\A/ii 1 lA^/l i-i ^/lATl-^lQVVILLIMIvl n IVIMiniO COLUMBIA SCwV-/LW 1VlUinV WW
ATLANTA GA JAMES C THIGPEN
^ylR MRC; PRAMk" l ^yI^^^FF SUMMERTON SCWWlVIIVl^t 1 1 VyIN WW
CLINTON SC JUHN U 1 lOE
(^FMP A RDR MFRRITT DALTON GA
EASLEY SC lOLJM A \A/AI TCDJUHN A WALI EH
TOM 9 W\ 1 FORD SIMPSONVILLE SC
CLEMSON SC HAYMUNU o WAI EHb
IDF A TOnn MDNTRI |C;c:-MAI 1"^ SPARTANBURG SCw 1 / » 1 1 1 m >iww 1 1 w< WW
ANDERSON SC H MIUHAEL WEdd MU
p HFYWARD MORr^ANw n[_ T VVMnLJ iVlwnOrM ATLANTA GA
GREENVILLE SC MH & MHb EUbENE r WILLIMUN
Ivino ocunoti \Ji rUvJLtZ Jl^ CLEMSON SC
MULLINS SC Al 1 PM K" \A/PPn IH
DONALD & MARGARET PRATT CLEMSON SC
WILSONVILLE AL MR & MRS CHARLES R WOOD
WILBUR POWERS HIGHLANDS NC
FLORENCE SC JAMES M ZACHRICH JR
GREENWOOD SC
Donors














GEORGE & NANCY ALLEY
IRMO SC





















TC ATKINSON III & FRIEND
MARION SC
T C ATKINSON JR
MARION SC
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RICK & CANDACE BARNES
CLEMSON SC
DR W RONALD BARRETT
GAFFNEY SC
MR & MRS LEWIE L BATES JR
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS HARRY G BATSON
GREENVILLE SC
CLARENCE B BAUKNIGHT JR
GREENVILLE SC
BAY BROKERAGE CO INC
TAYLORS SC
MORGAN'S FLOWERS
























GEORGE J BISHOP III
MYRTLE BEACH SC






























WK BROWN TIMBER CORP
HODGES SC
DR GEORGE R AND CINDY BRUCE
SENECA SC
THE R L BRYAN COMPANY
COLUMBIA SC
BUDWEISER OF ANDERSON #1
COLUMBIA SC
JIM & PATTY BUNN
SIMPSONVILLE SC












CAROLINA GIN CO & JAMES SEASE
EHRHARDT SC
MR AND MRS ROBERT CARR
WILLISTON SC


























MR & MRS C DEAN COLEMAN JR
SIMPSONVILLE SC







MR & MRS JOHN C COOK
CAYCE SC
ERNIE, SARA & ALISON COOPER
COLUMBIA SC












JIM & CAROLYN CREEL
MYRTLE BEACH SC
















WILL & PAT DAVIDSON
COLUMBIA SC

























EDDIE & SANDRA EDWARDS JR
HICKORY NC




JIM & PEGGY ENGLISH
WINDERMERE FL
C EDWARD EVANS JR
BLUFFTON SC
DR B R EWING
ANDERSON SC
FAIRFAX DIMENSION CO INC
FAIRFAX SC
BILL & DONNA FARR
AUGUSTA GA























FREEDOM TEXTILE CHEMICALS CO
CHARLOTTE NC














EDWARD R GINN III
CHARLESTON SC
MR & MRS JACKIE L GLENN
SENECA SC
THOMAS W GLENN III
CHARLOTTE NC





SARAH AND KEN GORDON
TOWNVILLE SC
GEORGE A GOULSTON CO
MONROE NC




IN MEMORY OF FRANCOIS DAVID
GRAY BY DAVID A GRAY
LEXINGTON SC
































THOMAS W GLENN III
CHARLOTTE NC





SARAH AND KEN GORDON
TOWNVILLE SC
GEORGE A GOULSTON CO
MONROE NC




IN MEMORY OF FRANCOIS DAVID
GRAY BY DAVID A GRAY
LEXINGTON SC




































FRANKLIN D & JOYCE B HARTSELL
CLEMSON SC












JAMES R HENDRICKS JR
CHARLOHE NC


















LEWIS & EVA HOLMES
TRENTON SC
MR & MRS EDWARD A HOOD JR
GREENWOOD SC
W C & BARBARA HOOD
EDISTO ISLAND SC





BETTY JOHN JANE & AGNEW
SIMPSONVILLE SC
ANDERSON SC




J L & M LHUCKABEE
ROCK HILL SC
LESTER A HUDSON JR
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS CALVERT W HUFFINES
JR
WALTERBORO SC
DICK HENDLEY-IH SERVICES INC
#1
GREENVILLE SC
DICK HENDLEY-IH SERVICES INC
#2
GREENVILLE SC




















IN MEMORY OF MR & MRS
RALPH JONES/MORGAN JONES
GREENWOOD SC
G TRIPP JONES MD/
ANNE B JONES
COLUMBIA SC
MRS WILLIAM P KAY JR
MELINDA KAY
BELTON SC










LAWTON LUMBER CO., INC.
EASLEY SC















































ELLISON S MCKISSICK JR
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS STEVE T MCLAUGHLIN
CAMDEN SC






MR & MRS JERRYAMEEHAN
ANDERSON SC




"WE WILL KEEP THE TIGER SPIRIT
ALIVE"
PROSPERITY SC









MOUNT VERNON GROUP #1
GREENVILLE SC
BERLIN G MYERS LUMBER CORP
SUMMERVILLE SC





















E RAYMOND & BRIGHT G PARKER
















ROBERT M PHILLIPS SR
PAULINE SC









PLOWDEN CONST CO INC
SUMTER SC
R B POND JR
DARLINGTON SC








DONALD & MARGARET PRATT
WILSONVILLE AL
JOHN H PRICE JR
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
















DR J CLAYTON RICHARDSON &
DR C ERIC RICHARDSON
BELTON SC




















DR STEVEN R ROSS
FLORENCE SC

















CHARLES & CAROL SHULER
SPARTANBURG SC
DR & MRS THOMAS E SKELTON
CLEMSON SC












MR & MRS JOHN R SMITH
ANDERSON SC
MR & MRS TONY SMITH
ANDERSON SC
















J E STEWART BLDRS INC
AIKEN SC
















IN HONOR OF MR & MRS
W P (PAP) TIMMERMAN
HARTSVILLE SC















DR JAMES ALEXANDER TURNER
JR
CLEMSON SC




MR & MRS JOHN A WALTER
SIMPSONVILLE SC























DANIEL RUFUS WHITE JR
GAFFNEY SC
G JAMES WILDS III
HARTSVILLE SC
ROBERT J WILLIAMS JR
ATLANTA GA
MR & MRS EUGENE P WILLIMON
CLEMSON SC
D I WILSON COMPANY
GEORGETOWN SC
ALLEN K WOOD JR
CLEMSON SC
ALLEN & JOSIE WOOD
FLORENCE SC





















MRS J H ABRAMS
SALEM SC











WILBUR N BAUMANN III
TRACYS LANDING MD
MR & MRS J FRANK BLACK
GREENVILLE SC




MR & MRS JAMES E BOSTIC
GREER SC































MR & MRS R JACK DILLJR
GREENVILLE SC
DR & MRS WILLIAM E
DUKES
CLEMSON SC













































DR SIDNEY E KIRKLEY
HENDERSONVILLE NC




GEORGE & ANNA LESLIE
CLEMSON SC




































PAT & MARSHA NOBLES








































CHARLES & MARTHA SPENCE
GREENVILLE SC




MRS C R SWEARINGEN JR
SMITHFIELD NC
J R SWETENBURG JR
CLINTON SC









ROGERS S WALKER MD
LANCASTER SC





MR & MRS BOB Y
WEATHERS
GREENVILLE SC












































MR & MRS C OTENNANT JR
AIKEN SC
H ODELL WEEKS JR
AIKEN SC





























DR W GAMEWELL WATSON
NORTH AUGUSTA SC
MR & MRS JOHN LEE WOOD JR
NORTH AUGUSTA SC
MRS MRS GEORGE L WEBB
SALLEY SC
MRS CARROL H WARNER
WAGENER SC
ALLENDALE
F M YOUNG CO INC
FAIRFAX SC
ANDERSON






MR & MRS RONNIE L BROCK
ANDERSON SC





























DR M RAY GILLESPIE
ANDERSON SC




LEE AND TOM HANCOCK
ANDERSON SC




MR & MRS T CARROLL
HOLCOMBE
ANDERSON SC
MR AND MRS PAUL J HUBBARD
ANDERSON SC
SHIRLEY HUITT & SONS INC
ANDERSON SC
DR CHASE P HUNTER
ANDERSON SC




DR & MRS WILLIAM R KARPIK
ANDERSON SC




MR & MRS CHARLES D LINDLEY
ANDERSON SC



















DR DONALD C ROBERTS &








DR KENNETH W SMITH
ANDERSON SC
T BARNEY SMITH AGENCY INC
ANDERSON SC




ROBERT A TAYLOR JR
ANDERSON SC























































IN MEMORY OF FRAZ










MR & MRS PHILIP E WILLIAMS
WILLIAMSTON SC
BAMBERG




















JIM & JEN WILLIAMSONS
FAMILY
GOOSE CREEK SC

































REAR ADMIRAL JOSEPH B
MCDEVITT
CHARLESTON SC




























ISLE OF PALMS SC
EDWARD A ROSE III
ISLE OF PALMS SC
FRANKLIN R WELCH
MEMORIAL
ISLE OF PALMS SC














FOR KYLE M HICKMAN BY DAVID,
LAUREN, CHARLIE AND DEE
ANNE
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
MR & MRS R S MCCANTS III
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
RICHARD W ROSS JR
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
E M SEABROOK JR, E M










MR & MRS WAYNE JONES/
LESLIE & PAMELA
BLACKSBURG SC































DR EDWIN C HENTZ
CHESTER SC
WILLIAM P (DUB) JOHNSON
JOHNSON-LAURA MAE INC
CHESTER SC














MS LORINE LINDER, JIMMY
UNDER & DAVID LINDER
FORT LAWN SC













MR & MRS JAMES M FAULKNER
RIDGEVILLE SC
MRS MRS TOMMY HYDRICK
RUFFIN SC
DR& MRS J FRANK BIGGERS
WALTERBORO SC
IN MEMORY OF JIMMY MITCHELL
BY MRS MRS MITCHELLS
GRACE ANN
WALTERBORO SC

















JOHN S GRANTHAM JR
HARTSVILLE SC








MR G G SEGARS JR
HARTSVILLE SC




MRS MRS RICHARD LBAIRD
SOCIETY HILL SC
DILLON
CAROLE AND JAY ARNETTE
DILLON SC



















MR S MRS JOEY N WESTBURY
SAINT GEORGE SC
PAUL G CAMPBELL JR
SUMMERVILLE SC








E T (TOM) SALISBURY
SUMMERVILLE SC
WM EDWARD TWILLEY JR
SUMMERVILLE SC
EDGEFIELD
MR AND MRS ROBERT H
HERLONG
JOHNSTON SC
MRS MRS LEWIS F HOLMES III
JOHNSTON SC


































































DR & MRS JOHN M THOMASON
FLORENCE SC

































JOHN B HARRIS III
PAWLEYS ISLAND SC













MR & MRS WM BARRY AGNEW
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS COLONEL H
ALBERTSON
GREENVILLE SC
DR JIM M ALEXANDER
GREENVILLE SC








MR & MRS JAMES H BARNES JR
GREENVILLE SC
JOHN P BATSON JR
GREENVILLE SC
















W HOWARD BOYD JR
GREENVILLE SC
C H BRANYON PIPE CO
GREENVILLE SC



















MR & MRS NEB CLINE JR
GREENVILLE SC

























EDWARD F DURHAM JR
GREENVILLE SC










FIRST UNION NATL BANK
OFSC
GREENVILLE SC
JAMES E FOSTER JR &
E COLE HUCKABEE
GREENVILLE SC







TOM & JOANN GARRETT
GREENVILLE SC












COL (RET) JERRY V
HOLCOMBE
GREENVILLE SC



















MR & MRS SANDY KIRKUS
GREENVILLE SC
DR KENNETH B KNIGHT
GREENVILLE SC
DR ROLAND M KNIGHT
GREENVILLE SC







MR & MRS LG LEWIS JR
GREENVILLE SC




















































DOUGLAS F PATRICK & ROBERT
G HOPKINS
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS I N PAHERSON JR
GREENVILLE SC

























MR & MRS DUSTY REID
GREENVILLE SC
















DR & MRS DONALD W
SHELLEY
GREENVILLE SC


























THE SUGAR CREEK TIGERS
GREENVILLE SC













1N HONOR OF MRS MRS










WACHOVIA BANK OF SC
GREENVILLE SC
WACHOVIA BANK OF SC
GREENVILLE SC
WALKER & WHITESIDE INC
ATTN JIMMY E COX
GREENVILLE SC
















CHARLES C WITHINGTON JR
GREENVILLE SC
KENNETH & PAMELA WOODARD
GREENVILLE SC
























J C & SHELBY HOWARD
GREER SC
DICK AND JUDY JENKINS
GREER SC










RON & JOANN NEWTON
GREER SC
MR & MRS WILLIAM L PHILLIPS
GREER SC










MS E J BLACKWELL
MAULDIN SC
CAROLINA SPRINKLER CO INC #2
MAULDIN SC








PORT BROKERAGE CO INC
MAULDIN SC
MR & MRS R L WATSON &
ASHLEY
MAULDIN SC
MR & MRS RICHARD L
WATSON ASHLEY
MAULDIN SC
R B WHORTON IV/A B CROSS/
T N LAWSON/J L WALKER
MAULDIN SC



















JULIAN M LANGSTON JR
PIEDMONT SC
MR & MRS DAVID S MERRITT
PIEDMONT SC
















































GAINES & KAREN MASSEY
SIMPSONVILLE SC




CAROLYN & STEVE PEARCE
SIMPSONVILLE SC





TIMOTHY D & RENAP STEELE
SIMPSONVILLE SC
KENNETH L TUTEN JR-LYNN C
TUTEN-






BILL & MARIAN BARBARY
TAYLORS SC


















MR & MRS DOUG KINGSMORE
MIKE KINGSMORE
TAYLORS SC








MRS WILLIAM J NEELYJR
TAYLORS SC




STEVE PARENT/D R PARENT
TAYLORS SC
DONALD J & KAREN SAUCIER
TAYLORS SC
TRUMAN W SHIRLEY JR
TAYLORS SC



















C/0 T&S BRASS & BRONZE
WORKS
TRAVELERS REST SC















NORMAN E & JUDY BELLO
GREENWOOD SC
MR AND MRS DANNY
BROTHERS
GREENWOOD SC
IN MEMORY OF RALPH M
HERBERT CANNON
GREENWOOD SC
DR RICHARD M CHRISTIAN
GREENWOOD SC
MRS MRS JAMES CORLEY
GREENWOOD SC











N AMERICAN CARBIDE OF SC INC
GREENWOOD SC
CARL & PEGGY PATTERSON
GREENWOOD SC
FELIX & SALLIE PEEBLES
GREENWOOD SC










VINCE & NANCY YOCKEL & CHRIS
GREENWOOD SC











WINSTON A LAWTON JR
ESTILL SC




























MR & MRS ROBERT SANSBURY
MYRTLE BEACH SC




MR & MRS DAVID NOBLES
JANICE NOBLES
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
PAT & MARSHA NOBLES








































MRS CLARENCE W SENN & DICK
M VAUGHAN JR
CLINTON SC



























J B PATE JR MD
BISHOPVILLE SC
LEXINGTON
MR H L ALLEN JR
CAYCE SC
TERRIL& MARK W MILLER
CAYCE SC
GREENWOOD SC













W L MONTS JR
CAYCE SC




















MR & MRS RONALD TIMMS
GILBERT SC
CAROLINA CERAMICS INC #1
IRMO SC
C J CARTER/T E GARRISON III/ E E
RHODEN/LS TOMPKINS
LEXINGTON SC










































FRANK & MAXINE MOORE
WEST COLUMBIA SC







J T HUNTER III
MARION SC




MR & MRS JOSEPH L POWELL
MARION SC

















WILLIAM BLAND EDWARDS DMD
NEWBERRY SC




























W A GAINES JR
SENECA SC
MR & MRS ROBERT L
HANSON
SENECA SC








MR & MRS J GLENN MCCANTS JR
SENECA SC
OCONEE SAVINGS & LOAN
SENECA SC























C FRANCIS MARTIN & SON
ELLOREE SC
MR & MRS H D FOLK
HOLLY HILL SC
JAMES C WILLIAMS JR
NORWAY SC







MRS M RODNEY CULLER
ORANGEBURG SC

































PAUL & BETTY DAVIS
CENTRAL SC














GEORGE & NANCY BENNETT
CLEMSON SC











J C & NANCY COOK
CLEMSON SC












DR & MRS WILLIAM E DUKES
CLEMSON SC
DR ROBERT C EDWARDS
CLEMSON SC



















MRS ERNEST EUGENE LESLIE






THOMAS C & LISA LYNCH III
CLEMSON SC









H H PERKINS JR/

















DR & MRS HENRY E VOGEL
CLEMSON SC
ALTON C &





































ROY & MARTHA JOHNSON
EASLEY SC
















































PAUL E BOWIE JR MEMORIAL
LIBERTY SC
DR HENRY C MARTIN
LIBERTY SC













EW CLAMP JR/MARY MINUS
PICKENS SC
DR JOHN FLEMING MEMORIAL
PICKENS SC
JIMMY J & CAROLYN J PAYNE
PICKENS SC
PICKENS DENTAL ASSOC PA
PICKENS SC




















































BOYD & CAROLINA DERRICK
COLUMBIA SC
























BENJAMIN D MASSEY M.D.
COLUMBIA SC
















MR & MRS BLAKE NEAL
COLUMBIA SC
































L W SMITH JR TRUST
COLUMBIA SC
KAY SOYARS, MARSHALL, DALE ;
CATHIE
COLUMBIA SC
EDWARD A STEVENSON III
COLUMBIA SC






































MRS MRS GARY JOHNSON/
MRS MRS JIMMY JOHNSON
DUNCAN SC















RALPH C MAY III
INMAN SC
R EVERETTE & ELAINE MCABEE
INMAN SC











A B BULLINGTON JR
ROEBUCK SC




















MICHAEL & ANNE BAILEY
SPARTANBURG SC
MRS MRS LOUIE W
BLANTON
SPARTANBURG SC















DEAN AND DIANE HALL
SPARTANBURG SC


















CHARLES F GRANT JR
SPARTANBURG SC





DR & MRS PAULHOLCOMB
SPARTANBURG SC
MR & MRS LACHLAN L HYAH
SPARTANBURG SC
















MR & MRS TIM MILLER
SPARTANBURG SC
CHARLES & CAROLYN MOORE
SPARTANBURG SC























VAN WATERS & ROGERS INC
SPARTANBURG SC








SAM P CLARK & CHARLES E
MOORE
WOODRUFF SC
DR JAMES MILTON COKER
WOODRUFF SC





























MRS OLIVE G MCLEOD
SUMTER SC
JOHN A RILEY DAVID STRANGE i
RICKY WEATHERSBEE
SUMTER SC
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A J RIGBY JR
KINGSTREE SO
WILLIAM D RIGBY





FRANK C FALLS JR
CLOVER SC




















JOSEPH W GULP RE
ROCK HILL SC


















































RANDY & RETA BOUCHILLON
BELMONT NC




























































MR & MRS MACK C
STEWART JR
CHARLOTTE NC
CHARLES R SWEARINGEN III
CHARLOTTE NC































































DR BRUCE ALLEN SIMMONS
HICKORY NC



































CAPT J R COTTINGHAM
RALEIGH NC








MR & MRS TONY R
STAPLETON
SHELBY NC

















BYRON L& PAHI L JONES
WINSTON-SALEM NC
GEORGIA




CHRISTINA D & MICHAEL N PAGE
ALPHARETTA GA





















C & K MACHINE & FAB INC
AUGUSTA GA




























A FRIEND OF CLEMSON
GAINESVILLE GA













JIM & BETTY BASINGER
LAVONIA GA
MRS JUDITH P CHANDLER
LAWRENCEVILLE GA
JOHN C GOODWIN III
LAWRENCEVILLE GA


















MR & MRS BEN ALEPPARD JR
MARIETTA GA
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WILLIAM C EFIRD JR
SAVANNAH GA































S M SAULS/FRANK LOWE
BIRMINGHAM AL
MR & MRS ROBERT BAGWELL
BROWNWOOD TX
KATHERINE AKUGLER































COL & MRS JOSEPH K
WILSON JR
FORT MEADE MD

















MRS HARRY W SMITH
KINGSPORT TN
MR & MRS H E MCCONNELLJR
KINGSTON TN
WILLIAM A MCDANIEL III
KNOXVILLE TN
























































DR THOMAS W BARLOW
TALLAHASSEE FL








MR & MRS HORACE S BERRY MARY SHUNTER
MRS FRANCES G BOATWRIGHT LITTLEJOHN MEMORIAL IPTAY
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
MRS MRS TED W CRAIG MR & MRS WAYNE MITCHELL
MR & MRS CLIFF ELLIS J ROY PENNELLIII
JAMES H GULLY MRS S V SOTTILE
BOB & PAT HARMON CHARLES TIMMONS




WILLIAM M S DORIS BLAKELY
BOYCE H CARLISLE
R A CRAWFORD JR
DR & MRS JOHN L GUY
DUANNE HALL
JOHN L HILL IV
HILLHAVEN FARMS




MRS JOHN A PRINCE
DON H 8. GAIL R ROWELL
L V RUDDER JR
MR AND MRS LLOYD E SAMMONS
LELAND S SCOTT
MR AND MRS EDDIE W SEIGLER ill
MR & MRS WILLIAM SEIGLER
MRS GEORGE M SPEER SR
M EARLE WILLIAMSON









JOHN R S NANCY T BROOKS
GERALD & MARY BROWN
ALVIN & PEGGY BRYAN
WOODS W BURNETT
MRS STARR C BUSBEE
EARL R BUTLER
JOHNNY LCAGLE
MR & MRS JAMES H CARROLL
L J COKER
MIKE COLEMAN/BRAD PRESSLEY
REV ROBERT L COLLUM
KEVIN T COUNTS
MR & MRS DAVID A COURSEY
EDWARD & DOROTHY COURSEY
H C COWARD & SON
E WALKER & PAMELA Y CROSBY
ROBERT F DANSBY JR
JOHN E DICKENSON
H D DICKERT
WILLIAM R DILL JR
STEVES JANE ERGLE
TERI & PENNY
A G & G G EVANS
ROBERT B FLEMING JR
DONALD C FULMER
DONALD L & PAUL FULMER






MR & MRS WILLIAM A HALLMAN
JACK A HAMILTON
JAMES L & SUSAN D HENDRIX
J DAVISON HERIOT JR
MRS H EARLE HOLLEY JR
RANDALL P JENKINS




EUGENE H KNEECE JR
JOSEPH K KNEECE
WILLIAM H KNEECE
HAROLD. HELEN & DALE LAMB
HENRY LUCIUS III
CRAYTON MCCOWN JR









SAMUEL & SARANNE ONEAL
FRED M PADGETT
H GLENN PARKER
ROBERT M PATE SR
TIMOTHY EARL PATE





ROBBIE AND LEIA SCOTT
WILLIAM S & SUZANNE SEABROOK
GEORGE & MARJORIE SEIGLER
JAMES JOSEPH SHAKE
MR & MRS TOMMIE SHARPE
ERSKINETSHEALY
WILLIE AND CINDY SIZEMORE
F SCOTT SPROUSE
MR & MRS ALAN M TEWKESBURY








BOB & DOT SANDERS-
MITCHELL S SCOTT
ANDREW R THOMAS II
ANDERSON
JERRY ALLEN
MR & MRS BAYLIS ANDERSON
ANDERSON PEDIATRIC GROUP
R H ANDERSON
ROY AND SUSIE ANDERSON
WALTER G AZELKAS
DR E E BAILLIE
J W BALLARD
RANDY & JANET G BARNETTE
MR & MRS GREG L BLACK
MRS JOHN W TURNER S JOHNNIE
AARON T BRIGMAN
JAMES M BROADWELL




MR & MRS HERSHEL H BUCHANAN
JESSIE E BUCHANAN
DONALD L BUNTON




JONES T CAMPBELL JR
ALAN CANNON























DR LEONARD W DOUGLAS
MR AND MRS R SCOTT DRAKE
ROLAND & NANCY DRAKE
TOM W DUNAWAY IV
TOM W DUNAWAY JR
GEORGE H DURHAM JR
JOHN S JANE DYER
ELECTRIC MOTORS & DRIVES INC
DR & MRS E P ELLIS JR





MR & MRS DAVID FORD
WILLIAM L FOSTER
MRS WALTER L GAILLARD
AARON, ROBBIE 8. MIKE GAMBRELL
ROBERT H GARRISON SR
ARCHIE L GENTRY JR
GEORGE'S DRIVE INN
JOSEPH B GLENN
GLENN PLUMBING CO INC
TONY ALTON GREENWAY
CLAUDE T GRIFFIN




MR 8, MRS WILLIAM F
HARNESBERGER-MICHAEL &
ANDREA (G'VILLE)
MR & MRS ROBERT V HARRELL
RUDY HAWKINS/JAMES ANDERSON
CLIFF TANKERSLEY







DR CHARLES W HINNANT






PAUL KAISER III 8 CHIP
LEWIS H KEENEY
DR DAVID KELLEY PA
DR WILLIAM E KENNEDY
GARY C KIDD
DAVID & PENNY KING
OLIN S S BETTY KIRKPATRICK
ARTHUR M KLUGH III
STEVEN M KRAUSE/JODY M YOUNG
MR & MRS SCOTT D LANE
LAZER CONSTRUCTION CO INC
JAMES F LITTLE
MR & MRS JAMES W LOGAN JR










MICHAEL D & TAMMY MATHEWS






EDD S MCCURRY II
DENNIS E MCELHANNON
JERRY D MCGUFFIN




H BRUD AND JOANNE K MOORE
DR P S MOWLAJKO
JERRY P MURDOCK
DR & MRS HAROLD L MURRAY




BUTCH 8. LISA OVERCASH
JOHN H OWENS JR/MARION BROOKS
MRS J W PARKER
RAY E & FLOYD PATRICK
LUTHER & MARY PEARSON
DR AND MRS RALPH K PEDEN
J NORMAN PHILLIPS
HAROLD A PICKENS 8, SONS INC #1











JAMES E REEVES JR









JAMES 8. DORIS ROGERS
WILLIAM F ROPER III
MR AND MRS GREGG S ROWE




HAROLD & MAGGIE SIMPSON
JAMES M SIMPSON
JAMES L SINGLETON
MRS ROBERT W SMITH









MR S MRS FURMAN STONE SR
MRS, MRS PHILSUDDETH
FRANK B SULLIVAN
MR & MRS GEORGE H TAYLOR





TRI COUNTY BATTERY SALES
DR A J TURNER
RIKI 8. DARLENE VERNON







MIKE S MARIAN WEST
MR S MRS RICK WHATLEY
HUMPHREY W WHELCHEL
TONY NANCY ALLISON, TONYA
AND ERICA WHITMAN















MR 8. MRS TED W CRAIG
ROBERT C HARRIS
CLINTON CALHOUN LEMON JR
A FRIEND FROM WILLISTON"
FREDERICK D MIXON
D AUSTIN SHELLEY




CHARLES AND VIRGINIA DEAN
GENE DELOACH
CARLVDIETZJR
MRS JANET B ELLIS











JAMES F BENNETT JR
H DENISE BOYD
JAMES R COLEMAN JR/JAMES R
SEGARS JR/DANNY J WINGARD
JAMES E DANGERFIELD JR
H WAYNE DEWITT
EVAGREEN CHRISTMAS TREE CO
GOOSE CREEK VETER CLINIC
MICHAEL E HARRELSON






DR RHETT B MYERS
DAVID D PAGE JR
NOLAN & GERRY PONTIFF





KENNETH & KAREN BUCK
S H HOUCK 8. SON
MR 8, MRS J R INABINET
JAMES M MOSS III & SON
ARNOLD J NETTLES JR
MR & MRS H E PAULLING
DAVID K RICKENBAKER
JACK A WALTZ




L MICHAEL ALLSEP JR/B C HOOD
ASHLEY RIVER ANIMAL HOSPITAL
AUTO SUPPLY 8, EQUIPMENT















JOHN D DOSCHER JR
J CLINTON DUNN








ANDREWS 8, CHERYL GROVES
MR & MRS JOHN R GRUBBS JR
FITZL HARDIN JR






W HOWARD HOLL III
PERRY M HOLLOWAY JR
A WILLARD HANE CONSTRUCTION













DAVID M MURRAY JR
NORMAN NAGEL





MRS MRS JOSEPH RIGTER
ROGERS 8, BROWN
CUSTOM BROKERS INC
J E SAULS JR
FRED SCHRIMPF
ALICE W SEABROOK
RAY V SEGARS JR
T L SHEALY JR
MR & MRS STEVEN C SHOOK







JOSEPH D THOMPSON JR MD
THREE L INC






DEWEY B WELCH JR
ANDREAS & SANDRA
WESTERGARRD
MR JAMES L WHEELER
RICHARD E WHEELER
SKEETER & ABBEY WIGGINS
W ROBERT WISE III
CHEROKEE
RICHARD & KATIE BAINES
BROWN PACKING CO INC
LARRY L CAMPBELL
MR/MRS WILLIAM E CAMPBELL JR







MR AND MRS WH GREENE
HARRIS BROTHERS
ROBERT W LE MASTER
HARRY D MARTIN








MR 8, MRS SAM L TAYLOR
CHESTER
JAMES 8. EILEEN BANKHEAD
DAVID L BEATY
CUDD HEATING/AIR CONDITIONING




ROBERT W LEE SR
MICHAEL H LIFSEY
W E LINDSAY
JOHN M LITTLE ill
HERBERT D LUTZ
ROBERT W MOSER
PIEDMONT AUTO PARTS CO INC
J B PRESSLEY JR





JAMES C JR 8 W KIRK CRAWFORD
W E HOUGH
STEPHEN RAY JACKSON
STEPHEN WILEY LOVE JR
WILLIAM D MATTHEWS JR
MR 8 MRS MACKLYN R SELLERS
JAMES C STONE
MR 8 MRS JOHN R THOMAS
DAN L TILLMAN 8 SONS INC
CLARENDON
CLARENDON LOANS INC
DR 8 MRS CLARENCE E COKER JR
JOSEPH WCOKER
HUGH L 8 MARY DUBOSE
MARION E DUBOSE
JULIUS R EADON JR
JULIUS R EADON III
THEODORE B GARDNER
DR 8 MRS D EARLE GOODMAN
AND FAMILY











LARRY BERRY/DR SAM HAZEL
DANIEL GRAHAM BUCKNER
GORDON D CHIPUKITES
DANIEL 8 LYNAH M CROSBY
WILLIAM C HAMILTON








J RYAN WHITE JR
DARLINGTON
CHARLES P ANDERSON
JOHN E 8 DEVA I ARNOLD
DAN ASKINS CO INC






DR 8 MRS WILLIAM P DUBOSE III
JAMES BGAINEY
LARRY GANTT
ROBERT H GOODSON JR
A FAMILY OF TIGERS SUPPORTERS
MRS DAN M HOWLE
LELAND HUGGINS
F C HUMPHRIES
GEORGE A HUTTO JR
GARNER & MICHELLE JONES
DR WM P KENNEDY
WILLIAM J LAFFIDY
WITT I LANGSTAFF JR
DONALD L MCCALL
PETER L MCCALL JR
WILLIAM B MCCOWN III
GLENN E MCFARLAND




JOHN W TOLSON JR
J BETH WEAVER
MR 8 MRS HENRY W WEBB
MR 8 MRS SAM WELSH JR
MRS LEE WEST
J LAWTON WIGGINS JR
JAMES R WOODHAM
DILLON
"IN MEMORY OF J KNIGHT
CLASS OF 22"
W G LYNN










EARL R DUPRIEST JR
DR EDWIN L FREEMAN
GIANT PORTLAND CEMENT CO
STEVE HUTCHINSON
JIMMY ADDISON
WILBURN 8 JOHNNIE HUTTO
INFINGER FARMS
DAVID AND PAULA JONES
CECIL B JORDAN
T EDWARD JORDAN




DR 8 MRS H CLYDE ODOM






R ALLEN TRAYLOR MD




MRS JOE F ANDERSON SR
ESTATE W C BANDY
FRANK BERRY
MR ROBERT CALLIHAM
ROBERT 8 CATHERINE CHRISTIE
TOMMY CHRISTIE
EO DUKES JR
MR 8 MRS J W GILLIAM JR
HERLONG PONT-CHEV-BUICK INC
MR 8 MRS JAMES C HOLMES
M E (BETSY) HOLMES
MR 8 MRS THOMAS HOLMES
MR 8 MRS JOHN A HUGHES
MR a MRS J WILLIAM JAY
MR 8 MRS KENNETH L KALTZ
LON JAY ENTERPRISES INC
LON COURTNEY JR
MARY ELIZABETH H OUZTS
WAYNE ROSIER
WILLIAM H RUSHTON JR
THOMAS H RYAN
MIRIAM WSAGGUS
MR 8 MRS THEO R WILLIAMS
FRANCIS M WISE JR







LT COL RALPH W BOYS
ERNIE P FERGUSON JR
WILLIAM B HENDRIX
WARREN R HERNDON SR
JOHN J HOOD JR
JOE D JOLLY
LT COL CARROLL L LIGON
USAF-RETIRED
PIGEON GRANITE CO -J P BROOKS,






MILTON H ANDERSON JR
JOHN E BLANKENSHIP JR
JOHN E BOULWARE
DR WILLIAM N BOULWARE
LESTER P BRANHAM SR
B M BRODIE
DR RICHARD H BRYANT JR
G WILSON BRYCE MEMORIAL—
BRYCE MECHANICAL CONTR INC
DR WILLIAM L COLEMAN
EDDIE DIGGS
WILLARD DORRIETY JR
FRANK A DOUGLASS JR CO
DR GEORGE ECONOMY
MR AND MRS S C EDWARDS III
"CLYDE S BRYCE JR, PE-
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS"
TOMMY M FOLK JR
TOMMY M FOLK III
MUNFORD G FULLER
HOWARD F GODWIN
TOM GRESSETTE PEST CONTROL-
TOM P GRESSETTE





MR 8 MRS WILLIAM H JOHNSON
ROBERT LMAHONEY
LINDA MARSH






DR ROLAND L SKINNER
TOM STANLEY
MRS G H STEWART






MR AND MRS H W BRUORTON
JACKIE W CALVERT






AUBREY E JUDY JR #1
MARY JANE MARTINI
JAMES K MCCONNELL





JESSE E WRIGHT III
RICHARD C YEARY
MR 8 MRS JOE YOUNG
GREENVILLE
MR 8 MRS BRIAN W ABEL
ABLE CONSTRUCTION CO #1
KEITH ALBERSON
TN8 SARAH ALEXANDER
WILLIAM R ALEXANDER JR
MR & MRS CHARLES A ALLEN
RUSSELL TODD ALLEN
GUS B ALLISON JR
PARKER ALTMAN
AMERICAN EQUIPMENT CO INC #1
THURL M AMICK II
DOROTHY W ANDERSON
JACK 8 LINDA ANDERSON
JAMES D ANTHONY
ANGELA R ARMSTRONG
KEITH AND TAMMIE ARROWOOD
JAMES ANDREW ASTON
J E AUSTIN JR
SAMUEL W AUSTIN
RICK 8 TERESA BAGWELL
DAVE 8 HELEN CHAPMAN
BAILEY HEATING 8 CONTROLS INC
MR & MRS ROBERT L BAKER
GREGORY 8 VICKI BALLEW
DON BARBERY
LUCILLE BARNETT
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM J BARNETT
GEORGE M BARRETT
DR GEORGE D BATCHELDOR
MR 8 MRS THOMAS W BATSON
AL BELL
HAROLD BELL
MR 8 MRS GREGORY S BELOW
MR 8 MRS JOHN C BERESH & CINDY
MRS TOM C BERRY
CAMERON 8 MARTHA BLACK
MISS LOUISE BLAKELY
MR 8 MRS RUDOLPH BLAKELY




" IN MEMORY OF E M BOST'
ALAN E BOUCHILLON
DAVID T BOWMAN










MR 8 MRS RONALD L BROWNE
MICHAEL LBROYLES




JAMES W BULLOCK JR
BURDETTE ENGINEERING INC
GRANT BURNS
LESLIE M BURNS JR









































MR & MRS GENE E CRAWFORD
J HUGH CRAWLEY








MRS BILLY W DAVIS
RICHARD VANCE DAVIS
W CANTEY DAVIS JR/JIMBO DAVIS
C F DAWES
HAROLD DELOACH
DR & MRS PERRY B DELOACH
DR JAMES WDICKERT
CAROL H & RICHARD M DOBBINS
MR & MRS DAVID K DOMNITZ
MRS I L DONKLE JR
ROY F DOOLEY
MR & MRS ERNEST DRIGGERS
CHARLES B DUNCAN JR
MR AND MRS CHARLES F
DURHAM JR
MR & MRS LLOYD M EARGLE














MR & MRS RONALD B ESTES
ETHOX CHEMICALS INC




JOHN & CELIA FEW
THOMAS FINLEY
MR & MRS JAMES D FISHER
FLUOR DANIEL
WT ERASER JR
MR & MRS JAMES P FREEMAN
JIM & JEAN FRENCH
JAMES & SHERYL FULMER
JIM C GALLOWAY JR
DONALD A GARDNER

























JENNINGS L7JENNINGS L JR/JOHN/
JAMES GRAVES
JOSEPH S GRAVES
MR & MRS JACK E GRAY
MR & MRS STEVE B GRAY
MR & MRS ROBERT C COATES
DR & MRS DAVID GREENE











DR J FLOYD HALL
ROBERT C HAMILTON
MR & MRS DENNIS HAMM
H N HAMMOND
HANDEE MART FOOD STORES INC
JAMES W HANNAH
ANTHONY L HARBIN















MRS JOHN C HENDERSON
DARRELLB& REBECCA W
HERLONG
MR & MRS M STEVE HESTER
JOE AHEWELL





NED E HOLLAND JR
W 8 HOPKINS
EDWARD ZACHARY HORTON






STAN S JANE HUNNICUTT
RANDALL J HUNT
REVONNE C HUNT
ROY F HUNT JR
JERRY E HUNTER





IZUMI INTERNATIONAL INC #2
J D MARKETING ASSOCIATES
SCOTT S JACKSON
LAURENS I JAMES






MRS DOROTHY B JONES
MR & MRS LEE JONES
MARK W JONES






MR & MRS JOHN J KENNEDY JR
EDWARD E KEY
ALINE CREWS KILGORE
PAMELA W & CURK P KING
F E KIRKLEY JR
B B KNIGHT JR
CLARENCE & MARILYN KOERBER
DONALD R KRAUSE
MR AND MRS RICK LANCASTER
DAVID R LANDING
MR & MRS JOHN N LANDRETH JR
RAY LANGDALE/ALLEN TERRELL JR
B R UNGLEY JR/W L BRIGHAM JR
BENNIE LANGLEY
THOMAS S LEDBETTER
P J & SUSAN LEGNETTI
HERBERT LINDSAY JR
CHARLES R LINDSEY
WILLIAM H LINN JR
LITTLEJOHN MEMORIAL IPTAY SCH
RANDY& JANE A LOLLIS






DR THOMAS C MANN
W M MANNING JR
MR & MRS SEABROOK MARCHANT
TOM & JUDY MARCHANT
JESSICA, THOMAS, AMY
DRAYTON
GEORGE & DEAN MARIANOS
MARSH S MCLENNAN INC
JERRY N MARSH BUILDERS INC
MARSH/BELL CONTRUCTION CO INC










RHETT C MCCRAW JR MD
CHARLES E MCDONALD JR
JAMES W MCGEE
MR & MRS W PERRY MCKAIN JR

















THOMAS C & SHIRLEY S MOORE
DAVID W MOORHEAD
RICHARD M MOOSE
JAMES R MORROW SR
MR S MRS W F MORROW








R D 5 DUNNEAH OGLETREE
HAROLD ORR
CODY AND NINA OWENS
WD OWENS JR
MILTON I OZMINT
ARNOLD S GWEN PACE
DR JOHN J PALMER DMD
RUSSELL HUNTER PARK
ANDY PARNELL
JAMES H PARSONS III
PHILIP PATRICK
L R "CHOPPY" PATTERSON






RICK S BETH PHILLIPS
MR S MRS LARRY PHILPOTT
PIEDMONT CRESCENT ENG MGT CO





MRS MRS A L POWELL JR
M LEE & KELLY C POWELL
DR S MRS MARK PRINCELL
H H PROVENCE JR
RAYMOND E PUTMAN
WILLIAM M PUTNAM JR
RICHARD W RABURN
MR S MRS L M RAGSDALE
WAYNE & DEBORAH REAMES
DON REED S ASSOCIATES
TIMOTHY JACKSON REED







JAMES ROCHESTER CO INC—
JAMES ROCHESTER
DAVID C ROGERS
ROGERS S BROWN CUSTOM
BKRS #2
DAVID H ROPER
MR & MRS J T ROPER
HAROLD A/CHERYUDARRYL ROWLEY
S B PHILLIPS CO INC
SAM J GRAIN & COMPANY








IN MEMORY OF GORDON SHERARD






MRS ALLAN P SLOAN
SLOAN CONSTRUCTION CO INC #2
THOMAS L SLOAN
RICHARD C SMART
DWIGHT H SMITH JR
H W SMITH S H W SMITH JR









ROBERT J STAHLSMITH JR
NEWTON STALL JR
ROGER & CHER STAMEY
BENJAMIN TSTEPP
THOMAS B & JANE B STODDARD
WILLIAM R STODDARD JR MD
RICHARD H STOFAN
G MARK STOFEGAJR
DAVID K STOKES III
MR S MRS MARK S STOKES
DAVID RIVERS STONE
WILLIAM W STOVER JR
HEATH L STRAWN JR
DR EDWIN L STROUD
MR & MRS MICHAEL STROUD
MR & MRS JOHN K STURMAN
SUGGS-TAYLOR-BELUE-BOYTER
MR & MRS HOYT C TANKERSLEY
LARA M TATE
E RICHARD TAYLOR JR
GREGORY D TAYLOR
ROBERT L TAYLOR
TERRY S JEAN-MARIE TAYLOR
NEWELL D CRAWFORD JR
TEACHEY MECHANICAL INC
FRANK M TERLIZZIAA/AYNE GLENN
JOHN RUSSELL TERRY JR
FRANK P THOMAS JR
GRAYSON & UURIE THOMAS
HARRY M THOMPSON
J E THOMPSON
JIM S CAROL THOMPSON
ROBERT J THOMPSON III







GERALD S TOMPKINS JR
MR & MRS GEORGE D TOOKE
TOWNES ASSOCIATES LTD
MICHAEL & SUSAN B TROTTER
DACUS TED TUCKER III
TUCKER MATERIALS INC





THOMAS H S HELEN H VAUGHAN
RICHARD WWADDELL
MR S MRS VERNON D WADE
JAMES E WALDREP
JOHN P & THOMAS B WALDROP
DONALD C WALKER
R H WALKER
JAMES M & NANCY J WALLACE
MR & MRS WILLIAM L WALLACE
JOHNNIE J WALTERS
JODYC WARREN
MR S MRS DAVID E WATSON S
RUSH
J CHARLES & MIRIAM WATSON
JOSEPH P WATSON/
JOHN HARRISON









MR S MRS LARRY WHITE
SAM B WHITE
H B WHITMIRE
MRS DD WILLIAMS JR
DAN H WILLIAMS
DONALD WILLIAMS
MR S MRS EDWARD R WILLIAMS
GEORGE E WILLIAMS
J V WILLIAMS
WILLSON RIGGINS LANDSCAPE INC
WILLSON S LINDA
J HAROLD WILSON
ROBERT M S MARY S WILSON
SYDNEY S ELAINE WILSON
DON & NELLE WILSON
C W WINCHESTER
MRS MRS BILL WINGO III
J ED WINKLER
JOHN D S MARTHA P WOOD
LROSEANN WOODHAM
EARL WOODSON
JOHN W WORSHAM MD





SHADY S EDNA YOUNG
GREENWOOD




HERBERT ANDERSON JR CONST INC
JOSEPH DEAN BAGWELL
E H BALENTINE
MR & MRS RONNIE H BARNES S
MISS JULIA GREGORY
EVERETT E S JOYCE P
BEDENBAUGH
MR & MRS GARY BERRY
HAROLD W BOYD





MR & MRS PITTS CAMAK JR
MARION CARNELL
CURTIS R CHASTAIN






JAMES L DANIEL JR
DAVID F DANSBY
CHARLES M DAVIS
MR S MRS JOHN R DAVIS S ROBBIE
TRAVIS STANLEY DAWKINS
DICKERTS MOVING S STORAGE
G DORROH & G M NEEL
ROBERT H DRINKARD
JIM DYSART
G S P TRUCKING CO INC
ALTON E GANTT
COY JEFFERSON GRAY
RICHARD K "DICK" HALL




GROVER C HENDERSON III
THE HERITAGE COMPANY
FRANK HINSON
DR JOHN H HOLLINGSWORTH












JOHN LUMLEY/B M KECK
CHARLES S MALONEY
JAMES H MARTIN JR
RUSSELL S LEIGH MATHIS
F MICHAEL MEREDITH
RONNIE S BRENDA MILLENDER




CECIL Y & JERRY A NUNAMAKER
FRED R PARDUE
DR S D PENDERGRASS III
KEVIN PRATER
RAYMOND F PRINCE
QUICK COPIES OF GREENWOOD
DR AARAMAGE III
EUGENE WALLACE ROBERTS JR
R S RODDEY
IN MEMORY OF ROBERT H RYKARD
BY MRS ROBERT RYKARD
WILLIAM C (BILLY) SHERRER
SCOTT C SHIRLEY





MR AND MRS ROBERT S TERRY
JIM TIMMS
WILLIAM D TRAYNHAM
A M TUCK INC #2
BOBBY J WARDATONEY GRIFFIN
WARE SHOALS PLASTIC
WARNER WATER WORKS/
ERWIN S GAIL WARNER
F M WERTS




MR S MRS S F CREWS JR
WALTON ALBERT (AL) CROSBY
DOUGLAS F GOODING





MR S MRS J VERNON ATKINSON
JAMES W BARNETTE JR
R PAULBENIKJR
















DR WM S HOLLIDAY
S F HORTON
INLET NURSERY S GARDEN CENTER
GEORGE H JENKINS JR
C L LANGSTON
DAVISALORICK JR
GARDEN CITY BEACH PAVILION
EO'NEIL MCCOY JR
DAVID L MORROW











RONNIE & SUSAN NETTLES
NIMMER TURF & TREE
KERSHAW
JANE H & MARK P BARNHILL
MR 8 MRS CHARLES M BELL
MR & MRS BLEASE CRANFORD
MRS EVELYN GODWIN
MR & MRS A J HAWKINS
GARY E HOLDEN
MR & MRS RICHARD B INMAN SR






MR AND MRS J W MARTIN JR
MR & MRS HAROLD E MATHIS SR
NETTLES MYERS
JODY M ROBINSON
MRS EDWIN P ROGERS SR









MR AND MRS FLOYD CAUTHEN
MRS MRS JEFF CHILDERS
W PCLYBURN
R H COLLINS
MIKE & LYNN CRENSHAW
LEONARD & VICKY DIXON
JONATHAN W DUKE
DON W S PAMELA P FAILE






MARION D LEVER JR
JOE H LYNN
JAMES G MCMANUS








MR & MRS JAMES B THARPE
M G WILLIAMS





WAYNE & OMERA BAGWELL
BILL BAILEY




MR EDDIE L BURTON
MR & MRS R LCASON
W FRED CHAPMAN JR
AJ 8 NONA COLEMAN
MRS T HEATH COPELAND
JACK EARLE
COL 8 MRS MARVIN C ELLISON
°iMS BAILEY 8 SON BANK
C MARK ENTREKIN




MR 8 MRS FRANKLIN E HARMON III
DONALD BRUCE HOCKER
MR AND MRS WILLIAM N JONES








C PARKER & JIM DERRICK MOORE
TERRY 8 DEBORAH POWELL
SAM C POWER
DB SMITH
WILLIAM H 8 LORA C STROUD
MR 8 MRS RICHARD T TOWNSEND






C B PLAYER MEMORIAL




MR 8 MRS JOHNABEARDEN
MR 8 MRS ALVIN N BERRY
RAY BICKLEY
MR 8 MRS F U BLACK
RONALD W BLACK
CARL W 8 REBECCA H BRADHAM
DR AND MRS ROBERT W BRANCH
MR 8 MRS JERRY A BRANNON
LAW OFFICE OF G W BRANSTITER
GEORGE W BRANSTITER
HAROLD 8 DORIS BREWER
MR 8 MRS GEORGE BROTHERS
DR JOHN W BROWN
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM J
BUCHANAN JR
R H BUCKNELL JR






MRS LAURA D CASTLES
ROSCOE S CAUGHMAN








H RALPH CORLEY SR
ROBERT M CORLEY III
WILLIAM G JR 8 DONNA L CRAPPS





JAMES M EDWARDS III
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM Q ELLIOTT JR
WANDA TRIPP FERRARO
RICKY 8 DONICE FRICK
SAMUEL B GEORGE II
CAROLE G SHEALY
DAVID H GIVENS
DAVID L GLENN SR
DR B R GRANDY
HENRY D GUNTER
ARCHIE L HARMAN II
CHEVIS AND DARLENE HARTLEY
BARBARA AND JERRY HATFIELD
E HAVIRD/G HALL
MR AND MRS MICHAEL E
HERNDON
WARREN R 8 SUSAN R
HERNDON JR
STEPHEN L HIXSON
DANIEL HORTON III & TOM WELSH







TED 8 CHRISTINE KING
MR 8 MRS EVERETTE KNEECE
ALBERT R KOON





HUBERT E LONG JR
DAVID W LOONEY
CURTIS 8 FRANCES MARTIN
DOUGLAS C MARTIN
ALBERT H MCMEEKIN III
JOSEPH T MEEHAN
HARRY W MIMS
BUREN 8 CHERYL MITCHELL
DR LARRY H NELSON
ALFRED C NIX





MR 8 MRS E K RABB III
WAYNE P RAWL
VINCE 8 SUE RHODES
G EDWIN 8 ANN RIKARD
J W RISER
ROBERT N 8 DAWN E RISINGER
ROBERTS ELECTRIC CO
MR 8 MRS FRANKLIN D ROGERS
ROUNTREE AND ASSOCIATESJNC
REBECCA A 8 MIKE ROWELL
MARION F SADLER JR




SHARON 8 ALBERT SHEALY
C P JR 8 HAZEL SHEALY
GEORGE M SHEALY
JAMES C SHEALY
MR 8 MRS JOHN E SHEALY
LOIS T SHEALY
MR 8 MRS FREDDIE SHULER
DWIGHT AND MANDY SMITH
GWEN SMITH
JIM AND BEVERLY SMITH
P LAMAR 8 ELIZABETH E SMITH
SOX WELLS PUMP CO INC
ROSE STANCIL




HAROLD B SWYGERT JR
JOHN C SWYGERT
TERRY L 8 ALLISON SWYGERT
WES AND JORDAN SWYGERT
DR WM CARVER TALBERT JR
JULIAN D TAYLOR
JOHNEY T 8 SUZANNE B WILLIAMS
MALACHI A WILLIAMS
OLINW WILLIAMS












FRITZ N JOHNSON MD
LES W LEVY
MR 8 MRS LARRY F MCINTYRE
K MCKENZIE
LOWELL ANDREW ROGERS
MR 8 MRS ROBERT A SCOTT
JAMES M SMITH
MARLBORO
OSCAR 8 BETTY DERRICK
GREG 8 LYNN HATCHER
JIMMY L 8 NICKTMCCOLL
R LAND D E MCNEIL
LYMAN BRUCE PUETTE JR
MCCORMICK
JOHN HARVEY BANDY




C KEITH 8 JANET T ASHWORTH
JOYCE R AUSTIN













WILLIAM FRANKLIN III. CPA
J RHETT FRAZIER JR
BILLY R GIBSON
MR 8 MRS JOSEPH HERNDON





DR C B LOWMAN
LW MCCLAIN
FRANK E MCLEOD SR





C H RAGSDALE III
PAUL RICHARDSON
G EDDIE RODELSPERGER
MRS JAMES R SEASE
FRIENDS OF CLEMSON
ALBERT W SHEALY







DAVID C WALDROP SR
ROBERT ELMER WARNER
POWELL E WAY JR
GILBERT E 8 KAY K WEBBER
DR JAMES R WILLIAMS




DR F B ADAMS JR




DON 8 RENEE BENNET
MR 8 MRS STEVE D BLACK
DUDLEY W BLAIR
EDWARD 8 SUSAN BOOKER
BOUNTYLAND QUICK STOP
HAROLD 8 MARGARET BROCK
MR 8 MRS DAVID B BULLARD
RICHARD H 8 LANI BURRELL
JERRIE BUTTS
MRS EUNICE M KELLEY
DON P 8 MARJORIE CAMPBELL
RICHARD T CARVER
HUGH 8 DIANE CLARK





DAVIS BROS LUMBER CO
MR 8 MRS BRUCE M DIXON




DAN AND LEANNE GREENE
DOMENICK 8 CHARLOTTE
GRUOSSO
CHRIS 8 VICKY GUENTHNER
CLINTON E HAMLIN
MR AND MRS RUSSELL H HARBIN
LARRY 8 DIANE HINDMAN
MELVIN AND OPAL SHIPPS
DR FRANKAHOSHALLJR
ROBERT C HUBBARD III
MR 8 MRS JOHN E HUNT
ROBERT M 8 WILLIAM P JOHNSON
L F JONES
KAWASAKI OF SENECA




F TIBERTUS 8 CYNTHIA L LENZ
DR8MRS HARRY B MAYS
WILLIAM E MCALISTER
MR 8 MRS JIM MCCALL
WILLIAM T MCCLURE JR
LINDA M MCCOY
MR 8 MRS J WHIT MILLER
JAMES C MILLER JR
SARA 8 EDD MIZE
LEWIS MAXWELL MONROE
RALPH E NIX
COL WADE H PADGETT JR
LESLIE PADGETT GARDNER
JOHN F PASSAFIUME







THRIFT BROTHERS LUMBER CO
WILLIAM E WEST
JOHN a HAZEL WISE
MR 8 MRS E P WRIGHT
ORANGEBURG
C A ABBOTT
DR RAYMOND E ACKERMAN
MR 8 MRS H CIREMBA AMICK




WM B BOOKHART JR 8 SONS
W ACARTWRIGHT JR
DAVID COLEMAN
MICHAEL D 8 TESSA W CORBETT
BEN C DANTLZLER JR
MIKES FREDA DEMPSEY
W W DUKES JR




DR HENRY F FRIERSON
FORT SUMTER PETROLEUM
CO INC—LELAND M BRADSHAW
MR 8 MRS G MARTIN GILCHRIST






MR 8 MRS THOMAS B JACKSON JR
JAMESON FARMS INC
MR 8 MRS ROBERT N JENKINS III





IN MEMORY OF AL M HUGHES
MR 8 MRS CONRAD A MARTIN
H C OTT JR
THOMAS E PROPES
R L CULLER REFRIGERATION INC
T BRANT REEVES JR
AARON 8 BETTY RUDD
J M RUSSELL JR
HENRY G RUTLAND JR
COL 8 MRS W B SALLEY JR
JAMES HSHIRERJR















CARROLL SIMMS ANDERSON MEM
VERNIE 8 GISELE ANTHONY















JERRY AND JEAN CANADY
MR 8 MRS RICKY E CAPPS











MICKEY 8 JUDY CORBETT
GREGG R CORLEY
BETHAL 8 ELIZABETH COUCH
ALTON L COX
J DAVID COX/MIKE SMITH
J REDMOND 8 FREDA COYLE
DONALD S AMY CRAPS
GERALD P CULCLASURE
MRS ROY S DALTON
JIM 8 BOBBIE DAVIS
MARION 8 SANDRA DAVIS
TONY S ALLEN DAY
MR 8 MRS ROY M DILL
ROY M DILL JR
DUCKETT FUNERAL HOME
MR S MRS FRED H DUNCAN
WILLIAM E DUNN JR
BARRY S DURHAM
MR S MRS BILLG DURHAM
EASLEY FAMILY PRACTICE 8
INTERNAL MEDICINE, PA
RICHARD E EDWARDS
MR S MRS WILLIAM H ELAM
MR 8 MRS GARY ELLENBURG
MR 8 MRS CLIFF ELLIS
NORMAN D a JACQUELINE P ELLIS
DR WILLIAM M EPPS
HENRY C ESTABROOK










BRADLEY W 8 LISA C GANTT
JOHN F GELDARD
TOM AND PENNY GOEBEL
RALPH V GOSSETT
DR WM J GOUDELOCK
THE GRAVELY AGENCY
A P GRAY
DORSEY E 8 VIRGINIA B GREER
WILLIAM V GRIFFITH




MR 8 MRS BRUCE C HANSEL
BOB 8 PAT HARMON
MR S MRS CHRIS HEMMINGS
KEVIN AND WANDA HENDRICKS













JODY 8 KATHY H HUNTER
MARY S HUNTER
WILLIAM T HURST
PUTT 8 ALMEDA JACKS
DR a MRS J H JAMESON
OLIN JOHNSON









R FRANK KOLB II
JOHN W LAINE
HOWARD E JR & HELEN C LEE
JOHNNY L& ANN LEE




MR & MRS SAMMY D LITTLE
LOLLIS BUILDERS INC
GLENN E LONG JR
DOUG AND LINDA MADDOX






MR AND MRS D L MAULDIN






MRS MRS L PAUL MILLER
J H MILLS AUTO SUPPLY
ALLAN MINOVITZ
MR & MRS WAYNE MITCHELL
BOB & LOU MIXON
MONTY S OF GREENVILLE INC
L H MOORE





MR & MRS GEORGE B NUTT #2
SN OLIVER JR
MR 8, MRS H LAMAR OWENS JR
GREGORY A PADGETT
NATHAN AND SHERRY PADGETT
ED AND BECKY PARRIS
J ROY PENNELL III








PHIL E & L^URA P REEVES
TOMMY L REID FAMILY





MRS, MRS DONALD LSIKES
DR B R SKELTON
G NEIL SMITH
WILLIAM H SMITH






BARRY & PHYLLIS STISSER
W F STRAUSS JR
FRANKIE/MARION/LINDE SUMMEY
MR & MRS BEN E TAYLOR
MR 8, MRS MAX THOMAS
RONNIE LEWIS THOMAS
MRS MRS CS THOMPSON
WILLIAM E TUMBLIN II
WILLIS TURNER
K N VICKERY
LES & KAREN WALDEN
JOHN N JR & J NORMAN WARREN




MR AND MRS JAMES H WELDON
ELMER & HELEN WHITLOCK
BILLH WILHELM
BRUCE WILLIAMS








CHARLES D BAKER JR
TOM BALDWIN









DR JONES W BRYAN
GEORGE J F BULLWINKEL JR
F DAVID BURTON
SAMMY BUTLER











MR & MRS FRED E CULVERN JR
MRS RALPH B CURETON JR
JUDGE MICHAEL R DAVIS
WILLIAM T DERIEUX
DAN DERRICK
THE DEVELOPMENT GROUP INC
JAMES DODSON
FRANCIS S DUNN
CHARLES G ELFERT JR
HUBERT LEE EVANS





















DR RUDOLPH C HARRINGTON JR
W L HARRINGTON JR
CARLHINNANT
MR & MRS CURTIS L HOBBS JR
WINSTON D HOLLIDAY
KEITH HUDGINS
W GREY HUMPHREY JR
COL& MRS GEORGE B
INABINET JR








GUY B LOUTHIAN JR
JAMES E MALLIOS SR &
GEORGE G MATTHEWS JR
GEORGE G MATTHEWS SR
TED MCFALL
MR & MRS COURTNEY M MCINNIS
MICHAEL B 8, LINDA C MCKEOWN
WALTER B MCKINNEY
TIMOTHY P MCLELLAN 8c
BILLY FELLERS
AUSTIN T MOORE JR
MOORE ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC
MORTON & MORTON
JEFFREY A OCAIN




MAXWELL F PARROTT JR
GARY L & BOBBY PATTERSON
MR AND MRS JAMES N
PEARMAN JR
ZONNIE 8. PHYLLIS PENDARVIS
CHURCH C POWERS
DAVID 8, MARCIA PRESSLEY






MRS DAVID ROOF S DAVIDA ROOF
JAMES C RUSH
WILLIAM F RUTHERFORD JR
DAVID P SANDERS
FRANK M SAWYER JR
JIMMY R SELLERS
COLALSHEIDER JR
MELVIN M SIMON JR
GEORGE ZSIOKOS
GERALD H SMITH
DR HOWARD EUGENE SMITH




MR & MRS EDWARD A SPEED JR
LAWRENCE B STEEDLY
EDDIE STEVENS
MR & MRS LS STEWMAN &





MRS MRS CHARLIE E TILL
DRRSIMS TOMPKINS
MR 8, MRS WALTER A TUTEN JR
MR & MRS JERRY W VAUGHN
WACHOVIA BANK OF SC
WILLIAM F WANNAMAKER





DR JOHN A WELLS JR
GENE E WILLIAMS
MR & MRS DAVID C WILLIAMSON
BENJAMIN C WRIGHT
J P WRIGHT JR
MRS STEPHEN F WYNDHAM
MARLENE M YANDLE
JAMES H III S VICKI N YOUNG










BENJAMIN S MERCHANT JR
MTAIRY FARMS
DARRELL 8, KAREN QUARLES
BRUCE RUSHTON
SHORE LIVESTOCK CO
GEORGE S 8, JOE TODD
DT WANNAMAKER III
WHEELER TIRE SERVICE
MR AND MRS JOHN M WHITE
SPARTANBURG
MRS TR ADAMS JR
WILLIAM A ALEXANDER
C C ALLEN JR
GREGORY S ALLEN





MR 8, MRS G MARVIN BALES JR
MARVIN B BANTON
H WALTER BARRE II
BELUE TRUCKING CO INC
MRS HORACE S BERRY
RANDY & RHONDA BILLINGS
MR 8, MRS EBER J BLACKWOOD
J J BLAKE
SUE W BOONE
MR & MRS H G BROCK
JAY BROCK
VERNON L BROWN JR
CALLAWAY CHEMICAL CO




DR 8, MRS ROBERT J CASWELL





MR 8. MRS DONALD R CROWDER
MACK 8, NANCY CULBRETH
MICHAELS MARTHA CULBRETH
TERRY 8 SANDRA DARBY
JANE S DAVIS
MR & MRS ARTHUR F DENNIS
DR & MRS TONEY W DILLARD
JUDY DILLS
DIVERSCO INC/COLUMBIA DIVISION
DOUGLAS PEST CONTROL INC
R BARNEY DRAKE
TIMOTHY M DRAKE




















H 8, M PACKAGING INC
CHAS EMMETT HALLIDAY
NED & DORIS HAMMETT
MR & MRS WILBUR K HAMMETT
G R HARLEY
JOE A HARRIS INC









DR DAVID R IVEY
DR JAMES JOHNSON
BOB & DARRELL KIMBRELL
MR 8. MRS J R KING
JOHN L KING JR
FREDERICK J LAMBERT








L J MCLESKEY INC
J R MCVEY
TONY MEDLIN







NATN'L STARCH & CHEMICAL CORP
WILLIAM D NEAL







PAUL EDWARD PARRIS II
RICHARD H PENNELL JR
RICHARD H PENNELL
PETTIT CONST CO INC #1
PIC-A-BOOK INC
"TIGER FRIEND"
PIEDMONT TEXTILE SALES INC
WAYNE PIERCE
PIMCO CHEMICAL 8, SUPPLY CO
THOMAS M POAG




MR & MRS JOHN A RHODES
RAY JAN, AMY ROBERTS
DELPHINE QUEREUX
J/B/G ROSENLUND/M OZBURN





















MR & MRS JERRY E TAYLOR
MR & MRS JIMMY TAYLOR
JAMES R THOMASON
BARHAM F THOMSON JR
H C TURNER III
SAM TURNER III
UNION CAMP CORP #1
BENNY A WADDELL
JOHN W WADDELL






WHITE S EXXON STATION
LISA D WILLIAMS
VAHL & BETTY WILSON
SUMTER
PORTER H ADAMS SR
A D JR S JOE ALLBRITTON
MR 8, MRS ANTHONY E BARWICK
JOHN J BRITTON JR
BILL CARTER JR
SUSAN 8, LARRY CHAPMAN
THOMAS A CUTTING
E M DUBOSE
WILLIAM E DURANT JR
DR PHILIP R FIDLER




MR 8, MRS WHIT JAMES
KORN INDUSTRIES INC
JIM P LANCASTER




DR JOHN W SHAW
D LESLIE TINDAL
EDWARD WARD
DR CHARLES H WHITE
UNION
MR AND MRS FLOYD W ALLEN
BUTCH GREENE
H S HARRIS JR


















MR & MRS RONALD L ALEXANDER
MR & MRS PAULALLRED
MR 8. MRS DAVID E ANGEL
CHARLES M BALLARD JR
V ABALURD
THOMAS E BANKHEAD JR
EDWIN L BARNES
JOHN M BARNES
ARNOLD L BATCHELOR JR DMD
MRS JOHN K BENFIELD JR
THURMOND C BONNER
FRANK S CAMPBELL
ROBERT E CARTER JR






M D DAVISON JR
JOHN E DURAI
JAMES N EPPSJR
THOMAS W EPFS DMD
DAN W EVANS
ROCKY EVANS
MR 8. MRS MALCOLM
FAULKENBERRY
SAMUEL TRACY FERGUSON JR
STEPHEN FERGUSON






MR 8, MRS JEFFERYTHAIRE
ROGER HALL
TOM & SHIRLEY HAMRICK












LEE, JULIA. JULEE 8, CODY
LEOPARD
DAVID C LESLIE JR
JOHN A & CAROLYN B LESSLIE
DR JOHN M LITTLE JR
WOODROW W LITTLEFIELD JR
JAMES G LONG
STEPHEN S MCCROREY
MR & MRS D GREGORY MCGINNIS
MR 8, MRS C E "TED" MELTON
MR & MRS RANDALL D MERRELL
TERRY W MITCHELL
GERALD T MODE
ROGER & JOYCE NEELANDS
MRS ROBERT E NORRIS
RICHARD F ODOM






WILLIAM R PURSLEY JR
HORACE T RABON SR
MR 8. MRS JOHN C RENSHAW
JAMES C RHEAJR
ROCK HILL SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
DR JERRY J SAMPLE
DAVID C SAPP
SCREEN PRINTS INC
ROBBY 8, MARY BETH SHEALY
JOE E SHERER JR
FRANCIS 8. BARBARA SIMPSON
ROBERT T 8. JOY H SIMRIL
BEN R SMITH JR
JAMES W SMITH










W T VICK SR
ERIC J WAATAJA
RUSSELL & RENEE WATFORD
ED AND JANE WHITE














WILLIAM S BAKER III
BILL BARRINEAU
CHARLES TBEEMER MD
CAROL R BELL MD
BENCHMARK BUILDING SERVICES
LTCOL JAMES A BLACK
JOHN H BLACKWELL III
JOHN C BOESCH JR
GEORGE F BOLEN JR &
JOHN REAGAN
JOE E BOSTIC JR
THOMAS E BOYCE
RONALD K & STEVEN W BOYD
JACK A BRADFORD
JIM BRANCH






TOM & DELSEY BROWN




JOHN N BURGESS JR
PAUL J BURNS









MR & MRS WILLIAM E CHILDRESS
JOYCE S BRIAN E CLARK
HENRY LEE CLYBURNJR
DON & VONDA COLEY
MR J DORMAN COMPTON
ROBERT J JR & CYNTHIA J CORLEY
AN CORPENING
DAN W DALE SR
AMES C DANSBY
STEPHEN D DAVENPORT
CROMPTON & KNOWLES CORPORA-
TION
HERB DAWKINS
BOBBY R 8, JUNE DEAS
DEVANE MARKETING CARL DEVANE




JAMES L AND MARY JANE N DUNCAN
KEITH EADES
E ROBERT ECKLEY III
HOWARD D WILLIAMSON JR
STEPHEN R EDDINS
THOMAS J EDMONDS
CARROL & PAT EPTING
CHARLES BARRY EVERIDGE
JAMES T PARIS JR
GARYLFESMIRE




JOSEPH D FRANKS III
CHARLES W GALLMAN SR
N E GARVIN
WILLIAM R GEE




DR JOE B GODFREY
FRANK G GOODWIN III
MR & MRS RON B GRAHAM
MR & MRS RALPH W GRANT &
MR & MRS RONALD W GRANT
MR & MRS G G GREENWOOD
STEVE C GRIFFITH JR
JOHN GROCHOWSKI
NORMAN GUTHRIE JR
LUCIUS MILLARD HAIR JR
ROBERT G HAMMOND
MR&MRSJJHARKEY
CHARLES R HARPER JR
H WALTER HARVEY III
CLIFF HATTAWAY
MILTON C HAYDEN JR





JEFFREY AND STEPHANIE HOL-
LAND
ROBIN H HOOD
MR & MRS PATRICK H HOPKINS
SAMUEL REID HORTON JR
OGBURN M HOUGH JR







MRS FRED A JARRETT
DAVE L JENKIN













FORREST I KELLY JR
THOMAS B KENDRICK
F E KINNETT JR
JAMES M KIZER
KRAFT GENERAL FOODS
W F KRICKHAN JR/BILL KRICKHAN
ALAN W KUESTER
JACKIE LANDON
DR JEFFREY T LANGLEY




TOM & PEGGY LITTLE
ROBERT H LIVINGSTON
DAVID C LOCKWOOD JR
ERIC & PAULA MASSENBURG
WILLIAM H MASTERS
DENNIS C MCALISTER





R B MCKINNEY JR
MR & MRS KENNETH A MCLEOD




GARRETT J MOBLEY JR
JIM D MOORE
JIMMY H MOORE
TOM R MORRIS JR
JAMES E MULLIGAN III
MR & MRS WILLIAM H O'CAIN
WILLIAM RALPH OLDHAM
MR S MRS AARON D OWENS
GEORGE T PALMER
GEORGE N PAYNE JR
HERBERT H PEARSON







WILLIAM C POWELL SR
SCOTT POWERS
CHARLES AND LYNN PRICE
NOEL L PRICE
MR & MRS PHILLIP S PRINCE
JACKIE S PUTNAM
JAMES R PUTNAM JR
BURRIS E RAMEY
C JEFF REECE JR
WAYNE & BETTY ANN ROBERSON
RALPH D ROBERTS
WILLIAM B ROBERTSON
MRS MRS CECIL ROBINSON
RICHARD & TOMMY ROCHE
DEWEY P ROCHESTER JR
FLOYD T ROGERS
JACK H ROGERS JR







MR & MRS MICHAEL C SIEBERT















MR & MRS H T THOMPSON III
DAN RAY TIMMERMAN











T WARREN WEEKS JR
RICHARD NEAL WESTMORELAND




J S WHITESIDE & CO INC
GARLAND L & BARBARA WHITLOCK
JIMS BETSY WILLIAMS
MRS DAVID K WILLIS
JOSEPH G AND VICKI H WILSON
BRUCE PWOFFORD
BROCKINGTON G WOODHAM JR
MAXWELL YOUMANS
GEORGIA
A WEST & COMPANY
ALVIN AADAMS SR
BRUCE ALBEA CONTRACTING





JOHN W S ANNE L ARMSTRONG
JEFFERY R BANISH
CHRISTOPHER A BARBIERI
THOMAS OSBORN BARNWELL JR
MR & MRS MICHAEL D BARRETT
SAM J BATSON
MR & MRS PAUL L BEACH
MR & MRS TIMOTHY L BEACH
MR & MRS JOHN P BEASON
JOHN T BENNETT
ANGELA W BOGGS
PAUL & BARBARA BOWEN
J C (DOC) BRADHAM
BRIAN & KIMBERLY BROOKS
ROBERT A CALHOUN JR
JOHN THOMAS CELY
THOMAS F CHAPMAN
W C CHILDERS MEMORIAL
BRUCE A 8, LAURIE S CHURCHILL J
C E CLARK
CHRIS L COUCH
WILLIAM H CRAVEN JR
FRED E CULVERN III




MR S MRS D KIM EASTERLING
DR J R EDWARDS/LARRY SWEAT
DR & MRS JOHN F ELLENBERG
MR & MRS HOWARD FARMER JR
TIMOTHY J FINIGAN
THOMAS G GAILLARD JR
DAVID W GARRISON
FRANCIS 8i BEVERLY GEORGE
GARNETTJ GIESLER JR MD
MR & MRS RICK GLOVER
DAVID C GOWAN


















OR B PAUL KELLETT











MR S MRS GARY MORELLI
EUGENE FMOXLEYJR
MICHAEL M S LUANNE NEWTON
COLLETON COUNTY SC
GERALD F OBERHOLTZER
MR & MRS GERALD L OBERHOLTZER
R D OWENS/KENT OWENS
DANIEL F PARKER
BENSON CLAYTON PARRISH JR
MILTON E PATE
MILTON E PATE JR















GLENN & RITA SCOGGINS




H THORNTON SMITH JR





MR AND MRS BRUCE SUMMERLIN
JACK D SUTTON JR
JAMES E SYKES JR
WILLIAM TAYLOR
MRS H T THOMPSON JR
HT THOMPSON III
WILLIAM B TIMMERMAN JR
JOHN D TODD
MACKEY TOOLE
DAVID 8, DEBBIE TORRANCE










THE UNKNOWN TIGER TIFTON GA
FRANK W WINGATE
LARRY E 8. JUDY H YONCE








MR L W BEARROW

















WILSON C CHILDERS III








HERMAN L DIXON JR
MR & MRS R L DOANE
JOHN D DUNAVANT
DONALD N EVANS JR
MARK G FELLERS
S STEVEN FLOYD
JOHN D GALLOWAY USN RET
EUGENE A GILFILLIN II
JOHN W GRAVELY
MR & MRS PHIL C GREESON
ROBERT GUTHRIE
RICHARD K HALLJR




CHARLES E HUGHES JR
MR AND MRS TERRY A HUNT
WILLIAM J HUNTER
DR EDWIN LEE JONES III
DONNA M JONES
THEO KATANA
WILLIAM E KELLER JR
MR 8, MRS ROBERT P KLEPPER





MRS WILLIAM S MCCULLOUGH
DR ROBERT C MCDANIEL





HAMID 8i CINDY NAJAFI












HELEN & BEN K SHARP
MRS JOHN C SHARPE
GLENN C SMITH




TERRY & SARAH STEELE
J H STEVENSON
JAMES E TALIAFERRO II
JAMES E TALIAFERRO
MARTIN R TANT/LARRY R TANT
MR & MRS THOMAS M TOBIN
JOHN DTOMLINSON
WILLIAM N TURNER
ROBERT DOUGLAS VAN WINGERDEN
JEFFREY A 8. BARBARA W WEST
WILLIAM C WEST





HENRY YONCE & CHARLES YONCE
Tiger Life






MR & MRS R ALLISON
DALTON




RICHARD H GETTYS JR
SAMUEL SCOTT
GREENE





MR & MRS CARROLL
HOLCOMBE
















Simply Business from LCI
Intemational-the solution for
all your telecommunications
needs. Simple, flat rates mefm
no surprises inyour bill.
Simply Business has all the
advanced features you want
too. Simply Business from
LCI provides service which
exceeds your e:spectations.
Only LCI conmk




Simple, Flat Rate Pricing
Six Second Billing Increments
Volume and Term Plan Options
Outbound & Inbound (800) Service
the same low rate

















ki^' -^-^'' Time Of Day '''l"^'
ay OF Week; ..
Percentage ;M|pGation
Block Calls ^^'^ ^^Tl:, ,
State, LATA, Area Code^or^
, .
" Area & EMr%l^,^ ,
Diskie'tte Billing with Report- Writer
Exterid Your Reach Internatronal Calli




'^LCl 's Simply Business can help make your business successful
by letting you concentrate on areas other than your long distance
service. With Simply Business, you no longer have to figure out
what rates you are paying or ifyou are receiving the discounts
you have earned. Simply Business provides one simple, complete
package lor all your long distance telecommunications needs.
LCI Internationale
Worldwide Telecommunications
8720 Red Oak Boulevard • Suite 503 • Charlotte, NC
(704) 527-7706 • (800) 968-7706
s^4
The Ofpcial Long Distance Carrier of ttie Cleinson Sports Netmorli
9^1
Martin Color-Fi—An Investment in the Environment
Martin Color-Fi
creates special fibers
to spin a story of
success. We custom
manufacture fibers
from both virgin and
recycled materials,
and then melt-dye
them to match our
customer's color
choices. And we do it
all within a maximum
















way you look at that,
it's an investment in
tomorrow.
Sideline carpets provided
by Martin Color-Fi, Inc.,
(Edgefield, SC) and GEO
Composites (Shelby, NC)
PO Box 452 Clemson, SC 29633
(803)654-3594 or 1-800-669-2731
Aliens' Creations, Inc. - Frame and Art Gallery - Is a locally owned
and operated business, managed by Trent Allen (CU Class of '81).
While in Clemson visit our gallery at 400-1 College Avenue - across
from the Astro theatres.
Aliens' Creations is proud to offer a variety of Clemson prints
including "Indian Summer- Clemson University" by T. Green, Aliens'
Creations is also the exclusive source for the limited edition print
"Clemson Legends " Each "Ckmson Legends" print is hand autographed by
Coach Howard, Danny Ford, Perry Tuttle, Steve Fuller, Jerry Butler,
and Jeff Davis!
Brochures on these and other Clemson prints are available!
Ckmson 'Diptoma framing
We now hove on display over ten different diploma frame styles.
Display your diploma with pride in a frame designed specifically for
Clemson University graduates!
VISIT OUR BOOTH
UNDER THE SOUTH STANDS
AT DEATH VALLEY
ioday,
in Clarendon County near upper Lake Marion, Laidlaw
Environmentals commitment to the lasting glory of the natural world
is taking wing.
In partnership with the South Carolina Waterfowl Association, we have restored
a clay mine to create a premier Wetland Wildlife Education Management
Center. Specially designed to showcase waterfowl in their own habitat, it will
provide children and adults with a unique chance to better understand the
beauty and responsibility of the world around them. And as home to a Clemson
University study of plant and animal life on bottom-land hardwood forest, the
center is a model for corporate environmental responsibility.
For all that changes in this world, one thing is certain: Nature must endure.
At Laidlaw Environmental, we're doing our part to make that happen. For our
state. For our children. For everyone.









proud to be a part ofthe winning
team at Clemson.
Environmental Landscaping has installed Toro
Automatic Irrigation Systems and provided our
professional turf services for all areas of Clemson
University Athletics.
TORO
"Excellence in Athletic Turf
Toro.... /our source for automatic irrigation and sprinl<ler systems. Irrigation Divis^ ^
Vickery Hall
Clemson University's commitment to
provide its student-athletes with the very
best of facilities is evident in many ways.
From the soaring upper decks of Memorial
Stadium, to the state-of-the-art strength
training facility, young men and women
from all 19 of Clemson's varsity sports
have the very best in facilities for training
and competition. Vickery Hall is no
exception, as the $3 million structure is
as impressive aesthetically as any of the
other facilities. But the importance of
Vickery Hall to the Clemson University
Athletic Department is not found in the
structure itself, but in the many programs
that the building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in the spring of
1991 and is the first facility in the nation
originally constructed for the purposes
of meeting the comprehensive needs of
student-athletes. The two-story, 27,000-
square-foot building is open throughout
the day and into the evening to accommo-
date the extended schedules of student-
athletes, and consolidates a variety of
academic services for their use.
The philosophy behind Vickery Hall is
to provide the Clemson student-athlete
with a program that will meet his or her
needs academically, in personal growth
and development, and with career assis-
tance. Vickery Hall is tangible evidence
that, at Clemson, the athletic department
has made a commitment to make the
student-athlete's total experience a
rewarding one, even after he or she
enters the professional world.
"Vickery Hall is one of the most
important facilities the Clemson University
Athletic Department has ever built or will
ever build. It makes a philosophical state-
ment about the institutional commitment -
giving our student-athletes the same
opportunity to achieve their full potential
academically that we give them athletical-
ly. We're very serious about that," said
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson.
Given the time pressures of athletic
participation and practice, student athletes
face a difficult balancing act in trying to
perform well both on the playing field and
in the classroom. With respect to this,
Clemson's Student-Athlete Enrichment
Services (SAES), has provided one of the
best academic support and advising pro-
grams in the nation over the last several
years. The completion of Vickery Hall
gives SAES an even greater opportunity
to help student-athletes reach the short-
term goal of graduation and the long-term
goal of success in the world. The facility
is open throughout the day and into the
evening to accommodate the extended
schedules of the student-athlete.
Vickery Hall is located in the main-
stream of east campus, behind Jordan
Hall at the top of Bryan Mall. The main
Clemson has constructed the first building established solely for
academic support for student athletes.
entrance to the building is a 1 ,570-square
foot reception/office area, comprised of
five advisers' offices, two graduate student
offices, and a conference room. Also
located on the bottom floor is the office
of Bill D'Andrea, the director of Clemson's
student-athlete enrichment program.
Vickery Hall operates under the guide-
lines and policies of the university and the
center's staff adheres strictly to the rules
and ethical conduct standards of the
university. In addition to the director, the
staff also consists of six full-time advisers,
two graduate assistants, and 50 tutors.
The building also boasts a 175-seat
auditorium to be used for classes, team
meetings, review sessions, and seminars.
The various speakers and lecturers who
come to work with Clemson student-
athletes as part of the student-enrichment
program also use this facility. The auditori-
um is equipped with a projection booth
and state-of-the-art audio and video
equipment and will be available to other
campus groups when not in use by
Student-Athlete Enrichment.
Another area of the main floor, the
computer resources area, consists of a
general computer tutoring room and a
computer science tutoring room. The
computer room contains 30 personal
computers for hands-on computer tutoring,
word processing and other general uses.
The 13,000-square-foot study and
tutoring area on the second floor compris-
es the majority of the center. This area
contains 11 classrooms and 28 tutorial
rooms, including a large 65-seat study
room and nine 20-seat study rooms,
which are designed as classrooms with
freestanding desks.
The Department of Student-Athlete
Enrichment Services has recognized the
need for students to have access to high-
quality computing equipment and has made
a commitment to providing the student-
athletes at Clemson with such equipment.
Located on the first floor of Vickery
Hall is the Department of Student-Athlete
Enrichment Services Microcomputer
Labratory. The lab is open six days a
week, for 16 hours a day on Monday
through Thursday.
The lab staff consists of mostly
graduate students, many of whom are
pursuing advanced degrees in computer
science. Lab staff members are available
for tutoring of any Computer Science
course as well as the many management,
engineering and business courses that
deal with personal computers. Student-
athletes may also arrange tutoring
sessions outside normal lab hours any
time during the school year.
Computers in the lab can reach many
of the other machines on campus, includ-
ing the NAS mainframe, and are in turn,
connected to a world-wide internetwork,
allowing lab machines to access comput-
ing resources throughout the world. This
also allows access to lab resources from
computers throughout the world.
The Dick Hendley Computer Room is one of many outstanding aspects of Vicl<ery Hall,
Clemson's state-of-the-art Academic Learning Center.
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1 994-1 995 VARSITY CHEERLEADERS Left to Right - Jay Williams (Tiger
Back Row — Left to Right: Russ Gladden (Mic-Man), Jon Mouzon, Jason Cub), Michael Bays (The Tiger)
Thomason (Co-Captain), Andy MacDonald, Derek Padden, Kelly Wall, Sam Boyles,
Rob Pressly.
Front Row — Left to Right: Vicky Stone, Maureen Wynne, Sandra Nichols (Co-
Captain), Ashley Clanton, Laura Benedict, Marie McCullough. Not Pictured — Kristye
Addison.
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^jff Today's Band Program
By Brenda Rabon
As the doors close on the 1994 Tiger
Football season, we take a step back and
reflect on accomplishments. It has been a
year of changes as Clemson football took a
"new direction" under first-year head football
coach Tommy West, but these changes
have brought growth, improvement and
success to the 1994 Tiger Football Team.
This football Saturday proves to be an
exciting climax as Clemson's biggest rival,
the South Carolina Gamecocks, travel to
Death Valley to attempt to win "bragging
rights" for the next year. However, it will be
an emotional day as the door slowly closes
on the seniors' college years, yet another
one waits to be opened that is full of promise
of future success. Even though a few
months remain before graduation, these
students realize they are participating in
activities they will never do again as college
students.
This is the last game not only for senior
students associated with Tiger football but
for Tiger Band members as well. Countless
hours have been contributed over the years
by these students as they make certain
every fan has that unmistakable Clemson
Tiger spirit. Whether it was the First Friday
parade, Homecoming, or any other exciting
day in Tiger football, the seniors led other
members of the band as they made
Memorial Stadium explode with spirit.
As today marks the final performance of
Tiger Band's graduating seniors. Dr. Mark
Hosier, the director of Tiger Band, express-
es gratitude to these students. "The years
of dedication and effort by these young men
and women are very much appreciated by
all the members and staff of Tiger Band, and
Today caps the careers of many Tiger Band Members
the football fans as well. Thank you seniors
for a job well done!"
The last day of the Tiger football season
is an emotional one for all fans as they real-
ize another season of Tiger football is
months away. Today brings mixed emotions
for all of the Tiger Band members and their
families, as it will be the last time that they
will have an opportunity to perform as a
member of "The Band That Shakes the
Southland." Imagine, if you will, playing
"Tiger Rag" just one last time in Death Valley
surrounded by 84,000 Clemson faithful.
What an emotional day it must be for the
seniors of Tiger Band.
Today as Clemson fans, we salute the
senior Tiger Band members for the dedica-
tion and leadership they have provided
through their years at Clemson University.
This last performance on Frank Howard
field will be a special memory in the minds
of these band members and they deserve to
be honored.
Tiger Band's traditional sideline entrance
today is marked by the sound of the famous
"Sock It To 'Em/Tiger Rag." Fans every-
where begin to feel the famous Tiger spirit
as they anxiously anticipate the invasion of
the Tiger team into Death Valley.
Attention is then directed to the 25 yard
line where Richard Leigh and Ed Kilby have
the honor of dotting the "i" in the script
Tigers. Kilby married Captain Frank
Jervey's daughter. Jervey Athletic Center is
named for Captain Jervey for his years of
service to Clemson University. Kilby and his
wife Mary moved to Clemson to care for her
parents and fell in love with Clemson. Leigh
Tiger Band Graduating Seniors: Row 1 (L to R) — Tammii Pearse, Julie Schuette, Kim
riggers, Robbie Graham, IWichelle White, Mike Phillips; Row 2 (L to R) — Brent White,
Jeff Siebert, Ryan Hauck, Cayce Crenshaw, Melissa Dempster; Row 3 (L to R) — Jeff
Sciaudone, Stacey Oxendine, Michael Crenshaw, Alan Cribb, Cindy Allen
Clemson Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
is the grandson of Captain Frank Jervey and
the son of Mary and Ed Kilby. He is an
accomplished country music songwriter. In
1974, his first recorded song was a number-
one hit and was nominated for the Country
Music Association Song of the Year. Leigh is
the president of the Nashville Songwriters
Association International. Leigh is also
director of the board of Country Music
Association and president of the Nashville
Songwriters Foundation.
Pregame festivities continue with one of
John Phillip Sousa's most renowned march-
es, "Washington Post." The colors are pre-
sented by the Clemson University Pershing
Rifles Company C4. Everyone then stands
and joins Tiger Band, under the direction of
Dr. Mark Hosier, to honor America in singing
"God Bless America."
The invocation is delivered and the
crowd is asked to join in the Pledge of
Allegiance and the singing of our National
Anthem, conducted by Clemson University
Director of Bands, Dr. Richard Goodstein.
Tiger Band then performs the Clemson
University Alma Mater and asks all to join in
singing.
Tiger Band then takes part in the great-
est stadium entrance in college sports as
they play "Sock it to 'Em/Tiger Rag" as they
march to the east end of Memorial Stadium
to form the tunnel for the players to run
through. As the cannon booms, the team
rubs Howard's Rock and charges down the
hill to face the Yellow Jackets.
Today's halftime show is entitled "The
Sound of Music" featuring selections from
one of the most famous musicals of all time,
which opened on Broadway 35 years ago
this past week. Music selections include
"The Sound of Music," "Do-Re-Mi," "My
Favorite Things," "Edelweiss," and "Climb
Every Mountain."
The Tiger Band staff includes Dr. Mark
Hosier, marching band director. Dr. Rick
Goodstein, director of university bands,
Cheryl Hosier, Flag Line Instructor, and
Hazel Martin, Twirler Instructor.
As another year of Clemson Football
comes to an end, we salute people like the
Tiger Band members who keep Clemson
spirit in the hearts of all Tiger fans. Today,
we especially wish to thank the graduating
seniors for their dedication and effort
through their years at Clemson University.
We also wish them the best of luck in the
future.
Until Tiger Band strikes up again, fans,
keep whistling the tune of "Tiger Rag" and
thank them for another spirit-filled season!
1994 Clemson Fonthall—
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Whether you win or
lose, sports teach you to
come back with a better
effort the next time.
And that's one of the
greatest victories you can achieve.
Sports also teach you teamwork, dedication
and determination — values you can apply to
every aspect of your life.
NationsBank truly believes in this spirit
of sportsmanship. We are proud to help this
spirit grow through our support of sporting
events at every level of
competition. And we
are proud to sponsor
the Clemson Tigers.
After all, sportsman-
ship has the power to make winners of us all.
And we know of no greater victory than that.
NationsBank
NationsBank of South Carolina, N.A. Member FDIC. © 1994 NationsBank Corporation.
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Off-road or kicking-off a football Saturday, nothing beats a Ford Ranger in value! It's
America's #1 selling compact pickup for 8 straight years. Versatile, reliable and tough,
Ranger is an all-American performer! Check out the entire






































When you add it all up,
BI-LO is the low price leader.
It's easy to find deals at BI-LO. Our variety, quality and value are an unbeatable
combination. For just a sample of what BI-LO offers, complete the puzzle
below...you might even win one of our many fun prizes.
Find all 12 terms and mail to:
BI-LO, Inc.; c/o The BI-LO Baby Bull; P.O. Box 99; MauMin, SC 29662
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When completed early next year,
the newest kid on the College
of Engineering's campus 'block'
will be the Fluor Daniel
Engineering Innovation
Building. The $18 miUion
project was made possible by
$2.75 miUion in contributions
from employees of Fluor Daniel
and the Fluor Foimdation, plus
another $14.5 million in state
bonds. Twelve other
organizations or individuals are
providing nearly $1.4 milhon in
laboratory equipment and other
donations to complete and outfit
the facihty. Housed in the
100,000-square-foot building
will be faculty and laboratories
of the departments of
mechanical engineering and
electrical and computer
engineering and the Center for
Advanced Manufacturing. This
is the first new engineering
facihty on the Clemson campus
in 24 years. The facihties at
Clemson are ever changing...






why some teams have a stronger bench than others.
Farm Credit and
Clemson University
Partners in Serving S.C. Agriculture ana
Rural Communities
Farm Credit...A Cooperative Making
Agricultural and Country Home Loans.
Edisto Farm Credit







Meeting the growing demands oftomorrow, today.
OTHER PAGERS
JUST DON'T GET IT.
When every message matters, you need paging products and services that
fit your individual needs. For customized paging. Dial Page delivers like
no one else. Just stop by your local Dial Page office and we'll complete
a personal paging analysis. Then we'll match your requirements with
a Dial Page USA service plan. The USA stands for User Satisfaction
Assurance, and it guarantees your complete paging satisfaction. So don't
settle tor less. Get customized paging and guaranteed service. only from
Dial Page. For more information, call 8()0-845-PAGE.
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Wlien Every Mi %s;ige Matters
TIGER TOP 40. Back Row (L to R): Drew Merck, Scott Graves, Steve LaChapelle, Jason Williams, Jess LaChapelle, Tim Labrie, Scott Desilets, Tim
Brady. Middle Row (L to R): Trevor LaChapelle, Matin Jones, Rob Heller, Cameron McDonald, Teresa Singletary, Rena Brown, Cam Raines, Eddie
Chavis, Tom Aten, John Turner. Front Row (L to R): Laura Goodson, Ingrid Christenson, Andrea Rhodes, Jen McNeil, Laura Bagwell, Fran Miller.
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^ The Last Word
Bradley Frank Jervey was known as Mr. Clemson...and rightly so.by Bob
One of my all-time Clemson favorites,
wfio would hiave been 101 later on thiis
monthi, was remembered last night over
at the Brooks Center—a black tie affair,
complete with valet parking.
Frank Johnstone Jervey probably
gave more of his time, effort, expertise
and advice for Clemson's cause than any
other graduate. There have been others
who have given more money, some who
have put in more years with the universi-
ty, and many other Clemson diehards.
But, when it came to being a par
deluxe confidant—one whose thoughts
were always positive—one who saw
nothing but good in Clemson—one who
felt as much at home with a firstday fresh-
man as a four-star general. ..that was
Capt. Jervey.. .Mr. Clemson... the univer-
sity's Ambassador of Good Will.
What he meant to Clemson can only
be measured by what Clemson meant to
him.
Captain Jervey was in on the very first
talks about the formation of IPTAY. That
was in 1931 after The Citadel game in
Florence. This was Coach Jess Neely's
first year at Clemson and that loss left the
Tigers at 1-2-1, which eventually went to
1-6-2.
The Captain recalled once that he,
Neely, Joe Davis (former Clemson and
Rice coach) and Captain Pete Heffner
were sitting in a car outside the stadium
talking following the 6-0 Citadel triumph
over the Tigers. Heffner was a member of
the military staff at Clemson, vitally inter-
ested in athletics, and assisted with the
coaching in his spare time.
Heffner suggested that alumni might
contibute some money to assist with the
football team. Captain remembered pick-
ing the figure of $50.00 as the amount of
the contribution to form a "50 Club".
Neely believed if he could get $10,000 a
year, he could give Tiger fans a winning
football team.
Nearly three years later (August 21,
1934), IPTAY was formed and the
Captain lived to see Clemson win a
national football championship and
become competitive in all sports on a
regional and national basis.
The Summerville, SC native graduat-
ed from Clemson in 1914, then spent
nearly 31 years in Washington before
moving back to Clemson in 1953. In
1922 he joined the Ordance Corps in a
civilian capacity as assistant ordance
engineer and rose through the ranks to
become chief engineer and one of the
world's foremost authorities of incendiary
and small arms ammunition.
The Captain beat me back to Clemson
by a year and already had an office in
I Clemson Football
Fike Field House when I was appointed
alumni secretary in 1954. Fifteen months
later i moved over to sports information
and became a 'Frank Jervey Fan' for real.
Anytime the ox got in the ditch, the
Captain usually had the wherewithall to
get it out. And my ox was off the road
constantly back then.
Whether it was to identify a vintage
photograph, recall some game or individ-
ual accomplishment, or talk about an
event 50 years ago, the Captain would
always honor my presence. Likely as not,
I would interupt him working a crossword
puzzle, but that did not matter because he
was a 'puzzleholic' which helped sharpen
his already-keen mind.
Captain would always have a smidgen
of tobacco in his mouth. He had to have
that taste. But if everybody chewed as lit-
tle (amount) as Captain did, all tobacco
companies would be broke by Saturday
night. But he. Coach Frank Howard and
myself all had cuspidor equipped offices
which we shared when we visited each
other everyday.
The Captain had a fierce loyalty and
devotion to Clemson. He worked for his
alma mater every day in some way, serv-
ing it in a capacity seldom seen before or
since. Everytime he retired, or tried to
retire, somebody would find something
else that would catch his fancy, and to my
Frank Jervey made significant contribu-
tions to Clemson University for over 50
years.
knowledge, he never turned a challenge
down.
After he came back to the campus he
accepted the newly created vice presi-
dent for development title in 1959. With
his friendship built through the Ordance
Department with Olin Industries, he was
greatly instrumental in obtaining two
grants totaling over $2 million from the
Olin Foundation, Inc., for the construction
and equipping of the ceramic (Olin Hall)
and chemical engineering (Earle Hall)
buildings.
He was later appointed as a life mem-
ber of the Clemson Board of Trustees.
Earlier he served two terms as national
president of the Clemson Alumni
Association, he was a recipient of the
Alumni Distinguished Service Award and
was a tireless worker for the Holy Trinity
Episcopal Church in Clemson. No matter
what he did, everything revolved and
involved something about Clemson.
It's with pride and joy that I come to
work everyday in the Jervey Athletic
Center, named and dedicated to this tire-
less servant over two decades ago
(1973).
Captain Jervey was proud of many
things, but his family was his top priority.
One of his own came back last night to
remember and honor Captain Jervey.
Richard Leigh, a son of Ed and Mary
(Jervey) Kilby of Clemson, and the
Captain's grandson, brought three of his
friends from Nashville to the Brooks
Center for a 'Celebration of
Remembrances'.
All four are composers of Top 1 coun-
try and western hits in the past. Richard
is best known for his "Don't It Make My
Brown Eyes Blue," recorded by Crystal
Gayle. The song earned a Grammy
Award for Country Music Song-of-the-
Year and a Grammy nomination as the
pop song-of-the-year.
Richard deemed it an honor to come to
Clemson and remember, "one of the
greatest gentlemen I have ever known,
my grandfather."
The Captain might not have gone
along with all the fuss being made over
him had he been present last night.
Except for the fact that one of benefactors
was the IPTAY Scholarship Fund. And
since the Captain was in on the first fund
raising talks 63 years ago, he no doubt
would have given his okay.
It seems ironic that Clemson opened
its doors to students for the first time in
1893, which was the same year Captain
Jervey was born. Seventeen years later
he entered Clemson as a freshman.
And he has never left.
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